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Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has shown that stabilizing the
increase of global mean temperature below 2°C relative to pre-industrial levels
entails a fundamental global challenge (IPCC 2014). With billions of people
vulnerable and hundreds of millions at extreme risk from weather-related disasters,
climate change poses a great threat to individuals as well as to social and political
stability. Climate change has been described by Nobel peace prize winner Wangari
Maathai as a “life or death” threat conducted in “a new global battlefield” (Vidal
2009:2). Continuing with business as usual is associated with unfathomable risks
and great uncertainties for human life (IPCC 2014).
Increased greenhouse gas emissions have been a major cause of the very large late
20th-century warming (Crowley 2000). The sources of these emissions are
anthropogenic (i.e., human) activities. The industry sector (especially electricity
and heat generation), agriculture, forestry, and other land use industries have
contributed two-thirds of global emissions (IPCC 2015). Transportation
contributes 14% and buildings contribute 6% of all emissions. In Sweden, 18% of
greenhouse gas emissions comes from buildings, an amount equivalent to the
transportation sector (Informationscentrum för hållbart byggande 2018). Clearly,
a continuation of business as usual in the housing sector is not sustainable.
According to leading advocates, a transition to low carbon housing will require
very energy efficient buildings on a wide scale, both in developed and developing
countries (International Energy Agency 2017). From a climate change perspective,
efficient buildings are deemed to be crucial since they lower the overall demand
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for heating energy, which means less fossil fuels are used in the housing sector. In
addition, countries that use large amounts of fossil-free energy in the housing
sector can count on energy efficient buildings to ‘free up’ more carbon neutral
energy available for services in other sectors.
Internationally and nationally, modern low-energy buildings have been researched
since the 1970s and have been demonstrated to function well as a technology for
decades (International Passive House Institute [PHI] 2015). Among these
initiatives, the passive house standard has been a leading low-energy building
concept, which has been proven to function in Sweden as well as in other Northern
European countries including Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland,
UK, and Norway. In Sweden, passive houses have been hailed by advocates to be
the next national building standard, which could “save the world from the threat
of climate change” (Interview with CEO of Passivhuscentrum [the Passive House
Centre] in 2014).
In this thesis, I examine the role of passive houses and related standards and
practices to understand their development in relation to the Swedish housing
sector.
The core idea of passive houses is that they require so little energy that
conventional heating and air conditioning systems become obsolete (PHI 2015).
Based on this idea, PHI presents the following design principles:
• Maximizing passive solar gain through low emissive window glazing and
very well insulated window frames. The windows should be oriented
towards the south and allow for good and controlled solar radiation and
shading.
• Using well-insulated components that prevent thermal bridging and air
leaks through the building envelope.
• Using heat recovery with supplementary supply air heating in the
ventilation.
• Using very energy-efficient appliances.
• Meeting the remaining building energy demand with energy from
renewable sources.
The passive house standard originated in Germany in the 1990s after a
collaboration between Swedish professor Bo Adamson and the German physicist
Wolfgang Feist. Since then, the standard has been taken up by other countries and
today passive houses can be certified according to the international PHI standard
as well as through different national standards. Today, passive house development
is technologically more or less mature and has had varied success of geographical
uptake (Haavik et al. 2012; Janson 2008; Koch & Bertelsen 2014; Mlecnik 2014;
Müller & Berker 2013; Nykamp 2017; Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2009; Pitts 2017).
This international acceptance means that passive house practices and standards
have taken on national characteristics over time.
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Historically, Sweden has been characterised by a progressive approach to
environmental politics (e.g., the UN's first major conference on international
environmental issues took place in Stockholm in 1972), and currently the
government has presented ambitions for “a fossil-free welfare country” by 2045
(Swedish Government 2018). Specifically regarding the built environment,
Sweden has had comparatively strict energy efficiency policies since the 1980s
(Schipper et al. 1985). Moreover, the country has had early low-energy building
initiatives, especially in western Sweden where actors have a regional knowledge
hub and close contacts with the German Passivhaus movement.
Against this background the question is this: Why is there such a low and uneven
level of dissemination of passive houses in Sweden? In their low-energy building
database, the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA) lists almost 300 projects, out of
which a minority are highly energy efficient residential buildings (Program för
byggnader med mycket låg energianvändning [LÅGAN] 2018).
This calls for a study of how passive houses and related practices and standards
become normalized (more regular) and stabilized (i.e., integrated and accepted) as
part of the building sector. This thesis assumes that this stabilization and
integration largely takes place through negotiating the meaning of passive houses
among different actors in social arenas at the national, regional, and local level.
Passive houses need to adapt to existing laws, organizations, and practices or these
institutional structures need to change and adapt in accordance with passive
houses. This change entails micro-processes of problem-solving, adjustment, and
accommodation in different social arenas. These micro-processes can lead to
institutional and organizational changes in the housing sector but does not
necessarily include a full transformation.
The term ‘negotiation’ is understood in a broad sense as the activities of combining
different opinions through all sorts of interactions and conflicts regarding the
further deployment of passive houses. The word is used to make sense of the messy
process that is involved when a multitude of actors contribute to socio-technical
development through their different roles (Truffer 2008). In this sense, negotiation
entails not only intentional actions from advocates, but also involves actors
implicated directly or indirectly in activities that shape if and how passive houses
become part of already existing practices.
Negotiations over passive houses are here deemed to be context-specific: they
depend on the actors and resources at hand. Sometimes negotiations concern
passive house practices (techniques and technologies) and sometimes they concern
passive house standards (certifications). On the construction site, negotiation could
mean resolving whether passive houses are compatible with specific heating
technologies. On the institutional level, negotiation could mean developing
networks of passive house advocates with the right mix of competences. On the
policy design level, negotiation could mean balancing conflicting interests
regarding building energy performance levels. Negotiation in these and other
3
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contexts are understood here as to bring in a heterogeneous set of actors as well as
multiple discursive and material instruments.
Through the empirical material and previous social research on passive houses,
four arenas where such negotiations may take place have been identified: (1) they
can occur in the realm of public discourse, e.g., through news media where
different versions or presentations of passive houses compete for dominance and
stabilization; (2) they can occur in institutional eco-systems (e.g., at the regional
level) where they can take shape around these buildings and provide a stable
environment for the construction and use of passive houses; (3) they can occur in
the development of passive houses within housing companies where many
stabilization challenges regarding technology choices and organizational set-up are
present; and (4) they can occur when national building codes and building norms
are developed or revised.
In this thesis, the concept of ‘mainstreaming’ is used to understand the
phenomenon of negotiating stabilization. Mainstreaming is defined as the process
of stabilizing passive house practices and standards in the Swedish building
system. Mainstreaming can be understood both as an activity and as an outcome:
the acts of stabilizing passive houses as well as the act of regularly developing
passive houses. That is, mainstreaming deploys passive houses through multiple
activities as well as serves as a description of the resulting status of these acts. In
this thesis, although the activities are the main focus, it is an open question as to
how much of these activities contribute to a normalization of passive house
standards and practices: i.e., there are no guarantees that attempts of integrating
passive houses in the complex institutional environment of the housing sector lead
to a high degree of normalization.
I use the concept of mainstreaming to study the normalization of passive houses
because the concept does not pre-empt the outcome. Therefore, I do not use more
established and typical notions or frameworks of “product diffusion” (Rogers
1962) or “transitions” (e.g., Geels 2002). Rather, the study of the mainstreaming
phenomenon is somewhat positioned between these two ‘extreme points’ of
diffusion of innovations within a largely stable context of regulations and social
practices on the one side (Rogers 1962, 2010) and a fundamental transition of the
building sector on the way to a highly energy-efficient building stock on the other
side (for an overview of sustainable transitions literature, see Markard et al. 2012).
Diffusion theory as presented in its original form by Rogers (1962) mainly focuses
on the process by which one innovation is communicated through certain channels
over time among the members of a social system. This version of diffusion theory
focuses on when and how innovations reached innovators, early adopters, the
majority of users, and laggards (Rogers 2010). Relatively simple innovations and
individual pre-existing types of adopters were thus the main unit of analysis. From
a diffusion perspective, a study of the wider deployment of passive houses would
entail a fairly simple roll-out of buildings, and the study would focus on how and
when different actors adopt these buildings as new innovations. In contrast, this
4
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thesis studies the mainstreaming phenomenon, which entails a greater focus on the
adaptation of the social arenas and institutional contexts where the passive house
standards and practices are negotiated. It is also unlikely that entire buildings are
comprised of new parts (Koch 2017), which further opens up for alternative
approaches.
Transition theory in turn builds on the idea of highly integrated socio-technical
systems providing basic societal services such as housing, transportation, water,
and sanitation (Markard et al. 2012). Transition theory literature focuses on the
rare occasions where these systems for production and consumption undergo
fundamental changes leading to full-scale transformation of sectors. Consequently,
from a transition perspective, the wider deployment of passive houses would be
studied as a full transformation of the traditional practices of constructing
buildings in Sweden. In this process, established rules would be substituted, new
types of actors would become dominant, and new practices of constructing and
using buildings would be established. Such an understanding risks leading to a
simplified ex post description of passive house deployment as either successful or
unsuccessful.
Framing the increased use of passive houses as a mainstreaming process avoids
the study getting locked in one of these pre-given pathways of change. From this
position, mainstreaming covers the range of outcomes between pure diffusion and
full-scale transition. The deployment of passive houses could indeed still result in
a diffusion of buildings leaving the structures of the housing sector largely intact,
or it could lead to a fundamental transformation of this sector with new basic
technologies, actors, and institutions. Between these poles, it may well also be the
case that passive houses eventually turn into a more or less strong market segment
or that some local energy systems eventually adapts to the low energy demand of
such buildings.

1.1 Aim of the thesis and research questions
To capture the interrelationships of technical and social elements in the process of
mainstreaming, these interrelationships are studied as ‘socio-technical’
phenomena. A socio-technical perspective entails an approach to the construction
and development of buildings emphasizing that technological choices, such as
adopting passive house standards and practices, depend on how technologies are
embedded in social, political, and economic organizations (Rohracher 2001). This
means that institutions and technologies in the housing sector are understood to
develop closely in parallel (Nykamp 2017), and advocates of energy efficient
buildings adapt their strategies in line with changing social and technological
circumstances in the housing sector (Guy & Shove 2000).
In socio-technical research, a key interest is how emerging technologies, such as
passive houses, co-evolve with institutional change. A study of mainstreaming as
5
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a socio-technical phenomenon thereby clarifies how passive houses are part of a
wider system of regulations, organizations, and technologies. This approach is
helpful in conceptualizing and analysing the micro-processes of negotiation
involved in stabilizing passive houses in different areas of the housing sector.
Against this background, the overarching aim of this thesis is to study how passive
house standards and practices are made part of the Swedish housing sector. To
fulfil this aim, this thesis studies key actors and activities involved in
mainstreaming passive houses. These key actors are individuals and organizations
such as non-profits, enterprises, governmental authorities, and housing companies
that actively negotiate the deployment of passive houses through different methods
and instruments. Mainstreaming is studied as activity playing out in the four social
arenas mentioned above: in the realm of discourse, as part of local and regional
institutions, within housing companies, and through the development of building
norms.
The main inquiry of this thesis is supported by sub-questions related to different
aspects of making passive houses a stable part of the housing sector:
• How have passive houses been presented in the Swedish public discourse
over time?
• What implications have attempts at discursive stabilization had for practices
and standards?
Sustainable buildings can be understood through a social-constructivist framework
where environmental problems (e.g., climate change) and solutions (e.g., passive
houses) are contested concepts (Guy & Farmer 2001). Therefore, the way passive
houses are presented in the news can affect how passive houses are used and
deployed. Different users can present different understandings of passive houses,
and over time a specific understanding and framing of these buildings can take
hold. Understanding how they are framed can also shed light on where and how
attempts of passive house integration have taken place and to what issues this
relate.
• How are passive houses in Sweden stabilized through regional institutional
arrangements?
• What negotiations and challenges are played out at this level?
Existing institutions and socio-technical systems can be more or less aligned with
the deployment of passive houses (Mlecnik 2014; Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2009).
As passive houses are not built evenly over the country, there are regional
differences to expect regarding support of these buildings. The institutions that are
built on the local or regional level by advocates can be understood as crucial
mainstreaming activities where organisations, networks, and actors can form
supporting structures. The mainstreaming phenomenon can be understood through
studying this subnational ‘system building’ as well as studying hindering regional
and local arrangements.
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• How does the development of passive houses shape the organisational
structure of housing companies in Sweden?
• What organizational challenges and opportunities are associated with the
development of passive houses in Sweden?
A housing company choosing to develop passive houses requires introducing a
new and different object into an existing organisational structure. The introduction
might present a challenge or at least present new demands and new questions of
that organization. This can also lead to the formation of new relations between
buildings, tenants, owners, and technological infrastructures. Thus, a key part of
understanding the mainstreaming phenomenon is to study how this introduction
shapes the way housing companies work with buildings, users, and energy-related
housing issues.
• What does the revision of the national building code according to European
Union standards mean for passive house standards in Sweden?
• What role do calculations play in this process?
Schade and colleagues (2013) have shown that while Sweden was early with strict
energy performance requirements in the housing sector, policies have stagnated
with regard to this aspect in the later decades. In 2010, a revised version of the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) (Directive 2010/31/EU) was
introduced to increase building energy efficiency in EU member countries. This
introduction meant revisions of the Swedish building code, a change that required
multi-actor negotiations. Engagement in the revision of national building norms
can be understood as a potential mainstreaming activity. If successful, a passive
house standard as a national building norm would mean legal approval for such
buildings, which in turn would mean a critical step towards normalization.
By inquiring into these questions, this thesis will result in a study of how passive
houses are mainstreamed. From this, the reader will gain deeper insight into the
change dynamics associated with deploying low-energy building solutions through
the analysis of the discursive, institutional, organizational, and political microprocesses involved in attempts of forming a stable position for passive houses in
the Swedish housing sector.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2: Background presents the historical
development of passive houses in Sweden, the residential building and heating
system with its unique set-up, and the regulations guiding the development of
building energy efficiency at different levels. Chapter 3: Previous research
situates the thesis within previous research on sustainable buildings in general and
passive houses in specific with a focus on socio-technical perspectives. The
chapter presents strengths and weaknesses of previous research, how previous
research is used, and what this thesis can contribute with in this context.
Chapter 4: Theoretical framework presents the theoretical perspective used for
studying the mainstreaming of passive houses. Mainstreaming is presented based
7
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on previous uses of the concept, strength and weaknesses of these uses, and how
the concept mainstreaming is used in this thesis. The chapter also presents how
specific theoretical concepts are used in the individual empirical chapters and how
they support the overall mainstreaming approach. These additional concepts draw
from ideas in the wider field of Science and Technology Studies, which focuses
on how technological innovation aspects interact with social, political, and cultural
aspects. The following specific theories are discussed: framing, actors, networks,
and dynamic processes, affiliative objects and object-centred sociality, and
calculative devices and metrological infrastructures.
Chapter 5: Case description and methods presents the empirical material and the
methods used. To understand how passive houses have been framed in the public
discourse, an analysis of national newspapers and business papers was conducted
and national low energy building statistics were analysed. To understand what role
institutional structures play at the regional level, interviews were conducted with
multiple actors; in addition, local newspaper coverage of the issue was analysed.
Housing companies were studied through an analysis of interviews and study visits
and workshops focusing on buildings, professionals, and tenants. Finally, to
understand the role of building legislation, national policy documents and
consultations on these polices were analysed.
The first empirical chapter is Chapter 6: The framing of passive houses in Swedish
newspapers. This chapter presents a historical study spanning 15 years, situating
the development of passive houses nation-wide through an analysis of narratives
in national newspapers and business papers. The chapter focuses on the framing of
passive house standards and practices and how they are positioned in relation to
central issues in the housing sector. The chapter is organized around three key
areas identified in previous research and the studied material: the local and regional
activities for deploying these buildings; the passive house practices related to
construction and development; and the passive house standard in relation to
national building policies. The chapter sets the stage for deeper mainstreaming
inquiries.
Chapter 7: Mainstreaming and regional system building contrasts two regions that
are very different when it comes to passive house development. Western Sweden
leads the way for mainstreaming of the standard and is the birth place for passive
houses in the country. The contrasting eastern region is more representative of the
overall situation in Sweden; that is, the eastern region has fewer residential passive
houses, a fact that reflects the overall situation in Sweden. The analysis is focused
on regional competence and funding, multi-actor networks, and the role played by
pre-existing socio-technical conditions, especially regarding residential buildings
and heating systems. The chapter also discusses how the news media presents
regional and local perception of passive houses and how these presentations affect
regional use of these buildings.
Chapter 8: Mainstreaming as organizational adaptation to passive houses is an
inquiry into how public housing companies deal with the development of passive
8
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house projects. One company in each of the regions studied in the previous chapter
is presented in-depth. A company actively trying to build passive houses on a large
scale is contrasted with a company more engaged with a few demonstration
projects. The socio-technical regional pre-conditions, presented in the previous
chapter, partly shape how the housing companies integrate passive house
production in their organizations. Both cases highlight how the materiality of
passive houses matter: i.e., how specific physical prerequisites of very energy
efficient buildings and their technologies shape the way housing is organized.
Chapter 9: Mainstreaming and the national building code presents the final
empirical study. The chapter is an inquiry into how the Swedish building code
adapts to the European Union Energy Performance of Buildings Directive. The
chapter analyses the national policy-making process as a practice of shaping
calculative practices: i.e., how different calculations in the building code present
different opportunities for passive houses to be widely deployed and how key
actors attempt to re-arrange the housing sector through these calculations. This
highlights the political role of calculations in performance-based building
regulations.
Chapter 10: Conclusions presents the main empirical and theoretical conclusions.
The chapter discusses the different mainstreaming activities analysed in the
empirical chapters as well as whether and how the process of mainstreaming and
normalization have occurred. This means that the chapter returns to the double
meaning of the passive house concept as an activity and as outcome and discusses
the effects of the attempts of mainstreaming passive houses in different arenas.
The chapter ends with a discussion on how this reflects on the housing sector in
Sweden and thoughts on future developments.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
The ‘green building’ sector is heterogonous as it includes many housing types and
concepts. For example, Swedish discourse about ‘green building’ mentions more
than 20 concepts referring to some kind of building that is built with energy
performance as a main driver for construction. The five most common concepts
used in the material studied here are (in descending order) ‘passive house’, ‘low
energy building’, ‘plus energy building’, ‘zero energy building’, and ‘green
building’. These concepts are often used interchangeably in the public debate as
general descriptors (i.e., increased energy efficiency or decreased carbon dioxide
emissions) rather than as descriptors of specific mechanical designs, technological
traits, or low energy building standards.
Low energy building terminology differs from project to project, country to
country, region to region, and profession to profession. Moreover, the terminology
depends on involved technologies, system boundaries, and political agenda.
Consequently, defining what characteristics a specific ‘low-energy building’ often
includes an inquiry both into technological traits of the building and the social
objectives guiding the project.
This thesis examines the mainstreaming of passive house practices and standards
with a focus on residential buildings and energy efficiency. The term ‘passive
house’ refers to the passive house concept in a broad meaning: i.e., how it is framed
in the political discourse, how it is related to construction practices, and the role
played by voluntary passive house standards and certifications. However, the
equivocal status of ‘green buildings’ also evokes discussions of relevance for the
wider housing sector. In this thesis, ‘low energy building’ refers to the whole
11
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family of concepts developed with the aim to highly reduce net energy demand in
buildings. In addition, ‘Nearly Zero-Energy Building’ (nZEB) is used when
relating to policies as this concept is common in the EU, on the national level, and
increasingly on the regional and local levels.
This chapter presents passive houses in relation to the historical development of
low energy buildings. It also gives an overview of the Swedish residential building
system, heating systems, and relevant building policies. It is important to
understand the history and policy context of passive houses to assess their
development, as they emerge from different national contexts and with different
institutional support.

2.1 History of low energy buildings
Energy efficient buildings have a long history. Ionescu and colleagues (2015)
identify the first energy efficient building strategy to have originated in 5500 B.C.
in the Carpathian region (i.e., present-day Romania), where buildings were
constructed underground to take advantage of constant temperatures throughout
the year. There are other historical examples. Water canals were used under
buildings to provide fresh air ventilation in Persia in 4000 BCE, thermal insulation
was used in Egypt in 3100 BCE, and so-called Socratic Houses made use of solar
radiation in 500 BCE in Greece.
Recent approaches to energy efficient buildings can be traced back to 19th century
innovations in science and engineering (Ionescu et al. 2015). In 1850s, Russian
Franz San Galli invented the first cast iron radiator. In that same decade in the
USA, Thomas Stetson patented double glazed windows. In the USA in the 1880s,
Nikola Tesla invented an electric fan (anticipating modern ventilation systems). In
the same decade in Norway, the first known ‘passive’ construction was built as
polar explorer Fridtjof Nansen’s ship ‘Fram’ made use of thick insulation and
ventilation in air tight construction. In 1939, the first house using solar collectors
was built at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Another important
innovation for energy efficient buildings was the institutional assimilation of
building regulations taking place in several countries in the 20th century.
The term ‘zero energy building’ has existed since the 1970s when Torben
Esbensen and Vagn Korsgaard (1977) from the Technical University of Denmark
presented an experimental zero energy house with several energy conservation
measures, including highly insulated walls, heat recovery ventilation, and window
insulation. Their aim was to construct a building that would need only about 10%
of the energy used in the average 1970s Danish residential building. Different
types of low energy buildings with similar aims (but developed under different
names) were built in Japan, Canada, the USA, Sweden, and Germany in the 1970s
and 1980s, developments that lead to the construction of the first ‘passive house’
built in Germany in the early 1990s (Ionescu et al. 2015; Marszal & Heiselberg
2011).
12
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The passive house concept and standard was developed in the late 1980s by
Swedish professor Bo Adamson (specializing in building construction) and
German physicist Wolfgang Feist in a joint research project that resulted in the
first passive house being built in Germany in 1991 in Darmstadt-Kranichstein
(Müller & Berker 2013; Schnieders et al. 2015). As in Denmark in the 1970s, the
purpose of the Kranichstein Passive House was to develop a building that would
need about 10% of the energy used compared to the average equivalent building.
The ‘passive’ part amplified that the building could be “heated, cooled and
dehumidified simply by conditioning the supply air” (Schnieders et al. 2015:71).
In addition to ventilation heat recovery, the Kranichstein Passive House took
advantage of thick insulation, high-quality windows, airtightness, and building
techniques that eliminated thermal bridges.
In the late 20th and early 21st century, the state-of-the-art technologies focused on
developing ‘plus energy buildings’ (net-generators of energy) and introduced the
use of passive house technologies in the development of blocks of buildings,
neighbourhoods, and city districts (Ionescu et al. 2015). Additionally, there has
been an increase in performance-based energy building policies and voluntary
building standards, with LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
and BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method) as the most important international rating systems.
2.1.1 Historical development in Sweden
The theme of energy conservation in buildings has been on the Swedish political
agenda at least since the first international oil crisis in the early 1970s (Glad 2006).
The issue was later emphasised in the public discourse following the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant accident in the 1970s in Pennsylvania, USA and
following the 1980s national referendum and debate on nuclear power in Sweden.
In addition, in the 1980s and 1990s the environmental impact of buildings
increasingly became visible on the international environmental politics agenda,
and this was mirrored in Swedish debate and policies. Since the 1990s, low energy
buildings have been the focus of local building policies, and increasingly this has
materialized into various building projects.
Sweden has over 40 years of experience with modern low-energy building research
(Ionescu et al. 2015). For example, in 1977 Swedish researchers were pioneers in
measuring the air tightness of buildings through a so-called blower door test, a
technology that has helped emphasize the importance of measurements and followups in energy efficient building projects. Early research developed together with a
growing do-it-yourself movement. For example, during the 1970s, there was a
small international renewable energy boom, and literature on solar buildings, wind
energy, and ecological building methods was disseminated through small
communities and libraries in Sweden (Lembring et al. 1978).
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In the 1970s and 1980s, several experimental passive houses were developed in
the southern and western part of Sweden. For example, in the city of Växjö
researchers from the faculty of engineering at Lund University constructed a
building that used solar panels and several ‘passive’ strategies to improve airtightness and heat recovery (Blomsterberg & Ulmås 1984).
At the same time in Färgelanda, in western Sweden, an experimental house making
use of solar and passive energy efficiency strategies was constructed (Glad 2006).
These early Swedish ‘passive houses’ were followed by other more or less
successful experimental buildings developing and testing passive building
solutions, such as air-tight envelopes, well-insulated walls and windows, heat
recovery ventilation, solar panels, and the strategic use of building orientation.
These buildings were often combined with ‘ecological solutions’ such as placing
greenhouses close to the buildings.
In 1985, the architect Hans Eek designed two ‘Super-Low-Energy Houses’ – one
built in Ingolstadt, Germany and one built in Halmstad, in western Sweden
(Ionescu et al. 2015). Many of the early buildings were inspired by American
experimental houses making use of passive solar energy. Later buildings were
inspired by, and sometimes connected to, the German Passivhaus movement,
which was established in the 1990s, and where aforementioned Swede Bo
Adamson played a central role.
In the mid 1990s, the experimental stage of energy efficient buildings transitioned
into a new generation of buildings, and Sweden's first commercial residential area
of passive houses were constructed in Lindås Park, outside of Gothenburg. The
project involved Efem Architects, Lund University, Chalmers University of
Technology, and the Swedish National Testing and Research Institute (SP) (Janson
2008). These buildings were completed in 2001 and were at the time known as
“houses without traditional heating systems” (Arnstad 2000). In the project,
architects Hans Grönlund and Hans Eek highlighted the role of passive solar
energy, simple technological solutions such as thick insulation, and the
minimization of cold bridges.
Soon after Lindås, other projects followed. In 2004, Landskronahem built 35 row
houses in Glumslöv in southern Sweden. As with the Lindås case, these were not
presented as passive houses but rather as ‘self-heating’ houses. In 2006, three key
multi-family passive house projects were developed: The Seglet housing block,
the Oxtorget housing block, and the Frillesås houses. In 2007, Sweden’s first
modern single-family house using passive solutions was built in Lidköping close
to Lake Vänern (LÅGAN 2018).
The buildings in these early projects were not called ‘passive houses’ at that time.
This term was first used to describe the Lindås project (Glad 2006) and other early
‘passive’ buildings. However, from 2007 the projects developed between 2001 and
2006 have been described (often in relation to attempts of developing a Swedish
passive house standard) as the first Swedish passive houses. Thus, the
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experimentation with passive house technologies and activities to promote them
through passive house standards do not have a perfectly aligned history. Rather,
the construction of passive houses and the discursive framing of passive house
standards are different processes, sometimes diverging and sometimes
intertwining.

2.2 Passive house standards and practices
The ‘passive house standard’ is a construction standard with specific criteria
developed with the vision to achieve a high level of thermal comfort with minimum
energy consumption (International Passive House Institute 2015). For example,
the Swedish building code (SEA 2017) states that buildings should not use more
than 90 kWh/m2/year (including hot water), while the Swedish branch of the
international Passive House Institute (Intressegrupp Passivhus 2018) states that
passive houses in Sweden should use no more than 15 kWh/m2/year (excluding
hot water). In addition to focusing on energy efficiency, the standard potentially
increases the quality of buildings as it presents detailed quality guidelines for
construction and promotes thorough follow-up procedures of functions (PHI
2015).
The political objective of the passive house standard is to reduce building energy
demand when in use to lower climate impact from the housing sector (International
Passive House Institute 2015). Technologically, passive houses minimize heat loss
using envelopes with extra thick insulation in walls, roofs, windows, and doors.
They also make use of efficient ventilation as well as heat from tenants, appliances,
and solar insulation. In addition, cellular plastic is used to seal the whole building
to eliminate as many uncontrolled air flows as possible.
The specific criteria to be followed for a building to live up to the definition of a
passive house are listed below (International Passive House Association 2018):
• Space heating demand should not to exceed 15 kWh annually or 10 W per
m2 of usable living space.
• Space cooling demand should match the heating demand with an additional
allowance for dehumidification, depending on climate.
• At 50 Pascal pressure, a maximum of 0.6 air changes times a room’s volume
(per hour) are allowed and should be verified with an onsite pressure test.
• Thermal comfort must be met for all living areas year-round with not more
deviation than 10 percent of the hours in any given year.
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These core ideas are presented as fairly simple design practices by the International
Passive House Institute (2015):
• Maximizing passive solar gain through low emissive window glazing and
very well insulated window frames. The windows should be oriented
towards the south and allow for good and controlled solar radiation and
shading.
• Using well-insulated components to prevent thermal bridging and air
leakage through the building envelope.
• Using heat recovery with supplementary supply air heating in the
ventilation.
• Using very energy-efficient appliances.
• Meeting the remaining building energy demand with energy from
renewable sources.
In Sweden, two passive house standards exist in the housing market: the so-called
Swedish passive house standard (which is abbreviated FEBY, from the
organization name Forum för Energieffektiva Byggnader [Energy Efficient
Buildings Forum]) and the aforementioned international passive house standard
(PHI) which in Sweden is managed by the organization Intressegrupp Passivhus
(IG Passivhus). FEBY originated in the early 2000s and was based on the PHI
standard, but was adapted to Swedish preconditions by a group of Swedish housing
sector actors.
According to Eije Sandberg (2009), one of the initiators of the FEBY standard, the
purpose was to harmonize the FEBY standard with the international standard over
time. According to the FEBY standard, the term passive house is defined as “a type
of low energy building, aiming to have significantly better functions than the
technical demands set in the Swedish building code” (Sveriges Centrum för
Nollenergihus [SCN] 2012:2). These standards follow the same design principles,
but the specific criteria differs between PHI and FEBY, as the FEBY standard is
an attempt to take into account Swedish climate conditions.
Since 2018, FEBY is no longer a passive house standard:
FEBY18 includes three selectable levels, where the one called FEBY Gold, replaces
previous passive house criteria in FEBY12, but remains at the same level of demand
for building heat losses. Thus, we now avoid confusions in relation to the
international passive house [PHI] definition. (FEBY 2017)

The dominating standard and passive house organisations has changed over time
in Sweden. A major difference between FEBY Gold and the PHI certification is
that the latter uses the calculation software Passive House Planning Package
(PHPP). According to representatives for FEBY, knowledge about the PHPP
software is central for the passive houses to work well (FEBY 2017). Buildings
certified by the PHI standard are thus required to present more specific results,
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which leads to more accurate calculations, but this also involves a more
complicated process.
The FEBY standard has been promoted mainly by the Passive House Centre and
its off-shoot, the Swedish Centre for Zero Energy Buildings. The Passive House
Centre was inaugurated in Alingsås in western Sweden in 2007 as Sweden’s only
centre of its kind. The Swedish branch of the International Passive House Institute
has played a minor role in the development of residential passive houses in Sweden
so far. However, after the Passive House Centre closed in late 2017 and FEBY was
no longer presented as the Swedish passive house standard, the IG Passivhus and
the PHI certification have become more visible in the public debate (see e.g.
Bennewitz 2014).
As mentioned above the commercial dissemination of passive houses in Sweden
started in the early 2000s. FEBY was introduced in 2009, and PHI has played a
low-key role in the Swedish market. Because of this short and recent history, there
are few certified passive houses built in Sweden (see Figure 1).

Total number of residential passive house projects developed
during the 2000-2014 period in Sweden
7
9
6

106

Nr. of non-certified passive houses

Nr. of residential PHI certified passive houses

Nr. of residential FEBY 09 certified passive houses

Nr. of residential FEBY 12 certified passive houses

Figure 1. Number of all types of residential passive house projects in Sweden. The
statistics cover the 2000-2014 period (Data: Intressegrupp Passivhus 2018; LÅGAN
2018; the Passive House Centre, personal communication, 9 November 2017).

Early on, residential passive houses were constructed in smaller cities and towns
mainly throughout the south-western part of Sweden, but recently they have
increasingly been constructed in the larger city areas of Stockholm, Gothenburg,
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and Malmö (LÅGAN 2018). Technological design and construction practices have
evolved since the early 2000s, and new passive house building components have
entered the market. This is reflected in that the FEBY certification has been revised
several times between 2009 and 2018.
Against this background, the introduction and the wider deployment of passive
houses in Sweden cannot simply be understood as the diffusion of a specific type
of building. Rather it should be understood as the evolvement of practices and
standards taking place in different contexts over time.

2.3 The Swedish housing sector
‘The Swedish housing sector’ mainly refers to the building stock although the
energy infrastructure is almost equally important for energy consumption and is
thus included in this thesis.
The Swedish housing sector has gone from a situation in 1935 where less than 8%
of Swedish apartments were regarded to provide satisfactory living conditions
(Nordström 1938) to a situation in 2009 where 88% of Swedes experience good
living conditions (Statistics Sweden [SCB] 2011:18). This development owes
much to a social democrat-led housing programme spanning from the 1940s to the
late 1980s, where housing became a main part of general welfare policies. Central
to this development was the construction of dwellings for the growing working
population in ‘the million homes program’ between 1965 and 1974, a building
project that ended a nationwide housing shortage (Hedin et al. 2012:445).
In 2018, 243 out of 290 Swedish municipalities experienced a new housing
shortage, which has been met with a construction boom in the residential building
sector. Data from the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning (Board
of Housing 2018) show that each of the last ten years have experienced an increase
in new constructions. At the same time, the million homes program stands in dire
need of refurbishment, which is expected to be a 30-year project at today’s
renovation pace (Sveriges Allmännyttiga Bostadsbolag 2017). Both these
developments open up for a ‘greening’ of the national building stock, in which
passive houses could play a key role. From a housing market perspective the
mainstreaming of passive houses therefore present a huge potential. However, the
political landscape has changed since the 1965-1974 period, leading to new
challenges for sustainable housing.
The Swedish housing market was increasingly deregulated in the three decades
leading up to the 2010s, with the so-called Danell system from 1993 “shifting the
Swedish housing situation from being one of the most regulated in Europe to the
most liberal market-governed” (Hedin et al. 2012). This structural shift led to
higher demands of profitability in the public housing sector and in turn to a lower
quality of new buildings, higher living costs, and greater gentrification.
Deregulation has also led to the outsourcing of planning and an abandonment of
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social housing commitments. Sweden’s neoliberal interpretation of the European
Commission’s competition regulations is deemed “the most important driver” for
this shift in housing policies (Holmqvist & Turner 2014:251).
Gullberg and Kaijser (2004) present a similar narrative with the city of Stockholm
in focus. They present three phases in Stockholm’s urban development: a multifamily housing regime in the period of 1945-1970 with a close planning
coordination of suburbs and underground transportation, a private single-family
house regime in the 1970s partly driven by public criticism of the million homes
program of the 1960s, and a commercial building regime starting in the 1980s
driven by a deregulation of the financial markets and a following increase in
property investments. Research by Schade and colleagues (2013) has shown that
these political shifts in the housing sector are also believed to influence the low
uptake of passive houses in Sweden, as client’s demand have become the main
governing principle for the construction of energy efficient buildings.
Recently, Sweden has fallen behind other countries when it comes to developing
very energy efficient buildings, such as passive houses (Glad 2006). There is a lack
of innovative solutions to guide the residential building sector towards a more
energy efficient pathway. According to Glad (2006), building regulations have not
been precise enough to encourage further energy efficiency interventions, and the
follow-up process of constructed buildings have been criticized for being
conducted by the companies themselves or for being conducted by resource poor
municipalities. At the same time, other northern European countries have been
progressive in developing passive houses. The era when Sweden was an innovator
of energy efficiency in the built environment might be over.
According to Hemström and colleagues, Sweden has become less progressive
when it comes to energy efficiency in buildings because the Swedish construction
sector is dominated by a few large contractors that do not need to innovate to
remain successful: “[these] contractors tend to strive for standardised solutions [...]
and may collaborate based on specific materials or methods to reduce price [...]
Such sunk investments may limit contractors’ ability to adapt their processes to
innovations” (2017:248). Another probable reason for this decreased focus on
energy efficiency is the availability of cheap electricity and cheap district heating
(Dzebo & Nykvist 2017).
2.3.1 The structure of the Swedish residential housing stock
The Swedish residential building stock is fairly balanced between smaller and
larger residential buildings. The sector consists of two million multi-dwelling
buildings and 2,5 million one- and two-dwelling buildings (Bulut et al. 2015); 60%
of the multi-dwelling buildings are rented from housing companies, 40% of the
multi-dwelling buildings are cooperatively owned, and more than 90% are owned
by private persons. In addition, there are around 70,000 buildings in the
commercial and public sectors.
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Buildings have a high energy demand, and the housing sector uses 40% of all
energy nationally (Bulut et al. 2015), which translates to roughly 20% of the
country’s greenhouse gas emissions emanating from the housing sector. Due to
this, Sweden has national plans to reduce energy use in buildings by 20% by 2020
and by 50% by 2050. According to Bulut and colleagues (2015), two-thirds of this
reduction will be through heat savings.
The Swedish residential building system is very communal, which is especially
evident in the multi-dwelling sector, irrespective of ownership. In privately owned
apartments, the owners have a share in the whole multi-dwelling building rather
than in one apartment, and in rental apartments heating costs are seldomly
individualized. This pragmatic approach to sharing means that collective solutions
such as district heating or collective pay for heating are deeply rooted in Swedish
culture. For example, Dzebo and Nykvist have shown that “for multi-dwelling
buildings, indoor temperature is usually controlled centrally, which means people
in individual apartments do not have full control of their heating. In order to reduce
the indoor temperature, the entire owners’ association must agree” (2017:119).
The introduction of so-called smart meters for individual energy and heat use
feedback is another case in point: “[I]n order to achieve a more flexible energy
demand and encourage savings, Sweden followed a progressive smart grid roll-out
policy and became one of the first Member States in the EU to reach universal
coverage of smart electricity meters” (Bulut et al. 2015:255-256). However,
individual metering is not taking place on a large scale in practice, which removes
much of the economic incentive for individuals to decrease their energy use in their
homes. Communal payment for heat dominates the multi-dwelling sector, while
individual metering is quite naturally more common in one- and two-dwelling
buildings.
2.3.2 The heating system of residential buildings
As Sweden has a cold climate, heating has historically been an important issue for
the housing sector. Up until the Second World War, it was a common strategy to
only heat one room (most often the kitchen) where the residents would gather on
colder days (Stålbom 2009). After the Second World War, the Swedish housing
sector was characterized by an increased use of oil boilers both for heating and for
hot water.
Crisis in oil producing countries in 1973 led to drastic increases in the global price
of oil (Stålbom 2009). Swedish authorities realized that the housing sector was
exposed due to its oil dependence, so the country passed legislation that
encouraged energy conservation in buildings. The Swedish Building Norm from
1975 introduced better insulation of buildings, smaller windows, heat recovery,
less cold bridges in the construction, and limited air exchange.
In the multi-dwelling buildings developed during the 1960s and 1970s, district
heating was a solution fitting both the infrastructure and the collective values
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expressed through the dominance of social democratic policies. Many Swedish
municipalities established their own district heating systems from the 1960s to the
1980s (Magnusson 2013). In contrast, in the development of smaller buildings
during the 1980s, electric heating became a common solution, and this strategy
was supported by policies for oil reduction. This development made for a
splintered building heating sector: the one- and two-dwelling market was
dominated by electric heating and the multi-dwelling market was dominated by
district heating. In later years, heat pumps have taken over the market earlier
dominated by electric heating solutions (Dzebo & Nykvist 2017).
This splintered development was supported by industry and political actors and
created a rather complementary heating system according to Dzebo and Nykvist:
“Both formal and informal institutions have contributed to the development of
[heat pumps] and [district heating] and the stabilisation of the new heat regime,
through the policy landscape, public opinion and culture” (2017:114). Historically,
heat pumps and district heating have been complementary, but recent market
saturation has led to tougher competition between the solutions. This presents a
pre-structured environment where wide passive house deployment can be expected
to lead to tough negotiations between new and established actors.
Historically, Swedish municipalities have been central for the development of the
residential building system through their planning monopoly. They have guided
what type of heating solutions are to be provided in different parts of their
geographical jurisdiction (Magnusson 2013). This guidance has been possible as
many municipalities own housing companies and energy utilities. For example,
multi-dwelling buildings owned by municipalities were important as initial
markets when introducing the country’s first district heating systems.
The first district heating systems were developed in the 1940s to prepare for
combined heat and power plants (Magnusson 2013). Most Swedish municipalities
have at least one system and in the multi-dwelling buildings sector more than 85%
of the residences use this technology for heating. According to Bulut and
colleagues (2015), the district heating companies enjoy a monopoly position in
many local heating markets similar to the monopoly found in the electricity
distribution sector.
In the one- and two-dwelling buildings sector, heat pumps have experienced a
‘silent revolution’ over the last four decades. Since 2015, Sweden has had “the
greatest amount of heat production from heat pumps per capita of any European
nation, and many heat pump markets in other European countries are 10 to 20 years
behind the Swedish market in development” (Johansson 2017:4). And since the
early 1980s, Swedish manufacturers have sold more than one million heat pumps
(Dzebo & Nykvist 2017).
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2.4 Building policy in Sweden
In Sweden, the government has decided that the country should have zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 (Swedish Parliament 2008). To reach this goal,
a continued strong trend to increase energy efficiency in the housing sector is
required as well as in the electricity and district heating sectors (Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency 2017). In Sweden, the energy performance of
buildings is regulated at several governmental levels, presenting different
institutional contexts where the role of passive houses has to be negotiated.
Building policies exist at the European, national, and local levels, ranging from
EU Directives aimed at all buildings to local programmes dedicated to the
deployment of passive houses.
2.4.1 European level
The 2010 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) and the 2012
Energy Efficiency Directive are the main legislations covering the reduction of the
energy consumption of buildings on the EU level. The EPBD (Directive
2002/91/EC, revised as 2010/31/EC) is to be translated into national law by all EU
Members. This directive aims at promoting energy performance in existing and in
new buildings. These performance goals include the introduction of a methodology
for calculating building energy performance, the setting of minimum energy
performance requirements, and the development of plans for so-called ‘nearly zero
energy buildings’. These three areas form the main areas of interest regarding
policy in this thesis. In December 2017, a political agreement to revise the EPBD
was reached to accommodate for so-called ‘smart technologies’.
The EPBD states that by 2020 (2018 for public buildings) all new buildings shall
be 'nearly zero energy buildings' (nZEBs). This means that buildings should
comply with high energy-performance standards, actions should be cost-optimal,
and a significant share of energy should come from local renewable sources of
energy. The Swedish Government has given the Energy Agency and the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning the joint task of implementing EPBD,
which will be regulated through the national building code.
The Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) is one of several instruments the
EU uses to reach its 20% energy efficiency target by 2020. According to this
directive, EU members must make energy efficient renovations to at least 3% of
buildings owned and occupied by central government, governments should only
purchase buildings that are highly energy efficient, and governments should
present long-term national low-energy building and renovation strategies. Both the
EPBD and the Energy Efficiency Directive highlight that the public sector should
take on a leading role in developing energy efficient buildings.
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2.4.2 National level
There are three major types of laws and regulations applicable for any organization
constructing buildings in Sweden: laws (passed by the parliament), decrees (passed
by the government), and regulations (passed by administrative authorities). Energy
efficiency in buildings are regulated in the Swedish Environmental Code, the
Planning and Building Act, and the Building code.
The Environmental Code states that all actors must conserve energy, primarily
using renewable energy sources, and work towards a sustainable environment
according to the Swedish Environmental Objectives (Environmental Objectives
Council 2007). The Swedish environmental objective Good Built Environment
states, in broad terms, how cities, towns, and other built-up areas should provide a
healthy living environment and thereby contribute to a healthy regional, national,
and global environment. The Good Built Environment Objective is a general goal
concerning areas such as infrastructure and urban planning, health issues, and
waste management.
The Planning and Building Act (2010) includes provisions for all municipalities,
which are obliged to draw up master plans concerning the zoning of land areas,
water, infrastructure, and constructions. The Planning and Building Act also
regulates comprehensive plans (specific for each individual building project),
building permits, overview of building committee activities, and supervision of
building projects.
The National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning’s (2011) building code
outlines required building requirements. The code is applicable as soon as any
actor is developing or altering a building, and the planning department of the
relevant municipality is to ensure that there is compliance. Energy performance of
buildings is regulated in section 9 of the code. It contains regulations and general
recommendations on accessibility, housing design, room height, the operating
space, fire protection, hygiene, health and living conditions, noise, and safety
issues. It is through a revision of section 9 that the EPBD is to be adapted to
Swedish law.
2.4.3 Local level
The municipal level is powerful in Sweden, which is reflected by local collection
of tax revenues, ownership of the spatial planning process, land ownership, and
ownership of strongly integrated public housing companies and local energy
utilities. Historically, the national building code has contributed to making Sweden
an international forerunner regarding building quality, and the residential building
stock was considered one of the most energy efficient in the world at the end of
the last century (Dzebo & Nykvist 2017). However, since the early 2000s, the
municipal level has played an important role in promoting very energy efficient
houses through pilot projects and local energy performance requirements (Smedby
& Quitzau 2016).
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Among these local interventions, there is both support for specific building
projects and more symbolic acts of financial alleviation for low energy buildings
in general (Smedby & Quitzau 2016). But municipalities have also shown
institutional support through the development of low energy building districts in
Malmö, Stockholm, and Gothenburg. These programmes were presented by their
local advocates as a reaction to what was perceived by politicians and industry
actors as weak building legislation and a slow development on the national level.
The Swedish Government is thus encouraged from the local level as well as from
the EU level to increase energy efficiency in the building stock.
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CHAPTER 3: PREVIOUS RESEARCH
This chapter presents previous social research on passive houses and the ‘greening’
of the housing sector. Here I present the literature I have used in this thesis and
how this current study extends previous research. The literature chosen focuses on
discursive framing, regional institution building, housing organizations, and
building policy.
This review should not be understood as a full overview of social science research
on passive houses, but rather as a way to position this study in light of previous
studies. Since previous research has not attempted to systematically analyse how
passive houses are mainstreamed, previous research is used as reference literature
to anchor the results rather than as directly comparative material.

3.1 Discursive framing
The first strand of literature on which this thesis builds includes studies on how
passive houses are presented, or ‘framed’, in the public discourse. These studies
focus on how they are framed in relation to political issues and present what role
visions and expectations play in shaping how they are perceived.
Guy and Farmer (2001) claim that ‘green building’ is a contested concept. They
criticise what they consider to be the dominant framework guiding green
architecture, which is characterised by rationalization and standardisation of
specific sustainable building solutions and technologies. They suggest that green
buildings ought to be understood through a more social-constructivist framework,
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where environmental problems and solutions are contested and open for different
interpretations and where powerful actors compete to implement their specific
political visions. This means that passive houses, depending on location and
involved actors, can be interpreted differently and can be used for different
purposes.
Building on this framework, Guy proposes that different “design innovations,
technological options, and creative practices” should be understood as useful for
solving specific environmental challenges (2011:142). From this perspective, the
passive house concept could be seen as part of possible future sustainable solutions
rather than the only solution.
The discursive framing of passive houses has been studied in relation to national
controversies and political developments. Stenberg and Räisänen (2006) have
studied discursive struggles involved in the ‘greening’ of the Swedish building
sector from the 1960s through the early 21st century. They show that different
social groups, different political discourses, and different technological discourses
have influenced the notion of green buildings. Furthermore, what constitutes green
and environmental action in the housing sector has been influenced by wider sociopolitical developments and national news frames.
Studies using a so-called ‘multi-level perspective’ framework have presented
discursive framing as playing a part in transforming the housing sector. Jensen
(2012) used a multi-level perspective to present the dominant housing construction
regime in Denmark. Jensen notes that it is difficult to delineate and demarcate what
constitutes the established housing sector; that is, the concept is open for
interpretation and could consequently be presented differently by actors for
strategic reasons, leading to “several more or less incommensurable regime
presentations” (Jensen 2012:54). By using the concept of framing, Jensen asks
questions about “how regime representations are constructed, who controls their
production, and what kind of experiences and resources go into the processes by
which regimes are represented” (2012:51).
Consequently, Jensen believes framing involves a process in which situated actors
make regime representations strategically applicable: “[I]n order to build alliances
that are relevant to their own interests and in order to make sense of their own
situated experiences in new ways” (2012:53). Therefore, the framing of the
housing regime and the challenges it faces affects the realization of transition
strategies. This means that different representations of the dominant way of
constructing buildings lead to different opportunities and challenges for advocates
of alternative housing sector solutions. This also means that challengers, such as
passive houses, can have different representations.
Using a multi-level perspective framework, Nykamp (2017) has shown that the
development of green buildings in Norway has gone through three main phases:
an ‘eco-building’ phase, characterised by heterogeneous experimental projects and
a do-it-yourself attitude; a ‘low-energy house’ phase, characterised by fringe actors
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who develop low energy buildings; and a ‘passive house’ phase, characterised by
the introduction of a national passive house standard in 2012. In these phases,
several housing regime changes have occurred “through interplay between
innovations in niches, a growing constituency around green buildings and a string
of regulative and market changes” (Nykamp 2017:83). In the Norwegian case, a
heterogonous group of actors has gathered around a framing of passive houses as
a national housing standard, and this framing has acted as a backdrop for transition
activities.
I make use of these findings as I explore how passive houses are contested in the
public discourse in Sweden. I also situate them in relation to different political
discussions. My attention is on what problems they claim to solve and on where
other solutions compete to play the role passive house advocates suggest. While I
do not use the multi-level perspective, Nykamp’s (2017) and Jensen’s (2012)
studies are influential as I try to understand how different discursive presentations
interplay with other mainstreaming activities in the deeper integration of passive
houses within the housing sector.

3.2 Regional institutionalization
The second research field that informs this study includes studies that focus on
how passive houses can find support in or be facilitated through local and regional
institutions. Such studies have often been carried out with a focus on sociotechnical institution building at the local and regional level involving a
heterogeneous set of actors, organizations, and institutional instruments (Gibbs &
O’Neill 2014; Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2009; Smedby & Quitzau 2016).
Müller and Berker (2013) have studied such institution building from a sociotechnical perspective, albeit at the national level. They show that passive house
advocates in Norway are deemed to have overcome economical, technical, social,
and cultural obstacles to energy-efficient investments. They successfully
facilitated passive houses from concept to an institutionalized standard through
developing a network that integrates key actors and calculation tools, pilot
buildings, a certification scheme, conferences, workshops, etc. They conclude that
the integration of social instruments and technologies play an important role at the
sub-national levels as well.
Studies on local and regional deployment of passive houses often focus on the role
of different actors as intermediaries. Ornetzeder and Rohracher (2009), analysing
the development of the first ten years of Austrian passive houses, show that early
on in the Vorarlberg region the Vorarlberg Energy Institute served as a central
intermediary actor: “[T]he institute was responsible for the initial knowledge
transfer from Germany, the dissemination of the concept in the region and it served
as a platform for communication, cooperation and learning” (Ornetzeder &
Rohracher 2009:1536).
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The Vorarlberg Energy Institute together with regional building legislation and
subsidies presented a friendly institutional environment (Ornetzeder & Rohracher
2009). In the more mature stages, research programmes and support from national
actors and interest organizations also played intermediary roles. The study shows
that intermediation processes can reorganize traditional regional settings in favour
of passive houses through guiding practices of planning, standard setting,
marketing, consumer guidance, etc.
According to Kivimaa and Martiskainen (2018), local authorities often play the
role as intermediaries for the passive house standard as they can facilitate spaces
and opportunities for innovative work. According to them, local intermediaries
have played a central role in five main processes: “(1) facilitating individual
building projects, (2) creating niche markets, (3) implementing new practices in
social housing stock, (4) supporting new business model creation and (5)
facilitating building use post-construction” (Kivimaa & Martiskainen 2018:31).
While local authorities commonly take on these roles, facilitators are found in both
the public and private sectors.
Smedby and Quitzau (2016) have also studied how local governments act as
intermediaries by ‘pushing’ established actors in the building industry to take up
more radical energy efficient solutions. They can do this by challenging the use of
traditional energy infrastructures; for example, in a Swedish case, the local
authorities required the development of low energy buildings with local energy
generation through photovoltaics and solar panels and required the buildings to be
connected to the district heating grid. Local governments are also important as they
can set local energy performance requirements for buildings and engage
participants early on in building projects.
Similarly, Gibbs and O’Neill (2014) have studied how so-called ‘green
entrepreneurs’ facilitate a sustainability shift in the building sector. They show that
these entrepreneurs can act as intermediaries, but they are hard to categorize as
they move between ‘green’ and ‘conventional’ businesses practices. They further
show that green building practices are not generally agreed upon and that business
models and other practices vary between different sustainable building actors.
Therefore, focusing on the facilitator or intermediary is a flawed approach. That
is, more attention should be on exploring wider support networks, the social
context, and additional actors.
Focusing on the role of networks, Mlecnik (2014) has studied success factors for
passive houses in the Flemish region, showing how network composition and
formation facilitates passive house envisioning and learning. Mlecnik reports that
the introduction of the first Energy Performance of Buildings Directive in 2002 led
to the formation of a loosely-knit network of enterprises, architects, and non-profit
organizations with interest in increasing energy efficiency in buildings. They
adapted the passive house standard as a focus concept in a multi-actor network
where key individuals and the ‘Passiefhuis-Platform vzw’ assembled central actors
from the regional construction chain. Through this network and with support from
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governmental funding, enterprises were engaged, a strategy that led to a greater
regional involvement in passive housing and low energy building construction.
I make use of these findings as I explore how passive houses can be integrated with
local and regional institutions and how this might lead to adaptations. I borrow
ideas from these socio-technical studies as I deem them to be useful for
understanding what social and technical resources are central for further deploying
passive houses. Different intermediaries are studied in this thesis to show how they
act as change agents, but I also show how local and regional actors can hinder
passive house deployment.
While I highlight how subnational authorities act as intermediaries, I do not focus
solely on specific intermediary actors. The role of local and regional funding and
competence networks of researchers, interest organizations, and enterprises are
highlighted. In most previous research, intermediaries and advocates have been
seemingly easy to demarcate from established actors. I do, however, highlight that
the deployment at the sub-national level requires negotiations between a
heterogeneous set of actors taking part both in innovative and established practices.

3.3 Housing organizations and low-energy
buildings practices
The third strand of relevant literature for this thesis relates to how passive house
production shapes the organisational structure of involved companies. Such studies
focus on socio-material relations – i.e., organisational structures, networks and
technological practices of companies, and professionals. This thesis focuses on
how new practices, new material devices, and new relations between professions
become part of existing and traditional solutions.
Haavik and colleagues (2012) have identified the main barriers for going from
demonstration passive house projects to sustainable volume building. The main
barriers to new passive houses are strong investment costs and subsequently that
financers and banks do not appreciate energy efficiency as a cost-saving measure
as they lack knowledge about both suppliers and clients, and fear the construction
of so-called ‘sick buildings’. Main drivers for building passive houses are
increased environmental awareness leading to new company strategies and new
policies, the existence of market front-runners, and the leading role of public
housing companies.
On this note, Darko and colleagues (2017) have studied the main drivers for green
building technologies in 20 countries. Their results show that the top five drivers
for green building technologies are “greater energy-efficiency of buildings”,
“reduce the environmental impact of buildings”, “greater water-efficiency of
buildings”, “enhance occupants’ health and comfort and satisfaction” and “good
company image/reputation or marketing strategy” (Darko et al. 2017:391). All
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these drivers bring new practices into housing companies and can shape the
companies’ organizational set-up and their culture and identity.
Early enthusiasm in passive house demonstration projects can wane as projects are
forced into more traditional forms of practices regarding cost compliance, specific
suppliers and contractors, and fulfilment of established building requirements
(Koch & Bertelsen 2014). To overcome such barriers, successful projects need to
be followed by more projects and more systematic learning processes regarding
innovation. To ensure quality and a fast construction pace, cooperation between
architects, engineers, builders, and clients need to be improved with regard to
energy calculations.
Wahlström and colleagues (2016) have studied Swedish public housing companies
that develop more energy efficient buildings than required by national law. Some
companies mention that they are already using ‘sustainable district heating’, a
situation that reduces the will to develop very energy efficient buildings. Several
housing company representatives state that their economic calculations do not
account for the savings made from energy efficiency measures. Moreover, due to
a housing shortage, companies perceive the pressure of developing many more
residences in a short time threatens building efficiency and quality.
New low-energy building practices entail negotiations between actors in the
building sector and actors in the energy sector. Bulut and colleagues (2015) have
shown clear differences between the energy and the building actors in Sweden on
the topic of low-energy buildings: most construction companies and some district
heating companies highlight that cooperation between construction and energy
sectors are challenging, but electricity distribution companies found this
cooperation to be a small challenge. They identified a conflict between the sectors
regarding national building regulations: “It is perceived that the rapid expansion
of the air-source heat pumps market has created conflicts especially between
construction companies and district heating suppliers” (Bulut et al. 2015:261).
Research focusing on socio-material relations also highlight how buildings,
practices, and instruments for passive houses affect the organization of housing
and construction. Eidenskog (2017) has shown how energy calculation models
affect professional relations in the planning processes associated with energy
efficient buildings. If the developing housing organization does not understand the
modelling software, a great deal of trust is placed in the energy modelling
consultant, which might create tensions regarding construction choices. Therefore,
the introduction of new devices can result in new or altered professional relations.
Finally, according to Galvin (2014), the material aspects of passive houses are
more compatible with different cost models: generally passive houses cost more
than conventional buildings to construct but consume less energy in the long term.
Therefore, economic viability of passive houses depends on how these costs are
budgeted. Galvin concludes that “the economic viability of a [passive house] is not
a factual thing, but rather a construct in the mind of the investor” (Galvin
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2014:156). Economic viability therefore depend on investor-households’
subjective judgments “in setting fuel price increase and discount rates”, etc.
(Galvin 2014:149).
These findings are useful as I explore how passive houses and related practices can
be integrated within housing organizations and their existing processes. Previous
research shows that introducing passive houses comes with socio-material
implications for housing companies regarding, for example, choice of heating
technologies, economic calculations, and energy calculations. I highlight the
challenges and opportunities for passive house suppliers, developers, architects,
tenants, and housing companies related to new practices not fitting established
ways of developing buildings, and I study how these practices trigger new relations
among these actors.

3.4 Building policy
The fourth strand of literature relevant for this thesis concerns social research on
building policies in relation to energy efficiency in general and in passive houses
in specific. These studies often focus on the effects of policies or policy concepts
such as ‘nearly zero energy buildings’. Studies have focused on the relation
between the development of low-energy buildings and policies at different levels
and how this relation shapes buildings and institutions. Studies have also focused
on different types of policy strategies where a typical demarcation has been made
between conventional regulatory driven policies and more neoliberal ‘new
governance’ policy instruments.
In the UK, Lovell (2007) has shown that governments are unable to manage the
introduction of low energy building technologies, a situation that has resulted in
governments adapting policies according to pre-existing low energy building
concepts. From these attempts, a series of policies and grant programmes directed
towards niche development have emerged from the government. These policy
initiatives have not amounted to a coherent governmental low-energy building
strategy. Lovell (2007) states that the support of specific low energy building
concepts and projects has presented little or no threat to traditional building sector
practices. Niche focus and the lack of a coherent strategy have acted as barriers
rather than as a facilitators in achieving wide reaching system change.
Buser and Koch (2012) have studied passive houses as ‘competing’ with multiple
sustainable building concepts to become a future dominant standard within the
Danish building sector. Supported by the right players, passive houses have
emerged “with design principles, software, certification and numerous reference
buildings” (Buser & Koch 2012:725).Yet, there has been a limited success for the
passive house community to establish the standard. Their results show that there
has been a clear tendency among Danish entrepreneurs and construction
companies to anticipate future legal standards rather than adopt voluntary concepts
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that go beyond what is specified in building legislations. They conclude that
government policy-making and anticipation contributes to institutional change
more than competing voluntary building concepts.
Van der Heijden (2016) has explored 50 so-called new governance policy
instruments for achieving low carbon buildings. These instruments are considered
new as they present alternatives to traditional mandatory building codes and
planning legislations. Traditional policies are deemed to have three weaknesses:
they develop slowly, they often exempt existing buildings, and they do not
consider user behaviour. New governance instruments, such as voluntary
certifications and classifications of buildings, attempt to mitigate these
weaknesses.
However, Van der Heijden’s (2016) results show that these governance
instruments exhibit similar weaknesses as their traditional counterparts, resulting
in marginal changes regarding existing buildings, user behaviour, and residential
buildings. To accommodate this, policy needs to focus on the larger mass of
buildings, and mandatory policies need tighter integration with local, regional, and
national contexts and existing more traditional policy instruments.
Schade and colleagues (2013) have compared the political strategies of promoting
the design and construction of energy efficient buildings in Germany and Sweden.
They show that energy performance of buildings is driven by a mix of voluntary
standards and regulations in Sweden and more through governmental regulations
in Germany. Results show that Sweden has not been as successful as Germany in
later years in decreasing the energy consumption of new buildings. They also show
that client demand drives energy efficiency in buildings in both countries. In
addition, according to Schade and colleagues, when using market-driven policies,
parameters for building clients should be central.
Similarly, Mlecnik and colleagues (2010) have studied how new governance
instruments integrate with more conventional mandatory policies. They have
studied how the innovative character of voluntary building standards complement
the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). The EPBD supports
voluntary energy certifications for buildings. Mlecnik and colleagues show that
the EPBD is too weak to guarantee highly qualitative energy efficient buildings,
although voluntary standards can play a role ensuring such buildings. They
conclude that one way to integrate the more conventional regulatory EPBD policy
with voluntary standards is for the EPBD to officially recognize the passive house
standard and make better use of the energy calculation tool in the Passive House
Planning Package.
Irrespective of the building policy instrument, its integration with national,
regional, and local contexts are central. Ryghaug and Sørensen (2009) have shown
that the political management of energy efficiency failed in the Norwegian
building industry in the face of governmental strategies despite the existence of
technological, architectural, and engineering knowledge allowing for energy
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efficient construction. Failure to stimulate energy efficiency is the result of a
resistant and conservative building sector and limited governmental efforts to
regulate the sector. For Ryghaug and Sørensen, a reform requires a tight integration
between new policies and new practices. According to Nykamp (2017), energy
efficiency in the Norwegian building sector seems to have progressed with the
introduction of a national passive house standard.
Recent policy research has concluded that the introduction of the EPBD has
resulted in an increase in ‘nearly zero energy buildings’ (nZEBs). D’Agostino
(2015), in an overview of definitions of nZEBs in the European Union members,
shows no coherency between different nZEB definitions. Identified differences
mainly regard possible building energy system boundaries and energy calculation
methodologies. Several boundary definitions exist, for example, ‘energy need’,
‘energy use’, and ‘imported and exported energy’.
In relation to this Berry and colleagues (2014) show that the ‘key boundaries’
defining nZEBs are “metric, balancing period, balance type, energy use coverage,
energy generation type, energy generation location, grid connection, minimum
energy efficiency, additional specific performance, spatial boundary, and
verification method” (2014:307). Clearly, nZEBs are defined in many ways,
variations that can be used in part or in context-specific terms; however, despite
all the ways of defining nZEBs, performance-based building regulations such as
the EPBD are blunt tools for guiding energy performance as they fail to fully
consider socio-economic costs and savings as well as building types and specific
local circumstances.
Previous research show that traditional regulations and more voluntary standards
can play important roles in facilitating energy efficient buildings. And local,
regional and national context matter for policy implications. I make use of these
findings as I explore how the revision of the national building code can lead to a
legal support of the passive house standard in Sweden. The passive house standard
is a voluntary standard and I explore it in relation to the national building code as
a mandatory performance-based building regulation. Moreover, the design of such
a policy plays a central role for how passive houses can be legally deployed. I study
different attempts to influence the revision of the code, and I situate passive houses
in relation to other voluntary low energy building standards and other energy
efficient technologies and inquire into how they ‘compete’ to influence national
policy.

3.5 Tenants and energy efficient housing
In this thesis, the final strand of literature relates to socio-technical and cultural
aspects as explanatory models for understanding tenant practices in buildings. This
literature also includes studies specifically focusing on how passive house and low
energy building tenants experience, perceive, and rate these buildings.
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Wilhite and colleagues (1996) have shown that there are differences in behaviour
concerning hot water use, heating, and lighting between Norwegian and Japanese
households. They explain these differences based on cultural and economic
factors:
While energy intensive space heating and lighting habits have become an integral
part of the presentation of the Norwegian home, Japanese space heat and light habits
are more disciplined and less culturally significant. In Japan, the bathing routine is
extremely important to the Japanese lifestyle and at the same time very energy
intensive. (Wilhite et al. 1996:795)

Wilhite and colleagues concludes that some behavioural patterns are more rooted
in culture than others and therefore differ in how quickly they can change.
Following Wilhite and colleagues (1996), Aune (2007) found that heating
behaviour should be understood as part of ‘domestication’ – i.e., in the ‘making
of’ a home, technologies are part of practices involving material and non-material
aspects. Energy efficiency should be understood through the different roles that
homes play (e.g., a safe environment, as a place for design and building projects,
or as a place for work and activities). Energy consumption in the home is thus part
of a complex socio-technical network.
Gram-Hanssen (2010) has also focused on understanding heating as part of a social
network: “technologies, embodied habits, knowledge, and meanings are the main
components in the understanding of both what holds this practice together as a
collectively shared practice and the different socio-material configurations of each
of the individual households” (2010:175). In a later study, Gram-Hanssen (2013)
has also shown the existence of a so-called ‘rebound-effect’ in relation to
household energy efficiency. The concept of a rebound effect means that a certain
percentage of money made from energy savings goes to the consumption of more
things or larger households. Therefore, both technologies and social and economic
behaviour need to be considered when developing building energy policy.
Socio-technical and cultural variables have also been used as explanatory models
for understanding heating practices specifically in passive houses. Using Norway’s
first passive house apartment building, Wågø and Berker (2014) examined how
architecture influences residential energy consumption and practices. Here
material aspects, tenant competences, and the tenant’s meanings and ideas played
a key role as “the specific add-ons that are intended to make the buildings energy
efficient require new definitions of comfort and new skills to achieve the promised
energy savings” (Wågø & Berker 2014:192).
According to Wågø & Berker (2014), the energy efficiency of studied passive
houses only work properly when tenants align their behaviour with the design
intent of the houses. That is, tenant practices and architectural designs should be
integrated. They conclude that there are two main approaches to designing passive
houses: either increased focus on education and information to increase tenant
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control or increased focus on architectural solutions to directly influence tenant
practices.
Mlecnik and colleagues (2012) reviewed post-occupancy studies in Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, and the Netherlands regarding user experiences of comfort
in low-energy buildings. They show that the decision to move into a low-energy
building is based on different criteria such as “architectural layout, economic costs
or benefits, various environmental arguments, interest in technology, the site of the
house and the influence of consultants” (Mlecnik et al. 2012:474). The study shows
that comfort satisfaction is very context-dependent, so tenant satisfaction with lowenergy buildings is hard to generalize. However, heating and ventilation systems
were deemed more generally critical for improving tenant satisfaction.
Hauge and colleagues (2011) have shown that occupants in very energy efficient
buildings are more satisfied with indoor comfort compared with tenants in
conventional buildings. Satisfaction of living in these buildings depends on
technological facilities being understood and not perceived as too advanced.
Expectations are generally high from passive house tenants concerning comfort,
which raises concerns regarding technical operations and building performance.
Perception of passive house comfort also depends on the immediate context of
where in the building tenants are placed. For example, one survey shows that
tenants in middle houses are more satisfied than the tenants in gable houses when
it comes to maintaining indoor temperatures (Isaksson & Karlsson 2006). The
survey also shows that there can be perceived and measured temperature
fluctuations between floors.
Previous studies on tenants, heating practices, and experience with passive house
living show that inclusion of the tenants’ social context is important for
understanding how well passive houses work. In this thesis, I do not focus on
tenants because previous studies have convincingly shown that technology,
behaviour, culture, tenant expectations, and practices affect how passive houses
function. Of course, tenants are central actors in passive houses; however, to
understand the challenges and opportunities related to the wider deployment of
these buildings, the focus here is on discursive, institutional, organizational, and
political aspects.
The rest of this book mainly focuses on problem areas that I consider to be
neglected in the social study of passive houses, focusing on the relation between
passive house standards and practices and the aforementioned aspects. However,
the knowledge gathered from previous tenant research informs the exploration of
how passive houses can be integrated within existing institutions, organisations
and practices.
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
This chapter presents the theoretical approach to studying the mainstreaming
phenomenon and how my analysis extends previous uses of the concept of
mainstreaming. The framework consists of concepts from the field of Science and
Technology Studies, useful for studying mainstreaming as a socio-technical
phenomenon. As these concepts have been chosen based on the empirical data and
research questions, the framework is guided by the key arenas were mainstreaming
is played out: in the discursive realm, in the regional institutions, in the housing
organizations, and in the making of building legislation.

4.1 Definition of mainstreaming
Mainstreaming is understood as a phenomenon of making passive houses an
integrated part of the Swedish housing sector. Here, I use mainstreaming to
describe the process of stabilizing passive house practices and standards in the
Swedish building system. The term encompasses the course of events involved in
making these buildings an established housing solution. It refers to the acts of
stabilizing, solidifying and making passive houses an integral solution in the
Swedish housing sector. Although the outcomes of such acts are open, they could
lead to a ‘normalization’ of these buildings as they are regularly accepted and
deployed.
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To understand mainstreaming, it is important to understand how I use the concepts
of ‘stabilization’ and ‘negotiation’. Stabilization means that passive houses are
thoroughly integrated with existing institutions, which also means that they are
widely accepted and rarely disputed. This understanding means that passive house
standards (certifications) are commonly used and that buildings are regularly
developed according to passive houses practices (techniques and technologies).
That is, these buildings are more than single pilot projects or demonstration
projects as passive houses are no longer considered to be built for organisations to
learn about their utility but rather they are built as any other building: they are
homes rather than laboratory data points used to test viability. In short, they have
become a normal part of everyday life for their different users.
The stabilization of passive houses means they are included in more contexts (e.g.,
construction sites, housing companies, and policies) and involve more actors.
Therefore, passive houses contest established practices and this contestation leads
to negotiations between actors about when and how to involve them as housing
solutions. The word negotiation is here understood as different activities and
struggles combining heterogeneous opinions regarding the stabilization of passive
houses. It should be understood as a recursive process of socio-technical
development, which includes intentional actions from advocates and antagonists
as well as indirect actions from other actors (Truffer 2008).
Importantly, these negotiations take on different characteristics depending on their
context. For example, negotiating an inclusion of a passive house standard in the
national building norm brings in policy-makers, consulting bodies, business
interests, and political interests as well as requires legal and political competence
to revise building norms. Similarly, each of the identified key arenas of
mainstreaming entail their own set of actors and their own micro-processes of
‘negotiation’.
Thinking about the wider implementation of passive houses as a mainstreaming
phenomenon involving micro-processes of negotiation is what makes this
approach different from studying relations between innovations and existing
solutions such as ‘diffusion’ (Rogers 1962) or ‘transition’ (Geels 2002) processes.
Still, the approach should be seen as a complement to these perspectives with a
specific focus on micro-processes. In addition, this view assumes outcomes are
open, and might lead to changes and adaptations of existing practices and
institutions. In the next section, a background to the mainstreaming concept is
presented. In the third section, I show how I use the mainstreaming framework in
more theoretical detail.

4.2 Earlier use of the mainstreaming concept
Previous mainstreaming research aimed to understand the implementation of
sustainable technologies include Berker’s (2010) article “Dealing with uncertainty
in sustainable innovation: mainstreaming and substitution”, and Sørensen’s
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(2015) article “From ‘Alternative’ to ‘Advanced’: Mainstreaming of Sustainable
Technologies”. Although these works do not include exhaustive descriptions of
mainstreaming as a socio-technical concept, they are useful starting points for
thinking about it as such.
As understood in this thesis, technological implementation is not a mere
introduction of a technology but an ‘incremental re-configuration’ of technologies
and related social institutions. In line with this thought, Berker (2010) and
Sørensen (2015) have developed an open understanding of the implementation of
sustainable technologies as an alternative to understanding it as experimentation,
radical transformation, or product diffusion. They thereby distinguish incremental
change versions from more radical and experimental ones, where technological
change represents a spectrum of uncertain outcomes.
Berker (2010) wants to understand how innovators deal with these uncertainties
regarding innovation journeys, outcomes, and impacts. As such, Berker
conceptualizes ‘innovation’ as a set of activities dealing with uncertainties and
distinguishes two contrasting strategies employed by innovators aiming to
implement innovations – i.e., substitution and mainstreaming.
A substitution strategy aims for ‘creative destruction’ by fundamentally rearranging technical solutions (Berker 2010). This process typically involves a
replacement of existing technologies and associated social networks. The strategy
commonly aims to implement one patented solution and seeks to make allies with
specific industry groups or pressure groups. It is a high-risk strategy to strive for a
total replacement of established solutions rather than to seek compromises.
A mainstreaming strategy, on the other hand, aims to incrementally improve the
status quo, to adapt to specific conditions and local needs, and to find compromises
through negotiations leading to the inclusion of new solutions (Berker 2010). Here
the common technological trait is compatibility rather than substitution.
Compatibility focuses on adapting established practices so that new solutions are
experienced as unproblematic for users.
Against the background of the enormous pressure that climate change puts on
human societies a substitution strategy is a normatively defensible approach.
However, against the developments I have studied in this thesis I find the
mainstreaming conceptualization better suitable for understanding the activities
and struggles involved in integrating passive houses as a regular solution in the
Swedish housing sector. So, while it can be argued normatively that substitution is
“needed”, the developments that has actually taken place within the housing sector
studied here can more realistically be understood as attempts of integrating new
technologies rather than fully substitute an old system. The point still being that
while there are no full sector transformation, mainstreaming still comes with
tensions and struggles which require negotiations.
Inspired by Berker, Sørensen uses the mainstreaming concept to study how socalled alternative sustainable technologies are adopted by the mainstream building
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sector and enriched with high-tech elements. According to Sørensen (2015),
alternative sustainable technologies have historically often been small-scale,
environmentally friendly, less techno-centred, and locally manageable, unlike
advanced technologies, which are developed on a more industrial scale using
modern engineering ideas. Against this background, Sørensen highlights that
mainstreaming should be understood as a process where ideas from an “alternative
technology tradition are used to change the direction of mainstream technological
development” (2015:15).
While sustainable transition literature understands technological change as full
sector transformation, mainstreaming should rather be understood as the study of
co-production of developments taking place both in new innovations and in
dominant practices. According to Sørensen (2015), this understanding calls for a
study of such co-productions and the strategies of relevant actors and the conflicts
and struggles that arise. These are part of what I try to cover with the use of the
concept ‘negotiations’.
Sørensen (2015) identifies four types of mainstreaming processes, which differ in
how alternative technological ideas are integrated with mainstream development.
These different types highlight that mainstreaming is a process that emphasizes,
for example, technological changes at one point, design changes at another point,
and conceptual changes at yet another point. Negotiations thereby differ depending
on where they take place. Finally, Sørensen keeps the outcome of mainstreaming
open and states that this process could also mean that alternative ideas adapt to
dominant solutions, or as Berker puts it, “leaving behind their [alternative]
identity” (2010:77).
To summarize, Berker (2010) and Sørensen (2015) have outlined a theoretical
understanding of the mainstreaming phenomenon that I will use as a starting point
for further analysis. Mainstreaming focuses the attention on activities rather than
on the outcome of innovations (Berker 2010). These activities are played out in
different locations and entail a co-production of new and established practices and
an understanding of place-specific circumstances (Sørensen 2015). These
activities are intentional as well as unintentional and involve conflict, struggles,
and negotiation among a heterogeneous set of new and established actors.
Mainstreaming can thereby take on different characteristics in different arenas, and
the outcome remains open: i.e., it could lead to passive houses being deployed on
a wider scale, but it could also mean that this does not happen.

4.3 How mainstreaming is studied in this thesis
Because Berker (2010) and Sørensen (2015) approach mainstreaming from a more
general level and I focus on micro-processes, their ideas need to be amended with
specific theories suited for analysing the specific social arenas involved in attempts
of mainstreaming passive houses in Sweden. Although they show that innovators
have to consider regulatory, technological, and business developments as well as
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changing political conditions, discourses, and user preferences, they do not study
in detail how this is played out. I intend to inquire in detail about the inner workings
of these micro-processes. Therefore, their ideas form a framework that I amend
with more specific theories suited to study how mainstreaming is played out in the
discursive realm, in regional institutions, in housing organizations, and through
policy-making.
4.3.1 Mainstreaming in public discourse: social frameworks
This this thesis assumes mainstreaming is played out in different social arenas. The
public discourse is one such arena where the role of passive houses are debated.
As public discourses involve many actors, this also entails many different
presentations of what characterizes passive houses and their utility. Analysis of
public discourse presentations are thereby useful for understanding how different
actors make sense of passive houses and how they present and use different
rhetorical descriptions for passive houses. This analysis is useful for showing how
passive houses can be stabilized at the discursive level: it could turn out that a
dominant version exists, but it could also be that different presentations are
competing to become dominant. To do this analysis, the concept of framing is used.
The concept of frames originates from the work done by Goffman in the 1970s.
Goffman described frames as the mental representations and interpretations of
reality that are held and communicated by groups or individuals. According to
Goffman (1974), people use social frameworks, or frames for short, to make sense
of events occurring in the world. Framing is both reactive and active: it involves
not only the sense-making of events in the world, but also the discursive
construction of a phenomenon to make it useful for one’s purposes.
Following Goffman (1974), Entman (1993) defines the act of framing as selecting
“some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a
communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,
causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the
item described” (Entman 1993:52). According to previous research, frame analysis
of newspaper articles is essential for understanding the formation of public opinion
on specific political issues, as this is an arena in democratic countries where
challenging constructions of reality are presented (Entman 1993; Gamson &
Modligiani 1989; Gamson et al. 1992).
The news media discourse can include several frames to describe what passive
houses and related practices and standards entail. These frames fluctuate over time
depending on what challenges and opportunities passive houses and the housing
sector face. Different frames can thus dominate at different times. Some frames
are lost and some survive. Therefore, framing can be a strategy by passive house
advocates wanting to adapt to challenges over time. Seeking a dominant or stable
frame is thereby understood as a mainstreaming activity. This stabilization is also
shaped by other actors presenting their visions of the building stock, sometimes
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relating to passive houses and thereby positioning them in line with or against their
respective ambitions.
My focus is on analysing how newspapers represent passive houses in order to
understand whether ‘discursive closure’ has been reached. By discursive
disclosure, I mean that the passive house concept has been closed to new and
alternative ideas of its interpretation (Deetz 1992). Such a rhetorical closure means
that an actor proactively manages issues by setting the agenda for public discourse
by closing off interpretations of the feasibility and sustainability of alternative
solutions. A successful discursive closure suppresses conflicts over the meaning
of passive houses, which facilitates specific uses. Discursive closure could then be
understood as a form of ‘normalization’ of a specific version of passive houses at
the discursive level. This could also facilitate and shape mainstreaming in other
arenas.
Finally, by studying newspapers with specific local and regional focus, it is also
possible to analyse the relation between more place-specific political issues and
the framing of passive houses. This approach is helpful in understanding local and
regional mainstreaming attempts.
4.3.2 Mainstreaming as regional system building: actors, networks, and
dynamic processes
In the empirical material, regional differences in passive house deployment have
been clearly visible: some parts of the country quickly develop passive houses and
other parts are far behind. Different deployment activities will take place in
different regions, and a conceptual understanding of these activities should
improve the understanding of mainstreaming at the subnational level.
Previous research suggests that different aspects of regional and local character
might explain these systemic differences between spatial contexts such as the
existence of public-private competence (Mlecnik 2014) or the existence of
different facilitators and intermediaries (Kivimaa & Martiskainen 2018;
Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2009; Smedby & Quitzau 2016). These studies show that
specific regional elements such as skills development, user expectations, public
and private actors, organizations and production networks, and financial and
regulatory structures form local and regional preconditions for development. That
is, different institutional ‘eco-systems’ can promote or hinder passive house
deployment. Therefore, to understand the process of how passive house standards
and practices can be implemented further, regional institution building should be
analysed.
This analysis uses concepts from the field of Social Studies of Technology (SST)
to focus on regional actors, networks, and dynamic processes (Coenen et al. 2012;
Truffer 2008; Truffer & Coenen 2012). Among other things, SST focuses on the
emergence of socio-technical configurations and multi-level socio-technical
change and strongly emphasises strategic planning activities involving multiple
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actors and institutions (Truffer 2008). Furthermore, concepts used by SST focus
on the engagement of many types of actors, activities, and issues as well as regional
history, cultures, and practices (Coenen et al. 2012).
Previous research within this field takes a ‘non-atomistic’ perspective on actors.
They are assumed to be “boundedly rational, following routines, habits, and rules.
However, these habitual patterns are not given exogenously [. . .] but have to be
constantly created and reconstructed by actors in their daily practice” in interaction
with others (Truffer 2008:977). That is, because actors have ‘interpretative
flexibility’, they can introduce and shape how passive houses are implemented and
deployed. This flexibility implicitly informs knowledge production and knowledge
transfer among cultures and practices, crucial aspects of any change agent.
Place-specific culture and practices gain power through organized structures of
networked actors. Networks are thereby understood as important support structures
and resources connecting heterogeneous actors (Truffer 2008). Networks act as
catalysts for shared expectations and interpretations regarding political, social, and
technological issues. From a regional perspective, they provide regular interactions
that define and create spaces “with their own institutional arrangements, power
relations, governance institutions and dynamics” (Coenen et al. 2012:969). The
notion of a network highlights overlapping relationships among actors. And
networks can be analysed both as tools for sustaining specific solutions in specific
regions as well as tools for new emerging actors wanting to change existing placespecific solutions.
Truffer also highlights what he calls ‘dynamic processes’:
[Dynamic] processes and resources which are necessary for knowledge production
[. . .] [are] essential resources (institutions, cultures, trust, etc.) [that] are constructed
through the interaction of different actors, and no single actor may produce and
control these resources on his or her own. (2008:967)

Such processes include intermediary initiatives, interactions between key actors,
regulatory support, and standard setting (Coenen et al. 2012), process that could
lead to local movements and initiatives, regional sustainability programmes, or
policy strategies and involve NGOs, research institutes, and related private and
public actors (Truffer & Coenen 2012). Networks can thereby act as system
builders, mobilizing actors and forming early markets.
As dynamic processes show strong historic and local distinctions, local
preconditions are crucial for the development of new technologies and solutions
(Truffer 2008). These preconditions can lead to lock-in effects and pathdependencies that hinder Pareto optimality. That is, even in cases where there are
supporters and advocates for specific solutions and have strong public and private
support, historically rooted socio-technical systems might hinder sought-after
developments.
Clearly, passive house deployment can be studied by analysing regional actors,
their networks, and related change processes. This analysis is done by identifying
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and analysing place-specific elements – e.g., intermediary organisations, research
projects, competence networks, and user expectations – that either facilitate or
hinder passive house deployment. This study analyses how existing technological
solutions in housing and heating are integrated with political institutions and how
they are supported by different actors, networks, and practices. These concepts
describe relevant aspects of the studied regions to identify, present, and analyse
different mainstreaming activities in relation to place-specific preconditions.
4.3.3 Mainstreaming in housing companies: affiliative objects and an objectcentred sociality
This thesis assumes that mainstreaming takes place in different social arenas on
the local, regional, and national level. At the local level, the material aspects of
passive houses are especially important, as they directly affect organisational
practices: i.e., designing and constructing buildings with a low energy demand
presents specific technological and infrastructural challenges for housing
companies. The main quest for housing companies is therefore to make passive
houses and existing organisational set-ups work together more smoothly.
To analyse how socio-material aspects are part of local adaptations, I make use of
the theoretical concepts of affiliative objects and object-centred sociality. These
concepts help show how local activities shape and create relations between passive
houses and organisational set-up. That is, developing passive houses on a larger
scale leads to changes in local organization as these buildings present new material
conditions from a housing company perspective. For example, low heating demand
presented by passive houses might lead to the introduction of new heating
technologies that bring in new relations, new competences, and new practices.
These novelties might present challenges for actors involved in building
development.
According to Suchman “objects are constituted always through specific sites and
associated practices” (2005:379-380). The concept of affiliative objects allows for
the analysis of the integration between passive houses and the organisations that
develop these houses. The concept affiliative objects, as borrowed from Suchman
(2005), assumes objects guide and shape specific relations between people, so
objects can be understood as materialized relations. Suchman highlights that
objects “within the unfolding and uncertain trajectories of organizational life” can
act as “both problem and resource for organization members” (2005:379).
Therefore, object-organizational relations facilitate, disallow, or shape the
development of specific socio-technical solutions.
The notion of affiliate objects can be used to identify key relations between the
physical properties of passive houses and the organizational forms of the
companies developing these buildings. Specific technologies, building
components, and tools for the planning and construction of passive houses
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structure social relations and provide stability to organizations by steering their
practices into a more sustainable direction.
Using the notion of object-centred sociality from Cetina (1997), Suchman (2005)
describes how material objects are central for the identity making of organizations
as objects are resources “in the alignment of professional identities and
organizational positionings” (2005:394). From an object-centred sociality
perspective, the introduction of objects such as passive houses could either be a
bad fit for an enterprise not willing to adapt or further the development of new
organizational processes leading to a changed organizational identity.
Therefore, it is possible for an organization to develop a specific culture or identity
drawing from the unique characteristics of sustainable technologies such as passive
houses. That is, an organization can position itself as a deliberate ‘passive house
company’, facilitating the development of a specific organizational culture. This
identity could further re-enforce the production of additional passive houses as
organizational processes and technologies further co-evolve. In this thesis, this coevolution is central to understanding how housing organisations influence the
mainstreaming of passive houses. Using object-centred sociality as a conceptual
lens, this analysis examines what role passive houses play in the identity making
of housing companies.
To understand mainstreaming attempts within housing companies, it is essential to
understand how they develop buildings and what role buildings play in their
organization of everyday activities as well as in specific building projects. In the
analysis, I use the concepts of affiliative objects and object-centred sociality to
identify how organizations and passive houses can co-evolve. Based on Suchman’s
(2005) work, I analyse the relations between passive houses as physical objects,
organizational set-up, and organizational identity. This analysis ultimately shows
how passive houses can shape organizations and how organizational set-up in turn
shapes and orders what types of buildings are developed. Through this, the reconfiguration of housing organizations in line with passive houses is studied as a
mechanism that influences local mainstreaming.
4.3.4 Mainstreaming and policy-making: calculative devices and metrological
infrastructures
In Sweden, energy performance of buildings is mainly driven by regulatory
building policies (Schade et al. 2013). In these policies, building energy system
boundaries and energy calculation methodologies play a central role (Berry et al.
2014; D’Agostino 2015). Building norms and regulations and the calculations they
build on are an important arena of mainstreaming, as the emergence of stable
configurations of passive houses depends on the design of supportive building
policies.
This emergence of stable configurations is especially important for so-called
‘performance-based building regulations’, which are characterized by their focus
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on the desired function of a building rather than on detailed descriptions of
construction elements (Meacham 2009). Performance-based building regulations
have fewer demands on materials, construction, and installation but have more of
a focus on societal objectives (e.g., regarding energy, climate, and the
environment). These objectives are operationalized as requirements and
performance criteria regarding, for example, maximum use of energy per square
metre for heating. These requirements and criteria are based on calculations and
measurements that are included during the policy-making process and can be more
or less overtly discussed, negotiated, and contested.
As calculating energy performance is an integral aspect of the passive house
concept (PHI 2015), mainstreaming of passive houses can be debated in light of
building norms and calculation models. From a mainstreaming perspective, policymaking entails the negotiation of a dominant version of buildings where advocates
attempt to stabilize the passive house standard as a legal building norm. The
analysis of policy-making as a mainstreaming process uses theoretical concepts
from the field of economization studies.
Economization in its original form is useful for studying the formative role of
economy from a social perspective. The notion of economization refers to “a set
of actions aimed at transforming and formatting institutions, behaviours, objects,
affects, and feelings so that they become economic, that is, so that they match a
certain idea and a certain conception of what economy is” (Callon 2016:18). The
concept of economization presents a helpful start in finding a conceptualization for
my analysis of building norms, as economization acknowledges that calculations
have political implications (see Çalışkan & Callon 2009, Çalışkan & Callon 2010;
Callon 1998; Callon et al. 2002, Muniesa et al. 2007).
Economization draws from the foundational idea that nothing is inherently
economic, but everything can be positioned so that it represents an economic value
(Callon 2016). This positioning is done using different methods, instruments, and
calculations. Borrowing from social theory of economization, I conceptualize
building policies as acting as so-called calculative devices (Callon & Muniesa
2005). These devices include individual calculations and networks of calculations
through which buildings are positioned in relation to specific values.
Van Hoyweghen (2014) defines a calculative device as a tool for assessment and
for qualification such as audit tools or financial instruments, which “do not just
observe realities in the market, but produce new objects themselves (a price, a risk,
an end result)” (2014:335-336). Consequently, calculative devices re-arrange and
assess the social world by altering “the capacities of agents, organizations, and the
connections among them” (Miller 2001:379). Therefore, a calculative device reorders values through calculations, and this re-ordering changes the socio-material
relations between objects and actors (Callon & Muniesa 2005). Because these
devices ascribe values to things, the social role and effects of these things can
change as their new status as incorporated in a value system present them with new
or additional characteristics that produce specific effects.
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The building code acts as a calculative device, establishing distinctions between
wanted and unwanted future socio-technical trajectories for building solutions.
Through the specific design of calculations, the building code renders the
development of specific buildings more possible than others. For this reason,
passive house advocates as well as many other actors (with heterogeneous
interests) aim to take part in the re-arrangement of the national building code to
further their interests. This desire to change national building codes leads to
negotiations over potential definitions of energy-efficiency in the building policy,
which in turn legislates a specific housing sector with, for example, specific
assessment procedures for energy efficiency.
Calculative devices gain their performative power from specific calculations.
Therefore, calculations present a specific strength of relevance for this thesis: the
calculations turn previously inconsistent objects into commensurable objects. For
example, energy performance of different types of residential buildings can be
compared by measuring energy use with a standard calculation, as determined by
the building code, such as kWh/m2/year. Calculations are thus at the core of the
building code, rendering a previously incommensurable housing sector coherent
through a common standard for measuring energy-efficiency solutions. This
measurement also shapes which energy-efficiency solutions will be adopted.
Therefore, ‘Passive house friendly’ calculations would consequently be a
mainstreaming success.
Finally, I intend to identify and analyse different metrological infrastructures in
the making of a building code. Callon defines metrological infrastructure as the
collective process of calculations that leads to “a diversity of effects on economic
dynamics” (1998:24). The metrological infrastructure is a network of calculative
resources (e.g., figures, numerical data, and values) that present specific outcomes
(i.e., values). The concept of metrological infrastructure highlights that individual
calculations are important, but grouped together they present stronger social
effects.
The concept is also used to highlight that calculations can be grouped together
from different sources. For example, measurements in the building code can
together with sustainable fuel directives produce strong metrological
infrastructures that shape the housing sector. The metrological infrastructure is
thus the resulting combination of different measurements and calculations.
Furthermore, different actors will present different calculative infrastructures,
producing different potential outcomes the housing sector will have to consider.
One type of metrological infrastructure will lead to one type of building policy
furthering a specific housing sector, and another infrastructure will lead to another
type. I identify different metrological infrastructures and how they are negotiated
to analyse what they mean for the mainstreaming of passive houses.
The policy-making process is understood as a negotiation between different actors
in the housing sector. In this negotiation, a mainstreaming of a passive house
standard can occur: it could find the legal support to stabilize as a building norm.
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However, it could also remain as a voluntary standard. For the standard to become
a stable legal standard, a community of actors needs to fight for it in the policymaking process. This can be challenging. Although the final building code is
shaped by different actors, it also reflects the visions of more successful
negotiators.
The success of these actors thereby not only depends on their ability to present a
generally acceptable building code, but also depends on their available resources
going into the policy-making negotiations. Thus, as I analyse this as a
mainstreaming attempt, I consider that the re-arrangement of the building code
does not represent a level playing field, as some actors will be more powerful than
others going into these negotiations. This conceptualization is thereby helpful for
analysing how the building code shapes which buildings are developed as well as
for highlighting and analysing alternative political trajectories.
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CHAPTER 5: CASE DESCRIPTION
AND METHODS
In this thesis, I study the mainstreaming of passive houses and how this
phenomenon plays out in different social arenas. This chapter presents my case,
empirical material, and analytical methods. First, the chapter describes the
different sources used and the material chosen to understand the diverse aspects of
the mainstreaming phenomenon. Second, I describe the methods used to identify,
gather, and analyse the material. Throughout the chapter, I discuss some of the
methodological choices made in conducting the study.

5.1 Case description and studied material
Choosing how to study passive houses in Sweden has been an iterative process,
where the study objects have been identified and re-defined during the course of
writing. Public discourse, regions, housing companies, and the national policymaking process were identified early as areas of interest based on previous
research as well as through exploratory interviews with passive house actors.
Based on this early identification, I have chosen empirical sources that I think
represent these areas of interest in a proper way.
The thesis is mainly based on interviews with actors with insight in passive house
development and studies of newspaper articles and policy documents. In addition,
workshops with tenants and professionals have been organised. The interviewed
professionals are representatives for housing companies, interest organisations,
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municipal companies, and public officials. These interviews provide information
about key actors, passive house technologies, and organizations and networks as
well as their relations and roles in deploying passive houses. I further analysed
major newspapers and business papers where debates about passive houses have
taken place. This analysis deepens the understanding of the role of passive houses
in public discourse. Finally, I analysed policy documents that presented material
to deepen the understanding of political preconditions and regulatory changes with
relevance for the building sector.
The case studied here brings different things to the study of mainstreaming as a
phenomenon. First, the study of public discourse brings in knowledge about how
the passive house standard has been presented nationally. This analysis has mainly
been helpful in understanding how the standard is perceived and used by different
actors in the mainstreaming process. In addition, this analysis has also been helpful
in guiding the analysis in the other arenas studied. Second, the study of regional
institutionalization mainly brings in knowledge about the roles networks and
entities have played in the attempts to deploy the standard. In addition, this analysis
helps contextualize the studied housing companies. Third, the study of how
different housing companies can develop passive houses in their organizations
brings in knowledge on what role materiality plays for organizational set-up and
the effects this has on practices and social relations. Finally, the study of the
revision of the building code has been useful for understanding how the passive
house standard relates to the issue of energy efficiency in the wider housing sector.
The thesis is built on the assumption that the mainstreaming phenomenon can be
best understood through studying how it plays out in different social arenas. Stake
(2006) labels this type of study a ‘multiple case study’. A multiple case study is a
special effort to examine a phenomenon with many parts where each studied case
presents unique problems and relationships. The interest is not only in the
individual stories of the different cases, but also in the phenomenon that ties the
cases together. The characteristics of the overall study subject will be seen
differently in the different cases, so the purpose of doing a multiple case study in
this thesis have been to show how the mainstreaming phenomenon appears as one
but in different contexts.
This approach leads to different choices having to be made in the design of the
study and in the identification, gathering, and analysis of material. The choice of
specific cases also means that some social arenas are necessarily ignored. For
example, the experiences of passive house tenants is part of this thesis, but does
not play a major role. This is partly due to the fact that energy efficiency and tenant
issues are fairly well researched already (see Aune 2007; Gram-Hanssen 2010;
Gram-Hanssen 2013; Hauge et al. 2011; Isaksson & Karlsson 2006; Mlecnik et al.
2012; Wilhite et al. 1996; Wågø & Berker 2014), making other types of actors
more interesting for this thesis. This choice also means there is a stronger focus on
the institutional, organizational, and political aspects of passive house deployment.
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The specific cases studied also required choosing what material to ignore. For
example, the regional in-depth study has been limited to two areas: a frontrunner
region and a region that has more limited experience with passive houses. A choice
of other regions might have produced different results, but I expect that the same
key variables of mainstreaming would still be visible although not to the same
degree. The idea behind choosing frontrunners and less experienced regions is that
this presents an opportunity to discuss mainstreaming as something that has been
achieved in some places and not in others. This comparison deepens the
understanding of the steps that could be taken to make these buildings more
regular.
By choosing to tell passive house ‘success stories’ and less successful stories, the
thesis aims to reflect the situation of a majority of Swedish regions and housing
companies. The drawback of not studying more regions and companies is that
general trends might be missed. On the other hand, one strength of the current
approach is that the chosen material can be studied in depth. In the rest of this
chapter, I introduce the social arenas of interest and explain what particular subset
of empirics I have studied and the methods used.
5.1.1 Studying how passive houses have been framed in public discourse
To understand how passive houses have been positioned in the Swedish public
discourse, relevant national newspaper articles and business paper articles have
been identified. Relevant articles were found in the following newspapers: Dagens
Nyheter, Göteborgs-Posten, Smålandsposten, Sydsvenskan, and Svenska
Dagbladet. More business paper articles were found in Byggindustrin,
Byggnyheter, Byggvärlden, Energi & Miljö, Fastighets & Bostadsrätt, and VVS
Forum (Table 1).
Table 1. Number of analysed news articles per publication
Business paper
Byggindustrin
Byggnyheter
Byggvärlden
Energi & Miljö
Fastighets & Bostadsrätt
VVS Forum
Total business paper articles

No. of articles
342
179
123
81
242
451
1418

Newspaper
Dagens Nyheter
Göteborgs-Posten
Smålandsposten
Sydsvenskan
Svenska Dagbladet
Total newspaper articles

47
112
85
104
37
385
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The articles have been identified through a search in the newspaper database
Retriever Mediearkivet using the key word ‘passive house’. The analysed papers
and articles were chosen based on their number of readers, and no distinction was
made between print and online articles since most were published in both versions.
The largest relevant national newspapers and the largest business papers in their
fields have been chosen for analysis. For the business papers, the fields of
construction, energy and environment, and HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning) were deemed to be relevant. The papers were chosen as they
followed the development of passive houses specifically and the ‘greening’ of the
housing sector more generally.
The three newspapers Göteborgs-Posten, Smålandsposten, and Sydsvenskan have
a regional rather than national outreach, but they were chosen since they dominated
much of the national coverage in the studied period, and many national actors used
these papers to participate in the debate on passive houses. These regional
newspapers all cover the southern and south-western part of Sweden, which also
made them specifically useful for understanding the development of passive
houses in these regions.
The newspaper article search was limited to the period from 2001 to 2017 – a
period during which passive houses have been commercially developed in
Sweden. Most of the articles were published since 2007. In the news article search,
a total of 10 013 articles were identified, and out of these a total of 1803 were
chosen for detailed analysis. To qualify for the study, the articles had to present a
substantial content on passive houses. This content included editorials, opinion
pieces, columns, and in-depth reports, but advertisements and articles where
passive houses were only mentioned in passing were excluded. This means that
the study covers a great majority of the Swedish debate on passive houses between
2001 and 2017. A document analysis has been conducted using this material.
5.1.2 Studying passive houses and regional institution building
In understanding how passive houses can become part of or facilitated by regional
institutions, the eastern and western regions of Sweden have been identified as
suitable study objects. These regions have been identified through an analysis of
the Swedish Energy Agency’s low-energy building database (LÅGAN) and
through contacts with the Passive House Centre in 2014. They were chosen
because the western region was the most ‘progressive’ passive house region
identified (i.e., this region has comparatively many residential passive houses) and
an institutional ‘eco-system’ in support of the passive house standard could be
identified. In contrast, eastern Sweden was chosen because it had produced very
few passive houses. Therefore, these two regions seem to reflect the general and
divided development of passive house construction in Sweden.
The regions differ in their size and their constitution, but they have some
similarities as well. Both regions are part of the top 25% of the Swedish housing
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market (i.e., regions with more than 11 apartments developed per 1000 persons per
year) and both regions have had a positive construction trend for the last 25 years
when it comes to residential buildings (Fastighetsägarna 2015). In addition, the
regions present similar weather and climate conditions. The guiding idea has been
that institutional and socio-technical aspects can at least explain some of the
differences regarding mainstreaming activities in the regions.
The western region comprises the two counties Västra Götaland and Halland.
Västra Götaland is the fifth largest county in Sweden (out of 21) and the second
most populated. With its 49 municipalities, it is the largest county in Sweden, and
it is the home of Sweden’s second largest city, Gothenburg. Halland is the 18th
largest county in Sweden and the 7th most populated.
The eastern region includes the county of Östergötland. The county is the 11th
largest in Sweden and the 4th most populated. Östergötland has 13 municipalities
and two of the country’s ten largest cities, Linköping and Norrköping. The focus
is mainly on the city of Linköping, as this is the only place in the region where
residential passive houses have been constructed.
The ‘eastern region’ and ‘western region’ are obviously constructs since
administrative and geographical borders and institutional elements such as
competence networks, project collaborations, and funding programmes only partly
coincide. To study how passive houses are integrated or stabilized in these regions,
key regional institutional components and interactions have been identified
through interviews with professionals and through a document analysis of local
newspaper articles.
5.1.3 Studying the role of passive houses in housing companies
In the study of how the development of passive houses affect organizational
structures, two public housing companies have been identified: Eksta
Bostadsbolag AB (Eksta) in the western region and Stångåstaden AB
(Stångåstaden) in the eastern region. The companies were identified through the
low-energy database (LÅGAN) and through correspondence with the Passive
House Centre in 2014.
Eksta was chosen as it has actively attempted to integrate passive houses.
Stångåstaden, on the other hand, was chosen since it has experimented with passive
houses but has not yet taken them up as a major part of its organization.
Stångåstaden, like many Swedish housing companies, have developed test
buildings to learn more about these types of buildings.
Eksta is a public housing company in the small town of Kungsbacka, located in
the periphery of the greater Gothenburg area. The company is owned by the
Kungsbacka municipality, and the public housing company manages
approximately 2700 rental apartments as well as public and commercial buildings,
making it a fairly small organization in the Swedish public housing sector.
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Between 2011 and 2014, Eksta developed a passive house neighbourhood called
Vallda Heberg, which is the focus of this study. This district is “Sweden's largest
passive house area utilizing renewable energy” and consists of 128 households in
total: 26 single-family houses, six terraced houses with 22 apartments, four fourfamily houses with a total of 16 apartments, and a retirement home with 64
apartments (Fahlén et al. 2014). All but the retirement home were studied. The
focus has been on the terraced houses in order to make a more reasonable
comparison with the case in the western region.
Vallda Heberg is supported by a decentralized district heating system owned by
Eksta. This system is based on a central pellet boiler as the primary energy source,
which is supported by flat plate solar collectors located on substations throughout
the neighbourhood. The buildings use heat recovery based on circuits of grey water
from sinks, showers, and white goods, supplying an air handling unit. Heat
recovery is ensured by both water and ventilation in all buildings. Between 2012
and 2013, Vallda Heberg became the first Swedish neighbourhood to be certified
according to the passive house standard FEBY.
Stångåstaden is the public housing company in Linköping, the largest city in
Östergötland County. The company manages approximately 18 700 rental
apartments, out of which 4000 are student apartments. In a Swedish context,
Stångåstaden is a comparatively large public housing company. In Lambohov,
south-west of central Linköping, Stångåstaden has developed 39 townhouse
apartments, nine built as passive houses, which are the focus for this study. The
passive houses include two three-room 74 m2 apartments in one floor, and seven
four-room 107 m2 apartments in two floors, all connected to a district heating
system owned and managed by the municipal energy utility Tekniska Verken i
Linköping AB (TVAB).
The passive houses are heated by a two kW hydronic heating coil that is installed
in the exhaust compact heat exchange unit. This means that the buildings “have
been equipped with more space heating power (20W/m2) than the recommendation
by FEBY (12W/m2) and [passive house] forerunners like Lindås (8W/m2)” (Molin
et al. 2011:2829). Finally, the outgoing pipes from the heat exchange unit also
provide extra floor heating. The Lambohov project represents the first residential
passive houses in the region.
To understand how Eksta and Stångåstaden have introduced passive houses in
Vallda Heberg and in Lambohov and the organizational effects this has produced,
interviews have been conducted with directly involved actors (developers,
designers, architects, tenants, etc.) and with local and regional representatives with
insight in these specific projects as well as in the strategic political development.
In addition participatory workshops have been conducted with tenants and passive
house and housing sector professionals.
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5.1.4 Studying the relations between passive house standards and the national
building norm
The transposition of the European Union Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive (EPBD) into the Swedish building code required negotiations about the
regulation of energy efficiency and a possible introduction of low-energy
buildings. The EPBD is the European Union’s main legislative instrument
promoting an energy efficient building stock. The EPBD, for example, regulates
energy performance certificates, regulates inspection of heating and ventilation
devices, stipulates that all member states should present plans for an energy
efficient building stock, and states that new buildings shall be so-called nearly
zero-energy buildings by the 31 December 2020 (by 2018 for public buildings).
During the revision process, public and private actors are asked to comment on the
design of the Swedish building norms. As these actors advocate for different types
of technologies and housing solutions, this entails a regulatory opportunity to
promote passive houses as a building norm on the national level. Therefore, this
thesis analyses material related to the revision process.
The main material for studying the transposition of the EPBD includes policy
proposals from national authorities and consultations provided by public and
private actors. The proposals show how the National Board of Housing, Building,
and Planning and the Swedish Energy Agency argue for specific versions of the
building code. Furthermore, the consultations make visible all alternative designs
for the building code. The consultation reports come from a heterogeneous set of
public and private actors with differing interests such as indoor environment,
HVAC, heating, energy performance, and specific building components.
The selection process of relevant material to understand the transposition process
identified almost 200 national building policy documents related to the EPBD and
the Swedish building code. These documents were found via an Internet search
using the key words EPBD and BBR (the national building code). The documents
covered the period from the publication of the first EPBD in 2002 to its final
Swedish version in 2017.
Further documents have been identified using a snow-balling technique. That is,
relevant policies, proposals, and consultations were tracked through references to
cover the whole policy-making process. In this process, all documents were read
and references to additional documents were explored. All key Swedish policy
proposals and consultations related to the revision of the building code between
2010 and 2017 have been detailed in the analysis.
The following is a list of the key policy documents chosen for in-depth analysis: A
national strategy for the promotion of low-energy buildings (Swedish Energy
Agency 2010); Revised Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings, Part II
Assessments and Suggestions for nearly zero-energy buildings (Government
Offices 2011); A simpler planning process (government bill 2013); and Proposal
for a Swedish application of nearly zero-energy buildings (National Board of
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Housing, Building, and Planning 2015). These policies were chosen for analysis
because they present governmental authorities’ positions on the introduction of the
EPBD in Sweden and suggestions for new building norms.
Finally, a total of 183 public and private consultations relating to these policy
proposals were also analysed in-depth, covering all written consultations on these
topics. Consultations were gathered from consultation reports and from a summary
presented by the Government Offices in 2012. A document analysis has been
conducted using this material. The focus of the analysis has been on the parts of
the proposals and consultations that relate to nearly zero-energy buildings, energy
performance requirements, and passive houses.

5.2 Methods
Interviews, document studies, and workshops are main methods used in this thesis
(Table 2).
Table 2. Methods used and time of data collection for each empirical chapter.
Chapter
Chapter 6 Document
articles

Method
analysis

Time of data collection
of

newspaper Autumn 2016 – Spring
2018

Chapter 7 Interviews with professionals and
document analysis of newspaper
articles
Chapter 8 Interviews and workshops with
building professionals and tenants

Spring 2014 – Autumn
2017
Spring 2014 – Autumn
2017

Chapter 9 Document study of policy proposals Spring 2014 – Autumn
and consultation reports
2017

5.2.1 Interviews
To catch the complexity of the studied cases, qualitative interviews were helpful.
According to Trost (2010), the qualitative interview is helpful because it asks open
questions to uncover complex and rich answers. After the data are collected, the
researcher identifies views, patterns, critical events, and cultural expressions that
can be used as analytical themes.
In this thesis, three major groups of actors were interviewed: representatives for
regional and local authorities, representatives of actors in the housing and
construction sector, and tenants. The first group includes regional county
representatives, municipal energy and planning authorities. The second group
represents professionals in housing and energy companies, architects, engineers,
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and non-profit organisations. The interviewed tenants live in passive houses in the
eastern and western regions of Sweden.
The interviewees vary in the type of interaction they have with passive houses:
e.g., they have different concerns related to occupancy, development,
maintenance, planning, construction, or investing. The interviewees thereby
present a broad representation of relations to passive houses. The interviewees
differ in how much experience they have interacting with passive houses. Some
are strong advocates for passive houses, some are interested novices, and some are
uninterested in the further development of these types of buildings. The choice of
individuals to be interviewed depended much on the specific regional conditions.
For example, in the western region government officials as well as interest
organizations were interviewed. In contrast, in the eastern region few such actors
existed, so key actors within the housing and energy sectors from municipal
companies were the main interviewees. For an overview of interviewees see Table
3.
Table 3. List of interviewees and their region of residence.

1

Role
CEO of Housing Company Eksta
Former CEO of Housing Company Eksta
Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC
Energy Strategist at Regional Council Västra Götaland
Main Architect at Vallda Heberg Passive House Project
Researcher at Technical Research Institute of Sweden (SP)
Strategist at Swedish Energy Agency (working with EPBD)
CEO of the Passive House Centre
Architect at the Passive House Centre
Founder of the Passive House Centre
Five households in Vallda Heberg

Region
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

CEO of Housing Company Stångåstaden
Property Manager at Housing Company Stångåstaden
Energy Strategist at Housing Company Stångåstaden
Energy Manager at Housing Company Stångåstaden
Project Manager at Housing Company Stångåstaden
Quality and Sustainability Manager at Housing Company Stångåstaden
Planner at County Administrative Board of Östergötland
Energy Strategist at Energy Utility TVAB
Energy Strategist at Linköping Municipality
CEO of Construction Company at Lambohov Passive House Project
Six households in Lambohov

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern1

In addition to these interviews, I have also used interview material gathered by my colleague
professor Jenny Palm. That material consists of interviews with former public housing
company employees at Stångåstaden AB during the development of the Lambohov project
(2009-2010). I would also like to thank my colleague Selam Petersson for conducting
interviews with tenants.
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A snowball technique was used when choosing interviewees (Given 2008). All
interviewees were asked to identify actors that they thought would enrich the
study, either by deepening their arguments or by disagreeing with them. Many of
the interviews focused on the two studied public housing companies, since they
had knowledge about their organizations, the passive house projects, and the
studied regions.
The interviews followed a semi-structured approach where different themes served
as support in interview guidelines (Fontana & Frey 1998). These themes concerned
different aspects of passive houses such as roles of tenants and other building users,
local, regional, and national housing politics, costs of developing buildings,
competence networks, project planning and construction practices, and energy
systems, etc.
These semi-structured interviews were structured so professionals within the same
field were asked similar questions, and the interview guidelines were designed
slightly different depending on professions. For example, housing developers were
asked more questions about their company, authorities were asked more questions
about regional policies and funding programmes, architects were asked more
questions about choices made at the project site, and tenants were asked questions
about their lived experience with passive houses. Interview questions were
influenced by early readings and understandings of the studied regions, studied
public housing companies, studied passive house projects, studied building
policies, and academic literature.
The interviewees were not stopped if they dwelled deeper into issues, so the
interviewer did not hinder interesting side lines, but rather had a directive role
according to the guidelines (Fontana & Frey 1998). The interviews took place
between the spring of 2014 and the autumn of 2017. A majority of interviews took
place either on-site at the passive house projects or in the work place of the
interviewees. Work place interviews were often assisted with material (pictures,
stats, maps, etc.) provided by the interviewees, which was helpful in
contextualizing the passive house concept in relation to the studied building
projects, organizations, and regions.
A minority of the interviews with professionals and all interviews with tenants
were conducted via telephone. There are differences between conducting
interviews on-site and over the telephone as the interviewer and the interviewee
share the same context and use body language when meeting face-to-face (David
& Sutton 2016). When conducting telephone interviews, the interviewer must be
extra focused so as to avoid misunderstandings, since the flow of the interview and
the interviewees’ confidence in the interviewer might otherwise be lost resulting
in less shared information.
In a telephone interview, disruptions and explanations affect the quality of the
interview as interruptions could create a feeling of social difference or distance,
which could lead to a non-relaxed and defensive environment (David & Sutton
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2016). For this reason, one purpose of using semi-structured interviews rather than
open interviews is that “the predetermined nature of structured interviews is aimed
at minimizing errors” (Fontana & Frey 1998:53). The interview guidelines were
thus useful tools for assuring that interviews of good quality were conducted both
on site and over the telephone. The differences in interview settings might have
shaped the direction of the interviews; however, this aspect has not been analysed
as it was deemed less important for the overall study.
Finally, the interviews were transcribed with a focus on the meaning and the
content of interviews, rather than a focus on how things were said. However,
obvious hesitations or strong expressions were emphasized in the transcription
notes, so deeper inquiries into these questions could be conducted in other material
or in later interviews. All interviews were analysed based on the original
transcriptions (including previous interview material). The material was
transcribed and coded with the help of the NVivo software.
5.2.2 Document analysis
Document analysis has been the second main method for understanding different
dimensions of mainstreaming. Two sources of documents have been used: policy
documents and policy proposals and newspaper and business paper articles.
However, documentation from earlier passive house studies, academic articles,
local and regional energy and environmental policies, and documentation from
public housing companies have played part in shaping the design of the study.
Textual material provides a lot of data that would be time-consuming or difficult
to get through interviews (e.g., policy documents). Moreover, this data often
provide important inputs in public or policy discourse. According to David and
Sutton (2016), textual data also add value as it is abundant. In addition, documents
tell stories different than interviews as most texts are not intended to serve as
research material. Thus document analysis complements interview analysis. In
addition, research material gathered from documents make it possible to
understand and construct a history of a study object (David & Sutton 2016). This
historical knowledge has been especially important since the Lambohov building
project was already developed at the time of this study, and the Vallda Heberg
project was in its finishing stages.
According to Bowen (2009), document analysis entails identifying, selecting,
understanding, and synthesizing data found in different types of documents. This
process has been conducted with newspaper articles and policy documents and has
yielded new documents. These documents have been rearranged and organized
into themes and categories of relevance for the specific cases studied in this thesis.
These data have been further coded and analysed using The Coding Manual for
Qualitative Researchers (Saldaña 2013).
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5.2.3 Coding and analysing the material
A code is a word that captures an essence of comments (Saldaña 2013). For this
reason, the number of codes in an analysis have been kept to a minimum so they
are not so general that they are redundant. All interviews and documents have been
coded with the help of the NVivo software, and the material for the four empirical
chapters all included individual coding cycles. These coding cycles had different
aims, but the same overall purpose: to provide material for studying the
mainstreaming of passive houses in Sweden. Thus, the coding followed the same
steps for all analysed interviews and documents.
In a first step, the material was coded according to the places, organisations,
networks, actors, events, and activities and the building projects that the material
relates to. In a second step, different codes were merged into categories: this
clustering of existing codes into larger categories has been the starting point for
recognizable (or interpretable) patterns and the identification of central
relationships between actors, events, issues, projects, etc. The categories included
e.g., housing politics, construction practices, user behaviour, and regional
institutions, etc. In a third and final step, the identified categories have been
rewritten into narratives to answer specific questions about mainstreaming.
According to Saldaña (2013), coding and categorization are interpretative and
iterative processes. In this sense, coding and categorization present a heuristic and
are done in cycles in order to constantly re-evaluate the material. The number of
coding cycles depends on the specific studied material and the purpose of the study
at hand. The interviews and the policy documents have gone through two cycles
of coding and categorization, and the newspaper and business paper articles have
gone through three cycles. For each new cycle, the analysis has been refined to
give a detail-rich presentation of the material.
5.2.4 Participatory workshops
Participatory workshops are the third main method used in this thesis. A
participatory workshop is an event bringing together one or several groups of
people in order to “gather their opinions, extract their knowledge and to solve
problems in a collaborative and creative environment” (Jisc 2012). A participatory
workshop has three main stages: during the planning stage, relevant actors were
engaged; during the workshop, facilitation was central; and after the workshop, the
extracted knowledge was synthesized. In this thesis, two participant workshops
were executed in 2017.
The author of this thesis facilitated the workshops on the topic of ‘passive houses
as challenge and opportunity – user perspectives’. The workshops were conducted
in the western region and in the eastern region with the support of local passive
house actors and a national energy efficiency NGO. In the workshops, passive
house tenants and passive house professionals were invited to discuss challenges
and opportunities associated with living in and developing these buildings from
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their specific perspectives; 35 people took part in the workshops, where 24 of the
participants were representatives from different companies involved with passive
houses and 11 were passive house tenants.
The results from these workshops were synthesized into strengths and weaknesses
that each category of participants expressed about developing, operating, and
living in passive houses. These results regarded current experiences with these
buildings, expected future developments for living in passive houses, and the
further deployment to new tenants and companies. The workshop material has
been influential in writing the second chapter on passive houses and institution
building as it included context-specific presentations of the studied regions. The
material was also influential in writing the third empirical chapter on the
introduction of these buildings within housing organizations, as participants had
experience with the specific studied passive houses.
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CHAPTER 6: THE FRAMING OF
PASSIVE HOUSES IN SWEDISH
NEWSPAPERS
This chapter analyses passive houses in Sweden as articulated in newspapers and
business papers published between 2001 and 2017. The chapter examines how
passive houses have been presented by different actors, what political issues they
were positioned against, and whether a stable narrative of passive houses exists in
the public discourse.
The concept of passive houses entails voluntary standards (in Sweden this means
the FEBY standard and the international PHI standard) as well as building
practices (e.g., maximizing solar gain in buildings and using well-insulated
components). Yet, different actors use the passive house concept differently to
further their political interests or their business interests. Therefore, these actors
could try to promote their perspectives by talking in certain ways about passive
houses to support their concerns. That is, different actors can construct different
‘images’ of what passive houses entail.
I analyse differing passive house representations using a theoretical approach
focused on ‘frames’ (Entman 1993; Gamson & Modligiani 1989; Gamson et al.
1992; Goffman 1974). Frame analysis shows how actors construct different
discursive versions of an issue, which in this case is discourse about passive
houses. Here frame analysis shows how actors understand and use the passive
house concept, how different frames co-exist, and how discourses are shaped by
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political issues related to passive houses. A guiding idea is that the mainstreaming
of passive houses requires the public discourse to provide a stable rhetorical
understanding of passive houses.
Newspaper articles and business paper articles published between 2001 and 2017
have been collected based on a search for the keyword ‘passive house’. Selected
articles have been analysed to identify how passive houses have been presented in
line with the aim of this chapter. Moreover, I draw on statistics from the Swedish
low-energy data base (LÅGAN 2018) to compare the stories told about passive
houses with the construction during the studied period.
To summarize, the chapter has three goals. First, it introduces the history and
development of passive houses in Sweden by identifying how they have been
framed. Second, it discusses the activities involved in making the passive house
concept discursively stable. Third, it contrasts frames with data on construction of
passive houses. This chapter sets the ground work for the following empirical
chapters by introducing mainstreaming activities regarding local and regional
institution building, construction and housing practices, and building norms and
regulations.

6.1 The passive house standard and building
policy
6.1.1 Passive houses and climate politics
The years between 2006 and 2008 can be considered the time when passive houses
in Sweden gained national attention. This change is partly due to the increased
development of passive houses on the ground. In addition, between 2001 and 2006
early passive houses were evaluated to be working fairly well (Stålbom 2009).
Equally important, an institutional infrastructure supporting passive houses began
to take shape at different political levels, acting as a starting point for increased
attempts of mainstreaming these buildings. The inauguration of the Passive House
Centre in the city of Alingsås in western Sweden in 2007 was a central event in
this development. Before 2007, passive houses were mainly supported by a small
group of enthusiasts. To some extent this changed with the Passive House Centre.
With support from the Swedish Energy Agency and regional and local actors, the
objectives of the Centre were to gather and disseminate passive house knowledge,
guide the search for relevant market actors and potential buyers, and mediate
between interested actors in development projects (Ström 2010). While it played
no official governmental role as a national Centre, in practice it became the main
competence hub of its kind in Sweden and played a major role for developments
especially in the western region.
Early institutional support also came through the introduction of a Swedish passive
house certification (the FEBY certification), defining passive houses through a
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voluntary assessment scheme including building specifications and functional
requirements (Berglund 2008). In addition, between 2006 and 2008, the Swedish
Energy Agency presented a programme supporting low energy and passive house
demonstration buildings (Energi & Miljö 2005), furthering the perception that
these buildings were receiving attention from a wider set of actors.
At this time, the global attention to the issue of man-made climate change was an
important facilitating factor for the increased institutional support of passive
houses. In the autumn of 2006, political actions on climate change were
highlighted by the newly-elected liberal alliance, who encouraged increased
investments in ‘sustainable technologies’ on a national level (Anshelm 2012).
Sustainable technologies were deemed to make Sweden a global leading agent of
change in climate politics, as well as it would give Sweden an international
competitive business advantage. The founding of the Passive House Centre should
be seen in light of sustainable technologies becoming a central topic in the climate
political discourse. Increased interest in passive houses during this period is well
in line with the dominant climate change discourse at the time, with a strong
political orientation towards finding technological solutions.
According to Anshelm (2012), this period was exceptional in Swedish politics with
its strong focus on climate and sustainable technologies: passive houses and other
green innovations such as solar and wind energy (as well as nuclear power) were
presented as technological solutions supporting supranational agreements on
climate change mitigation.
Climate change was thus central for the early framing of passive houses in Sweden.
For example, the large construction company NCC framed the issue as follows:
We [society at large] need to gradually reconsider new production so as to minimize
[climate] impact. This means in principle that we should only develop passive
houses. In the long term houses should even become producers of energy through
e.g. solar cells. (Åfreds 2007:5)

Here passive houses are framed as saving energy that could be used in other
societal sectors such as charging electric vehicles. At the same time, these
buildings were framed by grassroots actors as being a natural continuation of early
generations of Swedish eco-villages: “With passive houses we can take the next
step to ecological cities and instead focus more on e.g. how we sustainably grow
our food” (Åkerlund 2007:4). Passive houses were framed as part of a small-scale
‘back-to-the-roots’ ecological lifestyle and simultaneously as part of a technooptimistic narrative of an emerging sustainable and electrified urban society.
Thus, early on, passive houses were framed as having both a simple and
‘ecologically sound’ rooting as well as suitable for fulfilling visions of a more
high-tech sustainable urban development. This twin view produced a ‘sustainable
technology frame’ that dominated early passive house debates. A practical
example of this frame could be found in Stockholm where the Norra
Djurgårdsstaden area was presented as a ‘climate smart’ city area aimed at being
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‘fossil free’ by 2030 through passive houses, sustainable transportation, and green
areas (Baltscheffsky 2010).
In these early framings of passive houses, their functions were often simplified and
they were presented as buildings in need of no external heating at all. The passive
house standard was presented as something different than the established housing
norm and was seen as innovative in its simplicity. Passive houses were thus framed
as a fairly radical break with established solutions in Sweden at the time, which
were characterized by conventional buildings using district heating and heat pumps
(Dzebo & Nykvist 2017). Through these framings and the success of early projects,
passive houses were seen as a legitimate techno-oriented response to the
challenges of climate change among politicians, industry, and grassroots actors.
6.1.2 Passive houses and Swedish building norms
An important event during the studied period was the introduction of the Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) by the European Union and its
translation into Swedish law. Originally introduced in 2002 and revised in 2010,
the directive calls for stricter energy performance requirements for buildings.
Although the EPBD never explicitly included the terminology ‘passive house’, the
European Commission flagged for an inclusion of the term ‘passive house’ when
the EPBD was revised (Mlecnik et al. 2008).
In 2008, the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning presented a first
revision (of several during the studied period) of the building code focusing on
aligning it with the EPBD. Much of the debate on the revision of the building code
concerned the role of energy efficient buildings in the Swedish energy system,
where the passive house standard was presented by advocates as the next national
housing norm (Westerlund 2009). Passive houses were framed as contributing to
increased energy efficiency in buildings as well as reducing CO2 emissions on a
national and global level (Köhler 2010a).
Critics, however, questioned whether the housing sector really needed so much
focus on energy efficiency: the dominating frame of the Swedish energy system
was that it was ‘close to climate neutral’ through its extensive use of district
heating, hydro power, and nuclear power (Köhler 2007). According to critics, this
made investments in super-efficient passive houses an unnecessary societal cost.
The debate partly mirrored discussions in the European Commission and European
Parliament on the EPBD, where it was debated whether lowering CO2 emissions
or saving energy should be the main objective of the future European-wide
building policy (D'Agostino 2015). An increased energy efficiency in buildings
and decreased CO2 emissions do not automatically correlate but depends on each
country’s energy system. Increased building energy performance and the reduction
of CO2 emissions were thus partly seen as opposing policy objectives. These
debates pitted different technological energy and building solutions to the problem
of climate change against each other nationally and in Europe.
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As presented above, in the climate policy discourse leading up to COP15, passive
houses were understood as symbols for sustainable technologies in the building
sector. Over time, building researchers and industry actors stressed that passive
houses were a bit more complex. They were, for example, presented as needing
additional heating due to the cold Swedish climate (Samuelsson 2008a). Most
passive houses built during the studied period also depended on either district
heating or heat pumps (Figure 2 and 3).

Figure 2. Primary heating type for passive houses built 2000-2016 (Data: LÅGAN 2018).

Figure 3. Secondary heating type for passive houses built 2000-2016 (Data: LÅGAN
2018). The concept ‘secondary heating’ means that some passive houses have one
primary and one secondary heating equipment installed, e.g., district heating as primary
source of heating and a pellet boiler for back-up.
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But this did not necessarily make them an easy fit with existing energy
infrastructures. For example, low heating demand could make the expansion of
district heating too costly (Köhler 2010b), which at the same time might only yield
low profits due to the limited heat demand of these buildings. In policy discussions,
passive houses were increasingly presented as a potential problem for existing
energy infrastructures (Stålbom 2009).
Consequently, much of the debate on low-energy buildings in Sweden after COP15
focused on whether and how a wide deployment of passive houses could lead to
negative effects for the existing energy system. Underlying this debate were
differing perspectives on the national building code – how it should regulate
building energy performance and how it could contribute to the fulfilment of
broader climate and environmental policies (Köhler 2009a). Thus, as the national
building code was to be revised, the mainstreaming of passive houses became of
interest also for groups outside the core of dedicated advocates.
The main issue was whether the national building code under revision should also
regulate how to heat buildings. As is shown in the final empirical chapter, the
building code could exclusively regulate buildings so that heat transmission
through building components and air-tightness was legally set, which could be a
support for passive houses. However, the code could also regulate what types of
energy buildings could use. That is, the building code would regulate what energy
sources are eligible for buildings, so in essence the building code would regulate
building heating systems rather than building performance. This would mean that
you could fulfil building energy performance demands not through energy efficient
buildings but through the choice of heating technology.
In early 2009, the wording ‘passive house’ was removed from the discussions
about the new EPBD in order for the legislation to be technologically neutral
(Köhler 2009b). However, in 2010, when the revised EPBD came into force, it
included the introduction of the policy concept ‘nearly zero energy buildings’
(nZEBs). NZEBs were defined as buildings with “very high energy performance”
and that the energy needed come “mostly from renewable sources” (EC 2018).
Advocates saw this definition as being similar to the passive house definition and
framed passive houses as being basically equal to the nZEB concept: “[I]n order
to achieve nearly zero energy buildings, a building that uses very little energy, such
as a passive house, is basically required” (Kretz 2010:2).
By 2010, passive houses were no longer framed as merely an ideal sustainable
technology. In the policy arena, there were attempts to frame these buildings as
leading to a new national building standard with a strong emphasis on energy
efficiency. Against this position, a more critical frame was developed that asked
whether passive houses were sufficiently compatible with existing technological
solutions.
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6.1.3 The Swedish Centre for Zero Energy Buildings
Soon after the revised EPBD was adopted in 2010, the Swedish Centre for Zero
Energy Buildings was inaugurated. The Centre had wide support from research
organizations and universities already involved with passive houses and was
basically an off-shoot of the Passive House Centre. The organization promoted
passive houses as a national building norm by 2020 (Köhler 2010b).
As with the Passive House Centre, it was not an official governmental
organization, but a knowledge hub (mainly) supporting the passive house standard.
A majority of the knowledge about passive houses and the lobbying for the passive
house standard remained at the Passive House Centre, with the Centre for Zero
Energy Buildings working with parallel mainstreaming activities. The
establishment of the Centre for Zero Energy Buildings could be understood as a
strategic move to include more non-state actors in support of passive houses in the
process of revising the national building code, thus literally ‘making’ allies. They
worked actively to frame the passive house standard as the future Swedish housing
norm and in 2011 presented a definition of nearly-zero energy buildings and
lobbied the government to turn the standard into a national building norm (Asplind
2011a).
In contrast, a majority of actors in the housing sector framed passive houses as one
out of many possible low-energy building concepts that could fulfil the nZEB
definition. nZEBs were deemed to be a collective name for passive houses, lowenergy houses, and other houses that use very little energy: “The only absolute
definition of nearly zero energy buildings is that they should use significantly less
energy than what is required in the current legislation” (Asplind 2011b:1).
However, in 2011 the national building code was revised again, and the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning stated that new energy performance
requirements should be set at a maximum of 90 kWh/m2/year. At the time, this
policy was seen as less than ideal by a majority of actors in the housing and
construction sectors, both by passive house advocates and critics (Wickberg 2011).
Major construction companies, the Energy Agency, and researchers believed that
the revision of the building code did not go far enough: “It is a soft requirement
because today newly built houses can use as little as 35 kilowatt hours [per
m2/year]” (Wickberg 2011:8).
The criticism of the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning’s
interpretation of the EPBD was further intensified as the Government Offices
stated in a memorandum in 2012 that Sweden in its latest building code already
fulfilled the energy requirements set by the EPBD, and further innovations such as
passive houses were not needed to achieve nZEB buildings. However, established
actors reacted strongly against this position and suggested that the passive house
standard was much more in line with the demands set by the EPBD (Lindholm
2011).
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The passive house standard was thereby increasingly presented as a legitimate
alternative to the existing building norm by established actors in the housing and
construction sectors. For example, the Swedish Energy Agency supported a
programme for the development of 500 nZEBs in 2011 (Lindholm 2011). In the
presentation of the programme, the Agency presented passive houses as a standard
well in line with the nZEB definition. In their concurrently published National
strategy for low-energy buildings, the Agency also supported a further deployment
of passive houses (Energy Agency 2010).
In 2017, the nZEB concept was finally introduced in Swedish building policy
through a two-step policy programme to be fully in place by 2020. In June 2017,
the energy performance demand in Sweden was set at 90 kWh/m2/year and in 2021
these demands will be marginally stricter. This building code is still deemed to be
lax by many established actors and passive house advocates (Björs et al. 2018). In
this criticism, the national building code was compared to Sweden’s Nordic
neighbours: “[I]t is something of a historical deviation that Sweden is falling
behind regarding building legislation” (Ledel 2016:12). However, the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning held their conservative line.
To summarize, the low ambition of the National Board of Housing, Building, and
Planning led to the contrasting passive houses to be more often framed as a realistic
alternative to a perceived weak national legislation. During this period, this legal
frame presented an opportunity for passive house advocates; indeed, passives
houses found more overall support in the newspapers. These were the type of
events that could have turned the majority of the housing sector towards accepting
passive houses; however, in most cases this support followed the weak logic of
‘the enemy of my enemy is my friend’, which did not make it very sustainable.
Established actors supported passive houses not since they were in favour of this
particular type of building, but because they saw that the national building norm
was subpar.
One reason for this sudden criticism by established actors could be that they act on
an international market were different low-energy building concepts and voluntary
standards had become more mature and thereby the wider housing sector saw that
legitimate alternatives existed.
The introduction of the nZEB concept entailed a discursive struggle for its
definition, which in Sweden coincided with attempts of deploying passive houses.
For the Centre for Zero Energy Buildings, the Passive House Centre, and other
advocates, the introduction of nZEBs was an opportunity to find legal support for
the passive house standard. In addition, the framing of passive houses as being
equal to the nZEB concept could be understood as an attempt by advocates to
conflate the concepts in order to facilitate a wider deployment of the first. Many
established actors agreed that the nZEB definition pointed towards an increased
development of passive houses in Sweden, although few fully supported the
passive house standard as the next national building norm.
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6.2 Local and regional passive house frames
Public housing companies are one of the main developers of residential buildings
in Sweden, and some of them have been key in the early introduction of passive
houses (Glad 2006). These companies are publicly owned, which means that they
are governed by political boards. Therefore, this means that public housing
companies, municipal representatives, and local politicians can play important
roles in mainstreaming passive houses at the local and regional level.
Although the role of these buildings in the national building code was being
debated, there were simultaneously several regional and local initiatives that
supported passive house deployment (Frank 2010; Hulthén et al. 2010). A majority
of municipalities with passive house experience pushed for tougher energy
requirements on both the local and the national level. In the debate, they framed
passive houses to be part of local success stories, presenting themselves as low
energy building pioneers. In contrast, established development and construction
companies were often understood by local actors as showing little interest in
passive houses (Samuelsson 2009).
Since 2009, there were several debates on how to and if to promote passive houses
locally. These debates did not follow a simple left-right political divide, but rather
the local framing of the standard depended on how passive houses were integrated
with place-specific political concerns. For example, in Lund a liberal alliance was
against mandatory energy performance requirements since they wanted to limit
public governance in the local housing market (Nathéll 2009). In contrast, in Växjö
a liberal political alliance pushed for the development of a new passive house
district, arguing that such green technologies were part of their regional economic
growth strategy (Frank 2010). Left-wing parties throughout the country showed
the same disparity of attitudes towards passive houses.
To fulfil local environmental and climate policies, several municipalities presented
strict local energy performance requirements for buildings around the 2005 to 2007
period (Ljung 2007). This occurred at the same time as the passive house standard
started to become widely discussed in public arenas. Debates on passive houses
thereafter took place both in smaller municipalities as well as in larger cities such
as Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmö (Fasth 2011; Hulthén et al. 2010).
One of the larger and more progressive local passive house programmes was
presented in Stockholm, potentially affecting Sweden’s largest housing market.
The Municipality of Stockholm’s ‘environmental programme for buildings’ was
presented in 2011. This programme was to begin in 2012 and demanded that all
new buildings should be constructed as passive houses (Fasth 2011). The
introduction of this programme by one of Sweden’s largest municipalities could
have been the springboard for mainstreaming that passive house advocates hoped
for. But instead it started a national debate about whether local municipalities
should be allowed to set energy performance requirements that were stricter than
national requirements (Bengtsson 2012).
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After 2009, climate change and passive house standards became less visible in
public debates, including in both news media and business papers. And during the
2009-2013 period the governmental resistance against municipal passive house
policies increased. Still, there were political developments on the local level as
several municipalities used other methods than policies to increase passive house
construction. Attempts to mainstream passive houses were mainly played out on
the local and regional level at this time, and this was reflected by a strong local
belief in these buildings; for example, advocates in western Sweden proclaimed
that passive houses were soon to represent 10% of new buildings being developed
in the region (Blom 2010).
Local municipalities were active in the development of larger city blocks of
passive houses and low energy buildings such as in Västra Hamnen in Malmö and
Beckomberga in Stockholm (Asplind 2010). These urban areas of multi-purpose
buildings demonstrated that passive houses could be suitable for larger city
districts rather than solely focusing on the development of individual buildings.
These city districts thereby showed how municipalities could shape the outcome
of local building projects (Smedby & Quitzau 2016). More symbolic initiatives
were also engaged such as small economic rebates for actors developing passive
houses on publicly owned land (Vikingson 2014).
Although few municipalities pushed solely for passive houses, critics framed
municipal policies and the passive house standard as barriers for a well-functioning
national housing market. The Swedish Minister of Housing, Stefan Attefall,
proclaimed that local energy requirements and local policies demanding passive
houses should be banned because they created market barriers that hindered the
construction of new residential buildings (Andersson 2012; Attefall 2013).
According to Attefall, local requirements slowed down the pace of construction
which was unsustainable with an ongoing housing shortage. Consequently,
Attefall presented a bill in 2013 banning all local energy performance requirements
that were stricter than national requirements (Swedish Parliament 2013).
To summarize, the national authorities had first presented a widely criticized
revision of the national building code, and now they opposed municipalities setting
their own strict energy requirements. Thus, by 2013, the passive house standard
had lost most of its support from national authorities. However, local and regional
actors were still supporting energy efficient buildings such as passive houses. On
the local and regional level, passive houses were still presented as useful for
fulfilling environmental and energy policies and as qualitative long-term
investments for municipally-owned companies (Fasth 2011).
The passive house standard was thus part of two contrasting frames with regard to
sub-national politics at this time. On the one hand, it was presented as a useful tool
for pursuing local environmental and energy policies. On the other hand, it was
presented by national authorities as an example of an unwanted market barrier.
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The second frame, highlighting passive houses as market barriers, was also pushed
by established actors in the construction and housing sectors: “Passive house
technologies put special demands on projectors, builders and residents.
Nationwide companies experience difficulties in maintaining consistent quality
between different parts of the country" (Harryson 2009:1). This framing of the
passive house standard as a nuisance for a ‘healthy housing market’ should be
understood as part of a wider struggle over an emerging green building market.

6.3 Turning to new practices in the housing and
construction sector
Established construction companies and developers were early to realize the
commercial potential of the passive house concept as an environmental symbol.
The unsecure status of passive houses in national and local policy opened up for
market-leading industry actors to increasingly set the energy efficiency agenda
starting around 2007. However, they did not support the passive house concept,
but rather used their position to further their own building concepts (Jönsson 2008;
Karlsson 2008; Köhler 2007; Linderoth 2008).
This view meant that one key principle of passive houses – the limited installed
capacity for heating – was not adopted by traditional market actors. They feared
that the technological concept would fail in Sweden’s cold winter climate. Several
of the larger actors in the construction sector therefore presented their own lowenergy building concepts, inspired by or positioned against, passive houses
(Jönsson 2008; Karlsson 2008; Köhler 2007; Linderoth 2008). The technologies
in these buildings were quite similar to passive houses as they followed the same
basic design principles of increased wall insulation, limited cold bridges, etc.
However, they differed in the sense that from the beginning they already installed
more heating capacity, constructed building envelopes that were less air-tight, and
used components with less insulating properties. In contrast to the passive houses
supported by advocates like e.g. the Passive House Centre, these buildings could
be understood as ‘passive house light’: i.e. they were constructed with a less
meticulous focus on energy efficiency and indoor comfort. They thereby blurred
the line between passive houses and other low energy building concepts.
These ‘passive house light’ buildings were initially developed to fill the growing
green building niche while to a large extent still using conventional technologies
and construction solutions. It was a potential win-win situation for established
actors who could develop ‘green’ buildings with no real threat to their existing
practices. A slow policy process where standards followed market practices, rather
than the other way around, was thus in the interest of many established actors.
The large construction company NCC expressed that while passive houses were
an interesting green product niche, they were at the same time developing their
own low-energy building concepts such as the NCC Concept House (Karlsson
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2008). They also showed an increased support for other voluntary standards, such
as the newly introduced Green Building certification. The development company
ByggVesta proclaimed that “we do not want the passive house ‘stamp’: we want
to build good houses [. . .] our buildings are 60 percent lower in energy use than
the Swedish Building code requires” (Jönsson 2008:3). And other large industry
actors followed with their development of low-energy buildings according to
different voluntary building standards.
Due to these developments, by 2008 passive houses met serious competition in the
low-energy building market niche. More and more established construction and
development enterprises framed passive houses as being too radical and not
providing enough added environmental value or added economic benefits (through
energy savings). The construction and development company Veidekke stated that
“passive houses need additional heat when it's really cold, so they consume
marginal electricity which risks being imported from coal plants outside of
Sweden. [. . .] In comparison our building concept presents a better economy and
has lower carbon dioxide emissions” (Köhler 2007:5).
Dominant industry actors thereby positioned their own low-energy building
concepts in between the existing building code and the passive house standard
(Söderberg 2008), where the first was framed as a bit lax, and the second as a bit
extreme. Against this background low-energy buildings, borrowing some
technological features and some ‘green flair’ from passive houses, were considered
by many developers and builders as suitable compromises between these ‘extreme
points’.
Still, passive houses were not totally ignored by these actors as they provided
marketing opportunities to present low-energy buildings as ‘almost passive
houses’ (Ståhl 2011; Asplind 2013). This gave them additional public relations
values, while limiting the risks connected to the introduction of a new housing
standard on the market. So the symbolic environmental values attached to passive
houses were deemed translatable into commercial values, whereas the passive
house standard and its related construction practices were often looked at with
suspicion. At this point, it could thus be understood as a strategy to not clearly say
yes or no to increased passive house deployment.
The material studied here shows a mix of all kinds of low-energy building
concepts, including passive houses, in public discourse. Actors who were not
directly involved in developing low-energy buildings had an especially hard time
seeing the difference between different voluntary standards. To some extent, this
meant that the term ‘passive house’ became a moniker for all low-energy buildings.
This partly sugar-coated contemporary narratives about a successful dissemination
of passive houses, although before 2010 there were less than 20 certified residential
passive house projects in all of Sweden (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Number of certified residential passive houses built per year (Data:
Intressegrupp Passivhus 2018; LÅGAN 2018; the Passive House Centre, personal
communication, 9 November 2017). (PHI = International Passive House certification;
FEBY09 = Swedish passive house certification; FEBY12 = revised Swedish passive
house certification).

Therefore, early on the fairly active debate on passive houses was driven by
debates on policy and voluntary standards rather than by the actual material
realization of these buildings. It is understood here that this was partly strategic as
more established actors wanted to keep their low energy building choices open.
This also built on expectations of a new stricter building norm: established actors
showed a readiness if the passive house standard found legal support. This
readiness mirrors developments in the Danish housing sector as presented by Buser
and Koch (2012).
Between 2006 and 2008, there were two main passive house frames in the housing
and construction sectors: they were either framed as too extreme or the passive
house term was used as a place-holder for all kinds of low-energy buildings.
Passive house advocates were of course keen on using this newly-found fame of
the standard and pushed a strong success narrative. More critical actors, among the
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established builders and developers saw the symbolic power in these narratives
and pushed their own products and voluntary standards while aligning themselves
with the environmental values symbolized by passive houses.
6.3.1 The Swedish Green Building Council
Voluntary building standards emerged in the Swedish housing market on a large
scale from 2014 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Certified residential low-energy buildings between 2000 and 2017 (Data:
Swedish Green Building Council 2017; the Passive House Centre, personal
communication, November 09, 20172017).

While statistics show an increase of voluntary standards from 2014, a lot of
preparation for this success was done as early as the late 2000s, with for example
the inauguration of the Sweden Green Building Council (SGBC) in 2009. The
SGBC was supported by many established actors in the housing sector and was
aimed at disseminating voluntary energy and environmental standards on a large
scale (Asplind 2011c). Through SGBC, a number of environmental and energy
labelling systems were thoroughly established. At the time, the most frequent of
these were Green Building, Low Energy building, Minergie, Swedish Standard,
The Bygga-Bo-Dialogen labelling, P-Labelling, LEED, and BREEAM
(Wahlström & Olsson 2009).
In the following years, voluntary standards were thoroughly established through
‘certified builder’ courses, certified building components, and SGBC meetings and
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conferences. The SGBC moved its position forward quickly with the stated aim of
certifying a majority of new buildings (Asplind 2011c). As the passive house
standards were not officially supported by the SGBC, this marked a key breaking
point in the perception of passive houses. That is, the voluntary standards
developed by SGBC presented competing sustainable building solutions which
had a broad support from private actors.
These different voluntary standards meant that actors could communicate
environmental values internally as well as externally without adhering to the
building principles of passive houses. These voluntary standards presented
deliberate check lists that increased their utility as they increased the possibility of
national and regional comparisons between building projects. They provided
constructors, developers, and clients with the opportunity to communicate
environmental values. This further established industry actors alone setting the
pace for Swedish green building developments.
Most established industry actors supported a diversity of voluntary standards, as
this increased the possibility of finding niche markets. For example, the large
construction company NCC developed buildings according to the Green Building
certification and the BREEAM standard and developed buildings according to the
FEBY passive house standard (Ståhl 2009). Voluntary standards quickly became
an important tool for communicating environmental values. For example, the
voluntary standard Miljöbyggnad (Environmental Building) grew from zero to 550
certified projects in less than two years (Nyhlin 2015). The success of the voluntary
standards was partly the result of developers and customers experiencing a need to
benchmark their buildings as the general societal focus on energy performance
increased.
However, passive house advocates such as the Passive House Centre criticized the
many voluntary standards. The many standards were seen as contributing to
confusion for constructors, developers, and building managers: “[W]e would
rather see a system like the one in Norway: where passive houses are the legal
building standard” (Nyhlin 2015:8). This criticism could be understood as a
reaction to how the standards promoted by the SGBC started to dominate the
development of low-energy buildings and how ‘passive’ building principles
therefore were deprioritized.
To summarize, the practice of building well-insulated low-energy buildings
partially emerged with the introduction of passive houses. And through established
companies adopting voluntary standards, passive houses were increasingly
perceived as a more normal part of the industry: passive houses became one of
several different low energy concepts on the market. However, fairly quickly
different voluntary standards became more common in Sweden. Therefore, the
normalization of passive houses was done at the cost of losing a privileged position
as the symbol for sustainability in the housing sector. Passive houses were no
longer presented as unique technologies (e.g., their thick insulation and improved
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air-tightness), but seen as one of many low-energy building standards (Sjöström
2014).
6.3.2 The Swedish branch of the international Passive House Institute
Since the early 2010s, the Swedish branch of the international Passive House
Institute (Intressegrupp Passivhus or IG Passivhus) has provided energy
calculations, construction consultations, and courses for passive house architects
(Intressegrupp Passivhus 2018). More recently, IG Passivhus has emerged as the
main advocate for passive houses. However, the organization was very silent in
the news media discourse until 2014. Until then, the Passive House Centre had
been the dominant advocate lobbying for passive houses.
The Passive House Centre sustained their key role for several years by successfully
gaining public support and funding for their projects through the Regional Council
of Västra Götaland. This situation started to change around 2014 when IG
Passivhus opposed the framing of passive houses as yet another low-energy
building concept (Bennewitz 2014). IG Passivhus met this framing with a strong
benchmarking of the international passive house standard in Sweden and focused
on what they perceived to be unique about their standard; i.e., comfort and
functionality depended on architectural choices that are ensured through detailed
energy calculations and assessment of building performance.
This benchmarking was also a criticism of the Passive House Centre and the FEBY
standard. The CEO of IG Passivhus proclaimed the following:
A big problem is that many buildings are called passive houses, though they do not
meet the requirements. From our perspective there are about ten real passive houses
in the country, but with the wrong definition used in Sweden by other institutes
there are about 2,000 passive houses. (Bennewitz 2014:15)

IG Passivhus’ increased influence was a sign for two changes that affected the
development of passive houses. First, it was an early first signal that IG Passivhus
was taking over as the main passive house advocacy organisation in Sweden. In
hindsight, this ‘changing of the guard’ started in 2014 and ended in 2017 as the
Passive House Centre did not receive any more funding after 31 December 2017.
As a result, the IG Passivhus saw a chance to use its experience in calculation and
assessment of “50 000 successful passive house projects” all over Europe in a
‘rebranding’ the passive house standard in Sweden (Bennewitz 2014:15). This
rebranding meant that in recent years passive houses have increasingly been
framed as part of an international success story, whereas until 2014 they were often
presented as the brainchild of the Passive House Centre and especially architect
Hans Eek.
Second, IG Passivhus’ criticism showed that the passive house concept had lost
some of its original meaning in Sweden: the conflation of all types of low-energy
building concepts had led to passive houses being incorporated in a larger ‘energy
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efficiency frame’. In this frame, passive houses had lost some of their uniqueness,
as energy performance had become a more common trait overall in the building
sector. From this perspective, the concept had been part of normalizing energy
efficiency as an idea and ‘norm’ in the housing sector. Passive houses had thus
helped normalize energy efficient buildings and building components.
6.3.3 The mainstreaming of passive house products
Passive houses are partly characterized by their use of specific building
technologies, such as ventilation with heat recovery and well-insulated building
components. During the study period, ‘passive house products’ and building
elements increasingly became visible in the discourse, including among actors
developing more conventional buildings (Samuelsson 2008b). This trend was
deemed important for the mainstreaming of passive houses because previous
research showed that wider deployment of these buildings depends on more
passive house elements being available in the Swedish market (Janson 2008). For
example, heat recovery ventilation (HRV) systems – i.e., the use of supply air to
heat buildings – are often used in Swedish passive houses.
In Sweden, HRV systems have increasingly been used in the conventional building
market: “Heating houses only with heated supply air has received much criticism.
But with the increased interest in passive houses with HRV the method has gained
a boost” (Granmar 2011:1). Between 2011 and 2014, HRV increased by about
16%/year in new development projects in Stockholm (Branschstatistik.se 2014),
suggesting that passive houses have contributed to an increased installation of
HRV systems, at least locally.
Well-insulated window use is another example of the successful diffusion of
passive house elements. In 2009, well-insulated windows were advertised as
‘passive house windows’ and these were introduced into the market with support
from several governmental agencies (Byggindustrin 2009). These new window
solutions were tested by SP (Technical Research Institute of Sweden) and
classified according to the Swedish Energy Agency's project for energy labelling
of windows. Although developed for a niche market, these windows were deemed
suitable for the wider housing sector, making them the standard in today’s
conventional building market.
Notably, national and European policy instruments have increased “the market
share of energy efficient windows [. . .] from 20% in 1970 [. . .] to 80–85% in
2010” (Kiss & Neij 2011:6514). This increased uptake of energy efficient windows
is not a new trend, but the introduction of well-insulated ‘passive house windows’
could be understood as a result of policy developments in combination with the
increased visibility of passive house products.
This development from niche to mainstream product is also seen in the
development of insulation. Kiss and colleagues argue that policy is a significant
driver for increasing the use of mineral wool: “Over time, successively progressive
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building codes and voluntary standards have come to be key drivers of the
development of mineral wool building insulation” (2013:187). At the same time,
the increase of insulation material in new developments were deemed as one of the
most visible contributions of the passive house standard to the wider market
(Nohrstedt 2009). As with windows, the increased use of insulation in the housing
sector was a result of strong policies, but passive houses acted as important
demonstration projects for these products.
However, the diffusion of passive house products does not necessarily entail a
mainstreaming of these buildings. For passive houses to become normalized,
construction processes need to change and institutions and organizations need to
accept the standard. Although passive house products have been partly accepted in
the public discourse, passive houses has not contributed as much to changes in
construction and housing practices. While some small and medium sized
companies actively advertised that they had changed their factories to produce
passive houses (Adlers 2011; von Schultz 2010), most actors have not yet adopted
such production strategies.
Still, there were indications that the wider deployment of passive house products
did influence some changes in construction and housing processes. Several actors
note that passive house practices and quality control of buildings have become
increasingly important during the studied period (Asplind 2015; Fredriksson
2011). This increased focus on quality has meant that specific practices such as
pressure-testing for air leakage and using heat cameras to find cold bridges have
become more normalized (Granmar 2014). As mentioned above, the Swedish
housing sector has increasingly adopted methods for energy calculations and
evaluations. A partial normalization of passive houses has occurred as the result of
changes in practices and a dissemination of building components.

6.4 Concluding discussion
During the studied period, passive houses were initially framed as a symbol for
techno-optimistic sustainability. Passive houses represented sustainable buildings
in the climate discourse as well as energy efficiency in the housing and
construction sector. Over time, passive houses became increasingly framed by
advocates as well as others as a legitimate low-energy contender in the Swedish
green building market.
Still, it is not agreed upon whether passive houses should become the next Swedish
building norm. While a majority of established actors used the standard as an
example of a reasonable vision for future low-energy buildings, most do not fully
support passive houses as a new national building norm. This ambivalence may be
because many actors believe new standards will present unnecessary costs and
troubles for an energy system that they deem to be sustainable and fossil-free.
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Over time passive houses have been on both the private and the public agenda. On
the one hand, they have been framed by local actors as a successful innovation
ready for the broader market; on the other hand, a more critical framing has been
visible among a majority of established industry actors and national authorities.
Major construction companies have turned to other voluntary standards developed
by the SGBC. Keeping energy performance standards under market control
appears to offer more commercial opportunities for private actors.
Although several of the major construction companies have developed a few
passive house projects, most have been developing a 'light version' going under
different ‘low-energy building’ names. In this parallel development, companies
have incorporated into their mainstream stock selected passive house components
and practices. Therefore, a majority of actors see passive houses as one among
several future low-energy buildings that could live up to the requirements
presented in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive.
Although there has been a discrepancy between the framing of the success of
passive houses in Sweden and the small number of passive houses constructed, the
standard has still influenced the housing and construction sector. For example, this
parallel development has resulted in ‘energy efficient technologies’ becoming
important features in the construction companies' standard range of products. The
energy efficiency ‘gap’ between passive houses and conventional buildings has
slowly been closed through the development of different types of low-energy
building concepts and energy efficient components and products.
In addition, some passive house building products have successfully been
mainstreamed as energy efficiency has been normalized in the construction
practices for both low-energy and conventional buildings. This mainstreaming is
partly due to the need to market test passive houses and the increasing use by
private actors to make their conventional range of building products more energy
efficient. Subsequently, the normalization of energy efficiency in the housing
sector has entailed a partial normalization of passive houses visible through the
acceptance of passive house certified building elements in the wider housing
market.
The recurring discussions on passive houses have led to a partial discursive closure
(Deetz 1992) of the passive house concept. Passive houses have been stabilized as
a building concept with specific practices, understood in fairly good detail by many
housing and construction actors. This rhetorical stabilization has been reached
through three central mainstreaming activities. First, public housing companies
and local municipalities have been pioneers in developing passive houses and this
has brought them into the centre of policy making on all levels. Second, knowledge
dissemination has been actively pursued by the Passive House Centre, the Centre
for Zero Energy Buildings, and more recently by IG Passivhus. Third, large and
established companies developing different kinds of low-energy buildings have
increasingly been engaged with passive houses in their search for green building
market niches.
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Yet, normalization is not ensured by discursive closure alone but requires
additional activities. As shown in this chapter, mainstreaming activities take place
in different social arenas. For example, local and regional actors show institutional
support for the standard, construction and development practices adapt to more
energy efficient buildings, and the standard has been a key contender for defining
‘nearly zero energy buildings’ in Sweden. The rest of this thesis focuses in more
depth on such mainstreaming activities, starting with the regional level.
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CHAPTER 7: MAINSTREAMING AND
REGIONAL SYSTEM BUILDING
In this chapter, I investigate regional differences in the deployment of passive
houses in Sweden. I focus on regional histories and preconditions, energy
infrastructures, actor and network practices, and local newspaper media frames
regarding passive houses – what I call the building blocks of ‘institutional ecosystems’. This analysis is done with the help of theoretical perspectives focusing
on actors, networks, and dynamic change processes as taken up in Social Studies
of Technology (Coenen et al. 2012; Truffer 2008; Truffer & Coenen 2012).
That is, the use of these concepts helps me analyse how different actors and
networks develop socio-technical conditions facilitating the wider deployment of
passive houses. I do this by contrasting a region with a more passive house friendly
eco-system with a region with a less developed structure for facilitating these
buildings. Through this contrast, the role of regional and local mainstreaming
activities related to passive house system building can be identified and analysed.
The analysis is based on interviews with local and regional actors and housing
company representatives as well as on an analysis of local newspapers. The
newspaper material is used both to present institution building taking place in the
studied regions and to study local passive house frames. This approach allows me
to highlight differences in regional system building activities, their origins, and
how they have led to different development pathways for passive houses.
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The varied support for the passive house standard in Sweden can be traced to
differences in how the international energy crises in the 1970s and 1980s were
perceived regionally. The oil crises of the 1970s affected political actions
differently in the two regions studied here. This led to a higher focus on energy
conservation and building energy efficiency in western Sweden, which over time
grew into a regional passive house network. However, in the eastern region, these
events were drivers for increased focus on energy supply management and the
establishment of a strong district heating regime.

7.1 Attempts of mainstreaming passive houses
in western Sweden
7.1.1 Historical background
After the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, oil prices surged dramatically due to a refusal
from OPEC members to deliver oil to countries supporting Israel. Following this,
Sweden introduced quotas on specific fuels, presented increased energy efficiency
goals, and promoted alternative sources of energy. For example, a new law
required that municipalities plan for local generation, distribution, and use of
energy (Swedish Parliament 1977:439). This law led to different regional
reactions: local campaigns encouraged the decrease of oil use and several
municipalities developed large district heating systems. A smaller group of public
and private actors, mainly in western Sweden, questioned the use of energy on a
more general level and started experimenting with different low energy building
types. Since the 1970s, in the western region several passive house enthusiasts
began to experiment with such buildings to reduce overall energy use in the
housing sector. Lars Tirén, a former CEO of the public housing company Eksta
Bostads AB in Kungsbacka, believes that the energy-related events in the 1970s
and the 1980s were formative for the company. This influence was especially
evident for the company’s founder (and former Member of the Swedish
Parliament) Ivar Franzén:
We got hit hard by the oil crises and Franzén realized that with the uncertain price
trend of oil, we must change our building heating system. It is from him that much
of the company’s interest in local energy generation and efficient buildings comes
from. (Former CEO of Eksta 2015)

Historically, Eksta’s energy philosophy was a reaction to oil price shocks as they
understood that a different source of energy was needed. One possible source was
electricity from nuclear power, which was debated in the 1980s in Sweden, and
was especially criticised by the Centre party, which Franzén represented. Several
passive house enthusiasts active today in the western region emphasize that they
were active in, or inspired by, the resistance against nuclear power in the 1980s:
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Ivar was critical of nuclear waste. He was never on the barricades, but he was very
pragmatic in his thinking and claimed that nuclear power must be a historical
parenthesis. [. . .] He was a board member of energy utility Vattenfall so he had
some energy competence. [. . .] According to Franzén two things had to be done:
first, ensure that buildings were energy efficient, and second, ensure that energy
used would come from renewable sources. (Former CEO of Eksta 2015)

This perspective on energy efficiency in buildings led to experimentation around
the late 1970s and early 1980s when Eksta built a large solar heating system in
Fjärås outside the city of Kungsbacka, a project funded by the Swedish Building
Research Council. Although the project was never seen as a success by the
involved actors, it influenced later energy efficiency projects by public housing
companies in the region. Some of these companies’ solar technologies installed in
the 1980s are still in use. Eksta became one of the more prominent ‘green’ public
housing companies in the region, and energy conservation and energy efficiency
are deemed to be high priorities when developing buildings in the company today:
I support the notion that energy use should be in focus, and that nuclear power might
not be the best solution. It is much smarter to develop energy efficient buildings
and then add renewable energy: to use as little energy as possible to achieve the
comfort you want. That is why I have been working in this company for so long.
(Former CEO of Eksta 2015)

The focus on energy efficiency first and renewable energy second fits well with
passive house principles (PHI 2015). This approach to energy efficiency and
building design exemplified by Eksta was visible in the early 2000s in several
places in western Sweden. Other actors from the region, such as architect Hans
Eek, are often highlighted as central for early passive house development:
He is the ‘poster boy’ for the passive house movement in the region, and he is very
popular. There are many driving spirits for these buildings in his generation. I think
that these enthusiasts play an important role for the development of passive houses.
For them this is more than an ordinary job, it's more like a mission. And I really
think that this commitment is required to disseminate these buildings. (Energy
Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016)

In 1976, Hans Eek was one of the founders of Efem architects in Gothenburg, a
company that specialized early in so-called ‘ecological buildings’. In the 1970s
and 1980s, many passive house architects in the western region were involved or
connected to Efem. Efem architects designed the buildings in the eco-village
Tuggelite in Karlstad in the mid 1970s, and Hans Eek designed so-called ‘passive
solar houses’ in 1978 in Färgelanda in the western region.
Nationally and regionally, Eek has been continually involved with developing
passive houses and he was central in the establishment of the Passive House Centre
in the municipality of Alingsås. Local and regional enthusiasts and their initiatives
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on energy efficiency in buildings have established western Sweden as the
country’s main region for passive house development.

7.2 Passive house actors in western Sweden

In the western region, passive houses are developed both by public and private
actors. Based on my interviews and analysis of local newspapers, these actors can
be categorized into three broader categories: public housing companies, private
construction companies, and engaged experimentalists (e.g., smaller companies,
consultants, and private enthusiasts). These developers are presented below to
highlight the diversity of approaches involved in deploying passive houses at the
sub-national level.
7.2.1 Public housing companies
Public housing companies have been central for the early development of passive
houses in Sweden, and this is especially visible in the western region:
Public housing companies are different from private companies because they
actually want to develop passive houses. In the region, we also see several local
energy performance requirements which are much stricter than national regulations.
While these requirements might be tough to follow they are facilitating the regional
dissemination of passive houses. (Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016)

In Sweden, about three quarters of all residential passive houses have been
developed by municipal housing companies (LÅGAN 2018) and most of these
houses are in the western region where many of these pioneering companies can
be found. These projects were often backed by local governments. Because public
housing companies are owned by municipalities, they collaborated closely to
orient sustainability initiatives towards more energy efficient buildings. Although
public companies are independent, early on in the western region there were cases
of co-creation involving networks of passive house enthusiasts, public and private
companies, and regional and municipal representatives.
Being a public housing company pioneer requires negotiating on different levels:
local politicians need to argue for setting strict energy performance requirements,
companies need to argue for constructing resource intensive buildings, and tenants
might need to be engaged or convinced. Local governments can play a central
intermediary role in such negotiations (Kivimaa & Martiskainen 2018; Ornetzeder
& Rohracher 2009; Smedby & Quitzau 2016).
In the western region, public housing companies have learned from each other in
this new process of deploying passive houses. Either they learned indirectly from
‘good example’ projects in the region or directly from actors involved in several
different regional passive house projects. This sharing of knowledge has led to a
network of passive house construction and development; that is, the projects were
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no longer isolated experiments or demonstration projects, but cooperative projects
that include repetitive practices and broader networks of public and private actors.
One example of this networked character can be found in the Frillesås passive
house project in the municipality of Kungsbacka. Here a direct connection can be
found in the construction company Sätila Bygg. Sätila Bygg builds passive houses
both in Kungsbacka and in the municipality of Borås (Sandblom 2006). There is
also a direct connection between Frillesås and Sweden’s first commercial passive
houses in Lindås, as architect Hans Eek was involved in both projects. In turn,
Frillesås influenced plans to develop passive houses in the small municipality of
Varberg (Bretzer 2007) and is often referenced by the public housing company
Eksta in their discussions about Vallda Heberg passive house project. The main
architect in the Vallda Heberg project exemplifies these strong local connections:
I have been working with passive houses since 2005 and I started at EFEM, the
architect office which designed Sweden’s first commercial passive houses. I have
been in contact with Eksta since they constructed their first passive houses in 2006
and I have been working with the same engineering company and Eksta in
Kungsbacka for over ten years. In addition, the energy expert at the engineering
company have been active in both Sweden’s first passive houses and these
projects… Together we have designed low-energy buildings in two other locations
in Kungsbacka. (Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016)

In addition, there are connections between passive house projects in different
towns in the western region. The Passive House Centre, located in the region, has
based much of its competence dissemination activities on passive house projects
spread out through the region. That is, they can show examples of passive houses
in both smaller towns and in the larger Gothenburg area (Samuelsson 2010). These
projects have contributed significantly to the increase in regional competence
around passive houses, which, as mentioned above, is often located in and around
public housing companies.
This knowledge transfer has involved different small- and medium-sized
enterprises, and this has been identified as a regional success factor in earlier
passive house studies (Mlecnik 2014). Local knowledge of passive houses has
successfully been transferred in the western region not only between builders, but
also between building clients, which has also been deemed as a previous success
factor (Janson 2008). For example, since late 2013, the public housing company
Eksta has only built passive houses and several public housing companies in the
region have followed them in this re-orientation towards passive houses
(Schagerlind 2013).
7.2.2 Private construction companies
In the region, there are many small private companies constructing one- and twodwelling buildings. The region has the most one- and two-dwelling producers in
the country, so the producers of such houses in western Sweden are considered
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integral to the national construction sector (Wennick 2008). Their engagement
with passive houses would be key for mainstreaming these buildings as half of the
country’s population lives in one- and two-dwelling houses (SCB 2014).
An example of a key player in the one- and two-dwelling buildings sector is
Derome, a large housing builder. Derome also owns several small construction
companies in the region. In 2010, they set the tone by updating their factories and
investing 37 million SEK in a modern production line at their facility outside of
Kungsbacka, in order to be able to construct passive house building components
(Köhler 2011).
The Derome-owned company A-hus is a leading one-dwelling housing builder in
Sweden, which has also developed passive houses. As an example, in the ‘One
Tonne Life’ project, A-hus, Vattenfall, and Volvo Cars cooperated with “the goal
of creating a climate-friendly household that would create a carbon footprint of not
more than one tonne CO2 per person per year” (Hallberg 2015:6). This project
further inspired the development of a new passive house company in the city of
Alingsås, Bright Living.
Derome was also involved in the awarded multi-family passive house building
Fullriggaren in the southern city of Malmö (Johansson 2015). The company
exemplifies the type of private key actor who actively deploys passive houses from
and within the region. In addition, the large insulation company Paroc has a factory
in the region and it has actively supported passive houses through project
development and information and lobbying activities.
Since 2013, the Passive House Centre has worked to incorporate smaller regional
private companies in passive house projects, for example, through engaging them
with the Swedish passive house certification FEBY (Gernes 2010). This
engagement could be understood as attempts by the Passive House Centre and
smaller construction companies to establish new business practices based on the
passive house standard, further increasing the normalization of these buildings in
the region.
7.2.3 Engaged experimentalists
A third central actor in the western region for the development of passive houses
are what I call ‘engaged experimentalists’. These actors are often owners of oneperson companies who develop their own passive houses as an experiment and
then promote their company services through these buildings. These actors are
directly or indirectly promoting passive houses locally and regionally. Roger,
owner of an energy advisory company, built his own passive house villa: “Because
I work with energy advice and specialize on the heating of houses, I thought I
should build a passive house” (Schagerlind 2011:6).
Charlotte, an energy expert, believes passives houses are “the future of building
houses with minimal climate impact” and claims that these houses “will be a kind
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of flagship for the company”, believing that “without her contacts and [her]
knowledge on the subject, building our house would have been difficult” (Persson
2014:8). Third, there are ‘local celebrities’ in the housing and energy sectors who
are very visible locally, like Lars Tirén and Lars Andrén who represent local
companies in the passive house and solar energy sector and who write books on
these topics and disseminate their competence though seminars, fairs, and
conferences.
Engaged experimentalists can also be researchers, technological consultants, or
individuals in larger companies who have developed experimental buildings to
show the functionality of passive houses, and now spend their time lobbying for
an increased deployment of these buildings. The experimentalists are deemed as
being central for the development of the standard also by mainstream actors:
“There are some enthusiasts in the region that really are working more than 40
hours per week promoting these buildings. That is the work which is keeping the
interest for passive houses alive” (Energy Calculation Engineer NCC 2016).
Public housing companies, private construction companies, and engaged
experimentalists are central for the construction of passive houses in the region. In
their own ways, these actors are developing passive houses on a small scale, but
together they represent parts of an ‘eco-system’ for deploying passive houses on a
larger scale. This eco-system includes institutions, actors, and networks.
According to the material studied here, these actors form chains of production and
development that act as the seed of a fairly structured passive house market in the
region, making them involved more in dynamic change processes (Truffer 2008)
than intermediary actors (Kivimaa & Martiskainen 2018; Ornetzeder & Rohracher
2009; Smedby & Quitzau 2016). Together they represent a mature production
chain for passive houses, rather than just piecemeal facilitating activities.

7.3 Passive house networks and system
builders in western Sweden
7.3.1 The Regional Council of western Sweden
Previous research shows that passive house developers in early phases need
supporting social structures as they meet many new challenges (Mlecnik 2014;
Nykamp 2017; Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2009). This support could be economic
or competence building of different kinds, but requires actors who take on an
organizing responsibility. In the case of passive houses in western Sweden, these
actors have often been public authorities such as municipalities, regional
governmental departments, or actors funded through these public authorities.
A large environmental program has been run by the ‘regional government’, the socalled Regional Council of Västra Götaland. In this programme, energy efficient
buildings, which are mainly passive houses, were one of two main focus areas for
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green regional growth (Lindsten 2010). The objectives for energy efficient
buildings were established by the Environmental Committee of the Regional
Council in the spring of 2007, and the program started in the autumn that same
year with a budget of SEK 20 million for building energy efficiency. The program
aimed at establishing the western region as a leader in reducing climate impact
from energy use in buildings and at strengthening regional companies in the green
buildings market.
A central part of the programme has been the support of the Passive House Centre
in the city of Alingsås. The Centre has been a central node in a regional network
for the dissemination of passive house knowledge and has been an intermediary
and competence hub for many passive house projects. As previous research shows,
funding for network managers is a key success factor for the regional development
of passive houses (Mlecnik 2014). In addition, the Regional Council’s support of
the Passive House Centre has been central for ensuring continued initiatives.
The Regional Council also acted as an intermediary in their own power as they
brought together actors from different societal levels:
The Regional Council has been active for a long time as a member in the national
LÅGAN energy efficient buildings database. I am on the LÅGAN board, and
through this we finance and support regional projects, e.g. the Vallda Heberg
project in Kungsbacka. LÅGAN has been a great arena, and I think that this national
platform has been beneficial for passive houses, especially in western Sweden.
(Energy Strategist at Regional Council Västra Götaland 2016)

Through the programme for energy efficient buildings, the Regional Council built
a social network that connected competencies at the regional and national level.
The programme was run in parallel with other research projects by the Regional
Council. These projects tied together actors within the region, Sweden, and the
EU. Two other central regional actors in this structure were Chalmers
Technological University and Sweden's Technical Research Institute (SP). A
representative from the Regional Council explains how they see this multi-level
competence network:
In order to develop new knowledge we are utilizing the Chalmers and SP. This
cooperation is increasing our knowledge. We are then utilizing the Passive House
Centre in order to disseminate already existing knowledge, as they should spend 80
percent of their resources on information events and education initiatives. We are
also cooperating with the municipalities in the region through e.g. the Regional
Energy Agency in Västra Götaland. They have stable municipal networks that we
can use to disseminate information on energy efficient buildings (Energy Strategist
at Regional. Council Västra Götaland 2016)

The gathering and dissemination of passive house knowledge through a multi-level
network of various actors has been a conscious strategy employed by the Regional
Council. Passive house projects in the region have been used to learn more about
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passive houses, but they have also been used to further disseminate the identity of
western Sweden as a passive house region.
The Regional Council also acted as a catalyst for local passive house development
as it has been in continual dialogue with local authorities to fulfil regional
objectives. They held ‘climate dialogue’ meetings with 49 municipalities, where
several municipalities have agreed to increase their share of energy-efficient
buildings. After these dialogues, several municipalities enacted stricter energy
performance requirements for buildings. A representative for the Regional Council
explains how they worked to ensure deployment at the local level:
The Alingsås Municipality has been central in our strategy as their energy utility
and their public housing company Alingsåshem have had clear owner directives to
support passive house development. The Municipality even placed the management
of the energy utility and the housing company under the same roof, so that they
would cooperate on a daily basis. Through this we can utilize Alingsåshem on a
regional scale to communicate the passive house concept to other municipalities.
(Energy Strategist at Regional Council Västra Götaland 2016)

Thus there is a two-level governance structure in place supporting the development
of passive houses at the regional and local levels. Local organizations have
reconfigured how they work together to ensure that business strategies facilitate
rather than hinder passive house deployment. This dynamic process of institution
building is understood here as a ‘mainstreaming activity’ carried out at the local
level, with the Regional Council as an organizing force.
While the Regional Council mostly works within the Västra Götaland County, the
organisation also cooperates closely with the much smaller county of Halland, a
collaboration that contributes to a similar development over the whole western
region:
Our organization has been beneficial for the whole western region. As an example
we have been cooperating with Eksta in Halland, and we are cooperating with the
Regional Council of Halland and their Energy Agency, even though that
organisation is very small compared to us. Our size is important: we would never
have been able to run the Passive House Centre unless we was such a large
organization with enough resources. (Energy Strategist at Regional Council Västra
Götaland 2016)

These connections affect the whole region, and the engagement from the Regional
Council seems to facilitate regional deployment of passive houses through a multiactor cooperation structure.
7.3.2 The Passive House Centre
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Passive House Centre has been the main
Swedish passive house competence hub for the better part of the last ten years.
Mlecnik (2014) highlights the importance of hands-on experience with passive
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houses for regional development of the standard, and a Centre for know-how
retrieval and dissemination is a key success factor for achieving this. In the western
region, the Passive House Centre has played such a role by integrating diverse
actors throughout the construction chain (e.g., architects, clients, engineers,
suppliers, constructors, and tenants.) All production actors mentioned above –
public housing companies, private constructors, and engaged experimentalists –
have been linked to the Centre.
The organization has been key in operationalizing the policies set by the Regional
Council, and it has been an appreciated ally to regional politicians, emphasizing
that the Centre has been a key investment for their green growth strategies (Sundén
& Lindsten 2007; Tarenius 2009a; Tarenius 2009b). The Centre is thus a symbol
for regional green growth, and it is firmly connected to regional objectives through
the funding and political guidance of the Regional Council. Therefore, the Centre
serves as a metaphor for the institution building taking place in the region and can
thereby importantly offer “a narrative for focusing capital and other resources”
(Späth & Rohracher 2010:451).
Much of competence of local public housing companies in the region draws on
education initiatives developed by the Passive House Centre. The organization
educates both public and private actors in the region through certified passive
house builder courses in cooperation with regional universities, technological
consultancy firms, and public and private housing developers (Montell 2010).
Through the organization, local and regional projects are made visible, and smaller
municipalities and companies can use it as a megaphone to disseminate their
projects. This promotion is done through regional fairs, which receive a lot of press
and are an opportunity for participating companies to advertise locally, regionally,
and nationally (Montell 2009).
Several EU research projects have used newly built and renovated passive houses
in the region, and here the Centre has played a key coordinating role (Boersma
2011). The orientation towards EU projects entails cooperation with European
counterparts as well as increased European Union funding of local and regional
building research. The Passive House Centre has built alliances across different
governance levels, including the European. In their study on urban energy
transitions, Jensen and colleagues (2016) suggest that this type of involvement of
European funding can help overcome barriers for passive house development set
by national legislation.
7.3.3 The key role of the municipal sphere in passive house deployment
Political support from municipal politicians and competence in municipal
organizations have been important in the making of a more structured support for
passive houses in the region. This is especially important for public housing
companies as they often need support from their political boards to even start the
process of developing new buildings (Dahlin-Ros 2007).
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Sometimes developing passive houses is mainly an economic decision for the
municipality. As passive houses require more capital than conventional buildings,
this decision can make or break the project. The municipality of Borås provides
extra passive house development money for their public housing company as
otherwise these buildings would not have been constructed (Hedberg 2008). As
there are many small municipal housing companies in Sweden with limited funds,
this direct financial support can be crucial for the success of projects with higher
initial capital costs.
In addition, local policies can be help ensure that passive house projects succeed.
For example, the municipality of Mark presented a holistic planning vision for
passive houses in 2011: “The municipality encourages the construction of energyefficient houses through a reduced building tax. Also, the municipality offers
craftsmen supplementary training to learn how to construct energy-efficient
houses” (Eklund 2011:20).
In another case, the municipality of Lerum offered a 100 000 SEK premium for
companies that developed passive houses on public land, where “the discount
differs between low energy houses and passive houses in order to attract more to
choose the latter option” (Larsson 2012:10).
Sometimes direct economic support or local policies are not the most crucial
mainstreaming activities; sometimes it is more important that responsible
municipality boards let “the housing company act and experiment without being
shackled down” (CEO of Eksta 2015). This entails negotiations between company
management and the company board. Furthermore, in the region there are
examples of how public housing companies have nurtured such relations to
encourage the deployment of passive houses. Stories about companies like Eksta
spread through above mentioned networks, and this creates political pressure on
municipal company boards to act as leaders in the development of energy efficient
buildings.
The Regional Council represents much of this political pressure and works
specifically towards finding solutions to common problems related to local passive
house development:
A common conflict between public companies is between interests of selling energy
and interests of developing energy efficient buildings. If you become a new CEO
of an energy company you feel obliged to enhance your sphere of influence and
maybe develop the energy infrastructure, rather than spending money on supporting
a sister company developing energy efficient buildings. But in e.g. Alingsås this is
consciously governed, and the different company chains of logistics are therefore
governed as one. Through this model, psychological barriers can be overcome.
(Energy Strategist at Regional Council Västra Götaland 2016)

Using joint strategies between municipal companies is one tool for negotiating the
mainstreaming of passive houses in the municipal company sphere. In Alingsås,
public companies cooperate through common energy strategies: Alingsås is unique
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in the cooperation between its municipal companies. There is a common goal
between the housing companies Alingsåshem, Fabs, the energy utility Alingsås
Energi, and the public-private business organisation Futurum to save energy
(Ström 2010:3).
A joint strategy between housing, energy, and business sectors in the municipal
sphere is a seed for an increased institutionalization and normalization of these
buildings. This type of cooperation entails negotiations between public companies
but can guide public investments and thereby be central for passive house
deployment.
Cooperation in networked practices makes for institution building that can lead to
the construction of passive houses on a wider scale. The existence of these
networks has been important for dynamic processes (Truffer 2008) to occur, such
as implementation of regional standards and further funding programmes. Thus
networks have been central for developing regional institution-like structures, or
eco-systems, in support of passive houses. These mainstreaming activities
crucially shape deployment at the sub-national level, but could also influence
institutionalization activities at the national level (Rohracher & Späth 2014).

7.4 Passive house frames in newspapers in
western Sweden
To understand how place-specific framing of passive houses shapes the
mainstreaming of these buildings, local newspapers in the western region have
been analysed. This analysis complements the frame analysis made in the previous
chapter and focuses more in detail on local and regional frames to understand how
specific sub-national discursive frames shape the building of passive house
friendly institutional eco-systems.
In the western region, the Passive House Centre influences how local media
represent the passive house standard. This type of guiding organization creates “a
high visibility signal towards the media and the construction industry” (Mlecnik
2014:44). In addition, representatives for the organization have indeed framed
passive houses very positively:
If we make a good effort we can even compete with Vancouver in Canada, the city
claiming to be the greenest eco-friendly city in the world... In this way Alingsås can
continue to be a beacon who spreads light in Sweden and the rest of the world and
shows others how to build and live in the best way. (Andersson 2015:2)

In general, local newspapers represent passive houses as a green technology
enjoying a positive momentum: “Energy-efficient passive houses are constantly
gaining ground and more and more construction companies follow the model”
(Davidsson 2007:1). Unlike the views expressed in the previous chapters, this
regional frame simplifies the passive house concept much further. There exists a
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positive regional framing of passive houses built around the idea that these
buildings do not use additional heat sources, that they are invented by local star
architect Hans Eek, and that they have been a huge success in Germany and
Austria. However, this view has made ‘the passive house’ into an easy to
understand and easy to communicate regional symbol of sustainability.
Through this regional narrative, passive houses have been framed as a symbol for
green innovation and climate change action (Dahlin-Ros 2008). This is visible
among local politicians: there are EU parliamentarians from the region who build
their whole political platform on making passive houses a European legal standard
(Haby 2009).
The positive view of passive houses in the region is reflected in the way potential
buyers talk about them (e.g., as “the buildings of the future”) (Kihlström 2009:10)
and in the way local newspapers present the many success stories. For example,
the Stadsskogen passive house preschool in Alingsås is presented as a building
where the students are healthier than students in other schools (Ström 2009), and
the Brogården Million Homes Programme passive houses are presented as being
very good at sustaining a high level of comfort “even throughout the cold Swedish
winter” (Tarenius 2010:3). These stories connect user experiences of these
buildings with the success of local companies and organizations, further
legitimizing passive houses.
A lively debate exists in the region concerning the role of energy efficient buildings
in relation to local energy generation. Many people believe that energy efficiency
measures in buildings and local energy generation might require new business
strategies such as recognizing that low energy demand needs to be considered
when planning energy generation and distribution systems. Several local
newspapers have documented where passive house advocates position energy
saving and energy efficiency against increased local energy generation (Andersson
2013; Fredö 2012). It is for example debated whether district heating is a
sustainable long-term energy solution for the regional building stock:
Half of Sweden’s villa owners have realized that less energy use is the way forward,
not to invest in new ways of distributing energy [. . .] the [municipal energy utility]
wants to increase the use of energy locally, this is totally against the Swedish
national objective to reduce energy use by 50 percent. (Larsson 2010:22)

The debate problematizes that district heating systems have significant sunken
costs and that increased district heating prices might be expected for the end-user
as fewer clients will use the same technical infrastructure in the future.
Local newspapers also present passive house technologies in detail: “The building
envelope is a Sundolit cube system with cellular and concrete. The ceiling contains
50 centimetre light beams and loose-fill insulation of cellulose from Swelite.
Outside the ceiling is two centimetres of plastic” (Mauritzson 2013:8). This very
detailed description resembles descriptions found in construction business papers.
This type of representation could lead to more knowledgeable readers and suggests
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that technological discussions about passive houses are comparatively normalized
in the discourse.
In the region, a key part of the passive house frame is that these buildings are
assumed to be the next national building standard: “By 2015, passive houses will
be standard for new houses in Europe, according to EU” (Hedbjörk 2008:1) and
“within the EU, a date has been set for all houses being built to be passive houses
from 2020, but countries such as Norway are moving faster” (Gernes 2010:16).
These expectations are part of normalizing passive houses in the regional
discourse. However, as shown in the previous chapter, this framing is not
supported by facts: both the Energy Performance of Building Directive and the
Swedish National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning do not want a legal
definition for passive houses.
However, the success stories in the local news in the western region do not go
uncontested. These stories are met with more critical stories, e.g., concerning the
Brogården project where the cooperation between the contractors Skanska, the
housing company Alingsåshem, and the Passive House Centre have been
scrutinized in detail. Much of the criticism highlights a “wanting procurement
procedure” (Öhman 2012:4) where Alingsåshem prioritized environmental values
rather than economical values when deciding the winning bid (Fredö 2013). This
is a criticism of how public organizations adapt to accommodate for these
buildings and shows that passive house deployment can be politically disturbing
and require locally inconvenient choices.
Other criticism comes from researcher Christer Harrysson who for many years has
actively fought against passive house practices in the local and national press. The
criticism mainly concerns economic costs of passive houses and the indoor health
effects from air-tight buildings (Ernström 2015; Parviainen 2008). While this
makes for a lively discussion for and against the utility of these buildings, it shows
that passive houses are taken as a serious contender in western Sweden.
To summarize, in contrast to the material analysed in the previous chapter on the
national level, a more idealistic picture of passive houses is painted in western
Sweden. Although there is both praise and criticism in local newspapers, most of
the articles assume that passive houses will be established widely in the near future
so passive houses are part of the debate about the local energy systems in the
region. A reader of local newspapers thereby learns that passive houses are a
regular part of energy systems in the region. Overall, the local newspapers frame
western Sweden as a successful ‘passive house region’. Issues regarding the need
for additional heating or the background of the passive house concept are
simplified because they act as symbols for sustainable buildings (and sustainable
growth) in the region.
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7.5 Attempts of mainstreaming passive houses
in eastern Sweden
7.5.1 Historical background
The story of passive houses is very different in the eastern region. In the eastern
region, there are fewer stories and less debate about passive houses due to the low
amount of such buildings constructed. Yet, many municipalities in the region have
political visions to build more passive houses, and there are private and public
individuals who are advocating for these buildings. The analysis mirrors this and
the empirical material is mainly focused on the city of Linköping where most
passive houses have been built in the region.
In the eastern region, energy generation through centralized district heating and
combined heat and power plants are corner stones for local energy systems. The
region includes thirteen municipalities; the larger municipalities of Norrköping
and Linköping are dominant in the energy sector with direct district heating
connections to several surrounding municipalities (Palm 2004). In Linköping, the
district heating system was established in the 1950s and generates heat and
electricity for 100 000 inhabitants (Palm 2004). The infrastructure was further
solidified in the 1970s. Following the international energy crises, local
municipalities in the region developed policies for energy supply management and
plans for sustained district heating.
More than 90% of the buildings in the city of Linköping are covered by the grid,
which also connects to the nearby city of Motala (Palm 2004). Until the 1980s, oil
was the main fuel for energy generation; since the 1980s, household waste has
been the dominant fuel together with coal during periods of peak energy demand.
Wood and other biomass have also been used in the system. To fulfil the energy
needs for Linköping and Motala, household waste has at times been imported from
nearby municipalities.
The municipally owned company Tekniska Verken i Linköping AB (TVAB)
operates the district heating system. TVAB is owned by the municipal company
group Linköpings Stadshus AB and has business activity in the areas of energy,
water, biogas, waste, and recycling as well as in physical infrastructure
development. As such, TVAB is a dominant actor in the public sector in general
and especially in the energy sector.
The close connection between different public services is epitomized by the
relationship between household waste management and energy generation, a
relation going back to the 1960s when both energy generation and waste treatment
were managed by TVAB’s predecessor (Palm 2004). At the time, waste
incineration was popular and several municipalities in the region supported the
development of waste incineration plants in Linköping. This led to a long-running
strategy of promoting local energy generation. District heating thereby was
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perceived as a solution to local problems concerning waste management and
energy costs.
Since the late 1970s, TVAB has been responsible for or partaking in the
development of municipal energy plans in Linköping (Palm 2004). One effect of
this is that local energy generation has dominated most energy policy discussions,
while energy efficiency and energy conservation have been handled outside these
plans. In practice, municipal energy plans have therefore acted as TVAB’s
planning documents for future local supply and demand rather than as instruments
for decreasing energy use or increasing the diversity of local renewable energy
sources. This still plays an important role according to representatives from the
public housing company:
We are meeting continuously with TVAB as they model how our building stock
will develop in the future and TVAB are critical towards low energy buildings
because they affect them very much: if they are ‘forced’ to connect to houses with
a low energy demand they might lose money… At the housing company we have
to make investment choices with the existing energy system in mind. (Energy
Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015)

In Linköping, this dominance by TVAB has been legitimized by a local
interpretation of the law on municipal energy planning following the energy crisis
in 1973. While the law aimed at increasing energy conservation and energy
efficiency, the Linköping energy plans were characterized by the supposition that
the demand of electricity and heat would instead continually increase (Palm 2004).
TVAB’s position in the region draws from the company’s control over both the
infrastructure and the competence of the local energy system for four decades. A
‘district heating region’ has emerged through the build-up of physical
infrastructure and through the constant reproduction of district heating dominance
in policy programmes. The eastern region thereby has an energy infrastructure
history that has been disadvantageous for passive house development (due to their
low energy demand); therefore, there are clearly different starting conditions for
mainstreaming activities between the studied regions.

7.6 Key energy and housing actors in eastern
Sweden
7.6.1 Municipal companies
Few residential passive houses have been developed in the eastern region. The first
passive houses were constructed between 2007 and 2009 in the Lambohov area of
Linköping and they were the only residential passive houses in the region
developed by a public company until 2017 (more below).
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The region has few residential passive house developments because local civil
servants and politicians are still in an early stage of learning about passive houses:
“Our housing company is not an island, we are part of the municipal corporate
sphere. To develop energy efficient buildings is a learning experience and a
maturation process for all of us public companies” (Energy Strategist at
Stångåstaden 2015). Similarly, several interviewees in the region want to develop
passive houses, but they need public support and they believe that local and reginal
governmental institutions are not ready.
To go from visionary policies to passive houses on the ground, several of the
interviewees experienced a need for closer cooperation among public companies.
The environmental strategist at the municipality expressed a need for a joint
involvement and competence building in the municipality: “Linköping
Municipality has an ambitious climate objective to be carbon dioxide neutral by
2025. This is something that the local government does not fix without the
engagement of our companies” (Energy Strategist at Linköping Municipality
2016).
At the same time, all interviewees in the region express that district heating
solutions are deeply institutionalized and well-functioning. According to the
representatives for the public housing company, this makes for too many
contradictory demands:
We are stuck between the demands set on us by the Municipality, and the business
interest of the TVAB. We in the public companies and the Municipality must jointly
decide on what we want to develop. We might not build such extreme houses as
those passive houses developed in Lindås, but we need to find a general energy
ambition suitable for our municipality. (Energy Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015)

In Linköping, the public housing company needs to fulfil sometimes ambiguous
demands set by their owners, and they tend to balance the business interests of
other public companies rather than negotiate a wider introduction of energy
efficient passive houses.
The municipal companies in the region lack joint strategies for the development of
passive houses; without a joint strategy, learning about passive houses might not
occur even if involved actors regard it as necessary.
Another sign of the lack of long-term public strategies for passive houses is the
lack of what I termed engaged experimentalists earlier in this chapter. The region
lacks engaged consultants and smaller companies who develop buildings for the
local and regional market. Engaged experimentalists were central for sustaining
the passive house interest in the western region. Their counterparts in eastern
Sweden are almost non-existent; however, more recently, one private construction
company building one- and two-dwelling houses has started to build low-energy
buildings and passive houses in the city of Linköping. This suggest that engaged
experimentalists need a supportive institutional environment to engage in passive
house deployment.
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7.6.2 Municipalities and regional governance
Recently, a Regional Council of Östergötland has been established. Equivalent of
the Regional Council of Västra Götaland, this council is responsible for several
development issues, including health care and regional economic growth.
Although a recent development, the Regional Council has been able to turn policy
into action as they are responsible for re-developing the local university hospital
in Linköping into a comparatively large passive house by Swedish standards
(Gerdien 2015). Although the Regional Council has had little time to develop an
institutional ‘eco-system’ facilitating the wider deployment of residential passive
houses, the hospital might be a seed for such structures.
A majority of the region’s municipalities has visionary ideas about passive house
deployment, visible among politicians and civil servants. However, there is a gap
between this desire and the actual construction of passive houses. For example, in
Norrköping the Left Party and the Social Democrats have been lobbying for lowenergy buildings and passive houses to be obligatory when developing multifamily homes on municipal land (Hildebrand & Snecker 2011). The Green Party
in Norrköping has also highlighted the role of passive houses for fulfilling local
climate objectives (Arrelid & Gerlach 2012). Similarly, the Municaplity of
Söderköping presented a climate strategy in 2012 that states that 25% of new
buildings should be a passive house by 2014 (Bennich 2012).
In total, there are climate policies or strategies mentioning passive houses in about
half of the 13 municipalities in the region. These policies cover research and
information campaigns as well as more concrete initiatives such as the support of
specific building projects. These initiatives have led to a few successful buildings.
For example, Motala has developed a certified passive house pre-school as part of
their municipal climate strategy (Petersson 2016). However, while the Motala preschool and a few other building projects in the region are notable exceptions, most
visions have not materialized into buildings and the residential passive house
standard is almost non-existent.
Residential passive houses are not supported through regional energy policies, but
are described as potential nuisances: “District heating is well-developed in the
county of Östergötland, and is a good starting point for resource-efficient and lowcarbon buildings in urban areas. However, new low-energy buildings and a
changing market place new challenging demands on district heating in the future”
(Östsam 2014:18). In general, there are no concrete actions for passive houses at
the regional level, nor any strategies for how to involve actors in developing these
buildings. One example is Östergötland’s County Administrative Board climate
and energy strategy from 2008. In this strategy, passive houses are deemed to have
development potential in the region, but there are no substantial activities related
to the further deployment of passive houses.
Other reasons for the gap between the visions presented by local politicians and
civil servants and the actual development of passive houses can partly be found in
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local institutional practices. The climate strategist at the Municipality of Linköping
sums up the situation as follows:
We just follow the building code and don’t aim at any stricter energy performance
levels. I know that other municipalities present stricter requirements, but we have a
tradition of playing it safe in Linköping: we do not take such legal risks. [. . .]
Therefore, if there are any actors in the region that are against passive houses I
would have to say that it is us at the Municipality. It is just our local culture: we
follow the development rather than lead it. (Energy Strategist at Linköping
Municipality 2016)

In the case of Linköping, the municipality traditionally avoids any risks that might
lead to legal sanctions. The municipal organization therefore suggests that the
responsibility of developing institutional support structures for the facilitation of
passive houses is on the regional level:
I think that there are policies from the regional county administrative board, of
course they must have actions for passive houses in their climate strategy. I am
counting on them to have some plans. I also hope that the newly started Regional
Council of Östergötland will support the municipalities as they have done for
twenty years in the western region. (Energy Strategist at Linköping Municipality
2016)

The municipality expects regional actors to take responsibility for developing
passive houses, and they relate this to the central role taken by the Regional
Council in the western region. However, the Regional Council of Östergötland is
a new organization, and the other major regional actor, the county administrative
board of Östergötland, is not working actively to promote passive houses: “We
mention passive houses in our climate strategy, but that is all” (Planner at County
Administrative Board of Östergötland 2016).
Thus the gap between political passive house visions and concrete developments
is seldom breached. There is a lack of local risk-taking and responsibility. From a
mainstreaming perspective, there is a crucial lack of deeper regional cooperation
between municipal organisations and between enterprises and the regional level.
In addition, political visions do not materialize into buildings because municipal
planning practices have not harmonized well with passive house development.
According to leading Swedish architects, the planning of buildings has long been
in the hands of large construction companies rather than city planners (Alvin
2014). This lack of influence makes city planners in the region overall quite
inexperienced developing passive houses. For example, this situation is evident in
the development of the Södra Parkvillorna building project in Linköping:
The tenant association for the project is appealing against the municipality’s
proposition to develop buildings across the street from the Södra Parkvillorna: the
association is primarily against the height of the houses. The association points out
that Södra Parkvillorna are so-called passive houses that are dependent on passive
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solar heating and that one of the houses would be in the shades during the winter
months. (Alvin 2016)

In this case, knowing that passive houses rely on passive heat from solar radiation
would be a basic insight for a planner with passive house experience. Although it
is unclear in this example how the newly planned buildings affect the functionality
of the Södra Parkvillorna houses (Alvin 2016), this example shows a lack of longterm plans for low energy buildings. With the lack of regional intermediaries,
networks, and engaged passive house experts, the knowledge gap is even harder to
breach for civil servants wanting to develop these buildings.
7.6.3 Municipal planners
There are, however, seeds of change regarding planning in the region. In 2017, the
large Vallastaden project in Linköping was developed. Vallastaden is framed as an
“experimental island of green and smart buildings” (Property Manager at
Stångåstaden 2016), and is a wholly new city district in the outskirts of central
Linköping. The municipality started the project in 2011 with two main partners,
Linköping University and Akademiska Hus. The responsibility of implementing
the project is on Linköpingsexpo AB, another municipality-owned company.
Vallastaden is a new city district outside Linköping. It is the first project in the
region where a municipality is actively involved in planning for passive houses. In
the Vallastaden project, developers have competed for the right to build houses
based on sustainability criteria set by the Municipality:
The land in Vallastaden has not been sold to buyers based simply on highest bid,
but also depending on quality aspects. For example, the builder must show that the
building contributes to the diversity in the city, that it is environmentally friendly,
that there are communal areas, and that the residents themselves have sufficient
influence. (Alvin 2014:8)
Vallastaden has a mix of different buildings and among these are five passive
houses and two so-called plus energy houses. The public housing company
Stångåstaden has developed a passive house in the area, the first in their
organization since the Lambohov project. In this project, a representative for
Stångåstaden highlights the importance of municipal planning for passive house
development: “We do not usually develop passive houses. But we did in the
Vallastaden project because that was a requirement from the Municipality in order
for us to get a specific piece of land” (Energy Manager at Stångåstaden 2015).
While Vallastaden is a large urban experiment and not representative of the general
development of buildings in the region, it is a step away from a construction sector
dominated by private builders. This increases the influence of architects as well as
public planners:
In a way it is a return to how we built cities before, with many different houses. At
the beginning of the 20th century, it was the city architect who decided how a city
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would look, then the construction companies took over. What's happening now is
that Linköping takes back the initiative and clearly shows how they want this new
neighbourhood to look. (Alvin 2014:8)
Although Vallastaden might be a unique and one-time project, it temporarily
closed the gap between political visions and the construction of passive houses.
This development suggests that future mainstreaming activities could benefit from
changed municipal planning processes, and by the direct involvement of passive
house experienced architects.

7.7 Passive house frames in newspapers in
eastern Sweden
Passive houses are comprehensively described and discussed in detail in local
newspapers in the western region, in contrast they are fragmentally described in
the eastern region. Most articles about passive houses do not concern technologies
or how they are supposed to work, but often they are mentioned in passing in order
to exemplify green growth initiatives (e.g., Ekstrand 2013). As in the western
region, passive houses in the eastern region are framed as symbols of climate
change mitigation, but the similarities of local framing end there.
In the eastern region, local newspapers often represent passive houses as oddities.
For example, in the first advertisement for the Lambohov passive houses, public
housing company Stångåstaden presented them as “abnormal houses for normal
families” (Stångåstaden 2008:18). Other actors have also tried to downplay the
oddity of passive houses by emphasizing how ‘normal’ these buildings are; for
example, in planning their Södra Parkvillorna project, the construction company
NCC explicitly stated that their passive houses are “normal and not different”
(Prütz 2011:8). Many professionals in the local press, and even advocates, have
thereby seemingly struggled with how to frame these buildings for a local
audience.
This framing opens up the perception that passive houses are complicated
technologies, a view that might be a barrier for wider deployment. Researchers at
the local university have further fuelled this frame: “Another shortcoming or
contradiction is that passive houses are heated by appliances instead of heating
elements. [. . .] And if you don’t use appliances, there will not be much waste heat
and the building will be cold” (Häggkvist 2014:8). In a newspaper interview, the
energy coordinator at Stångåstaden developed this notion by hinting at that passive
houses require detailed steering of the private lives of tenants: “There is a thin line
between informing about how our technology works and to talk about how people
should behave [in their homes]” (Häggkvist 2014:8).
It is also common to frame the passive house standard as being unnecessarily
rigorous. For example, a representative of the National Board of Housing,
Building, and Planning made the following claim in a local newspaper:
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You only need to build houses using 60kWh/m2/year. That is 10kWh more than
the passive houses developed in Linköping. Anything lower than that is
unprofitable and further energy-saving measures do not make a great difference
for climate emissions. (Sjelvgren 2011:8)
This type of statement is not questioned as there are no strong local passive house
advocates partaking in the newspaper debates.
Passive houses are thus not necessarily being presented in a negative way in the
local discourse, but they are presented as odd and complicated. Moreover, they are
hardly framed as important for a sustainable regional energy and housing system
or for potential tenants. In addition, local newspapers are not reporting much on
local passive house projects, but have highlighted projects from other parts of the
country, which furthers the notion that passive houses are odd. This local frame
risks making passive houses odd or fairly invisible at the local level, which might
contribute to the limited deployment of these buildings.

7.8 Concluding discussion
7.8.1 What we can learn about mainstreaming from the western region
In this chapter, I have shown how mainstreaming activities have played out in the
western region in contrast to the eastern region. There are several elements of
mainstreaming visible in the western region, drawing from emerging actors and
networks and the dynamic change processes that they are part of (Coenen et al.
2012; Truffer 2008; Truffer & Coenen 2012). This has been summarized in the
notion of a supportive ‘eco-system’ – e.g., creation of regional institutions, links
between entrepreneurs and public support, coordinating organisations and
intermediaries, actor networks, and infrastructural preconditions.
The western region has favourable dynamics for mainstreaming activities. In the
west, policies, strategies, actors, networks, competencies, and newspapers frame
passive houses in ways that encourage their construction and development. This
framing partly draws from the historic priority to experiment with energy efficient
buildings, the foundation for the support of passive houses in the region today.
Regional networks can facilitate interactions between key actors to support
emerging technologies (Coenen et al. 2012; Truffer 2008). In the western region,
several networks support the development of passive houses, including public
housing companies, private construction companies, and engaged
experimentalists. These networks facilitate socio-technical environment by
cooperating to develop passive houses.
The Regional Council and the Passive House Centre are two actors central for these
networks, and their organizing and funding initiatives have been crucial for passive
house development. As catalysts for change, these organizations entertain a
sustained interest in passive houses as well as actively support specific building
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projects. As previous research show: at least one competent manager who can
guide one (or several) passive house networks serves as a regional variable for
successful passive house deployment (Mlecnik 2014).
Another important mainstreaming factor in the region is that the municipal
companies have developed joint strategies for passive houses. These organisations
have developed a common vision for deploying these buildings. Previous research
shows that socio-technical change can be facilitated through such place-specific
energy visions and is linked to successful actor coalitions (Späth & Rohracher
2010). Passive house advocates in the Regional Council and the Passive House
Centre have been fairly successful in integrating visions with different regional
networks and embed the passive house concept into regional green growth plans.
Although such a vision is fragile and depends on regional financial support, it has
made passive houses a legitimate part of the regional discourse on green growth
and local energy systems.
The perception of the standard in local newspapers in the western region is in
general positive. Importantly, there is an active debate about the standard that
legitimizes passive houses as a policy object and as an energy efficient technology.
In the eastern region, passive houses are presented as oddities rather than as
legitimate building solutions. It is reasonable that these differing news media
presentations have also led to these buildings being perceived differently and acted
upon differently in the regions.
Finally, information about passive houses from within the western region has been
disseminated nationally and internationally through, for example, the LÅGANproject and through research projects. Much of this information has emanated from
the Passive House Centre or from their allied public housing companies.
The Passive House Centre had ambitions to become the National Passive House
Centre by 2017, but this did not happen. The Swedish Minister of Housing instead
gave the task of launching a National Centre for Sustainable Construction to the
Stockholm-based business organization Svensk Byggtjänst in partnership with the
National Renovation Centre at the Faculty of Engineering at Lund University.
In early 2018, the Passive House Centre ended its operations, and the founder Hans
Eek suggested that this was an opportunity to start a new Passive House Centre
somewhere else in the country (Samuelsson 2017). At the same time, as mentioned
in the previous chapter, IG Passivhus moved its position forward in Sweden and
does not have the same regional focus. Against this background, it is unclear but
possible that the special role that the western region has played is now over.
7.8.2 Seeds for mainstreaming in the eastern region
In the eastern region, institutional support for passive houses has been limited
among public housing companies, municipalities, the private sector, and regional
authorities. Actors at different levels in the region have contributed to a culture
that prioritizes local energy supply rather than energy efficiency and energy
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savings. Therefore, local policy makers and well-established public companies
represent a local alliance oriented towards maintaining the status quo. As
suggested by Social Studies of Technology researchers, networks can also solidify
existing technological solutions (Coenen et al. 2012; Truffer 2008).
In the example from Linköping, there is a mutual dependency between the
municipality’s responsibility to provide housing and heating and the economic
benefits for the publicly-owned energy utility that comes with a policy-supported
district heating monopoly. This condition has sustained the dominance of district
heating and partly draws from a historic cooperation between waste management
and heating practices. In addition, it has limited the need for deploying passive
houses in the region. By contrasting the two regions, it is possible to say that placespecific preconditions regarding socio-technical systems play an important role in
shaping passive house deployment.
While there are some direct conflicts between district heating and passive house
advocates, it should be mentioned that passive houses are fairly invisible in the
eastern region’s energy system discourse. That is, TVAB does not have to spend
much time and resources negotiating the future of these buildings. However, the
alignment of public policies and the materiality of the energy infrastructure still
shapes the deployment of passive houses in the region, producing unintended
consequences for the regional mainstreaming of such buildings. These
consequences should be understood as central for hindering passive houses, but
are not necessarily intentional.
There are other reasons for why there are few mainstreaming initiatives in the
region. Although there is a desire among certain private and public professionals
to develop passive houses, this desire is stifled partly by a perceived lack of risktaking at the local and regional governance levels. In addition, the public
organizations in the region are still early in a process of learning how to develop
strategies combining energy generation and energy efficient buildings, a condition
that allows for different types of energy solutions. From a perspective of
mainstreaming passive houses, a competent public organization with a regional
long-term development objective is clearly wanting.
Without an organization taking on the regional role in coordinating passive house
deployment, it is difficult to put into practice mainstreaming activities throughout
the region. The lack of specific passive house competence is visible in energy
policies as they lack specific and concrete objectives for how to move passive
houses beyond the demonstration level. In addition, local planners lack the
experience of developing passive houses on a larger scale. This makes the gap
between political visions and activities on the ground harder to bridge.
In the eastern region, residential multi-family passive houses only exist in
Linköping. Still, there are some positive trends for passive house enthusiasts in the
region. Vallastaden is the most obvious example, as this city district entails a
conscious choice by the Linköping municipality to plan for sustainable buildings,
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and this encouraged the public housing company Stångåstaden to develop more
passive houses. Although the Vallastaden project was a one-off project, it led to
increased support for the passive house standard in the municipality. As of late
2017, they are subsidizing passive houses: “We want to make it cheaper to build
climate smart. It's one of many small steps to achieve the carbon neutral Linköping
2025 objective” (Alvin 2017:8). This policy change and the Vallastaden plan
shows an increased interest in the public sector for the materialization of these
buildings.
Another reason for why the eastern region could see more passive houses in the
future is that parts of the successful institutional eco-system developed around
passive houses in western Sweden can be copied. For example, there are
possibilities to combine district heating and passive houses if socio-technical
solutions and joint strategies are discussed among housing companies and local
energy utilities. In addition, as the university hospital is developed by the relatively
young Regional Council of Östergötland, this might be a foundation to build on.
This increased regional engagement could act as a starting point for a more
dedicated environmental building programme in eastern Sweden.
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CHAPTER 8: MAINSTREAMING AS
ORGANIZATIONAL ADAPTATION TO
PASSIVE HOUSES
Mainstreaming takes place in different social arenas such as through coherent
regional institutional systems formed around passive houses as presented in the
previous chapter. Closely linked to this is another arena: the development of
passive houses within housing companies. Specifically, this arena concerns how
well the organisation of building companies is adapted to the requirements of
building passive houses.
As shown in the last chapter, Swedish regions vary in their institutional support of
passive houses, and public housing companies in these regions address very
different conditions. Therefore, more details are needed about how companies in
these regions interact with passive houses. From a mainstreaming perspective,
passive house projects might influence housing companies’ practices in the long
term. This chapter investigates how housing companies adopt and simultaneously
appropriate and modify passive houses.
Previous research suggests that green construction projects may require essential
changes in how housing organizations operate compared to conventional
construction (Mokhlesian & Holmén 2012). In the case of passive houses, their
materiality (i.e., the properties and affordances of their particular technologies and
materials and their interplay in building systems) can be more or less aligned with
the way a housing company is organized. Energy efficiency aspects can be deeply
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embedded in the everyday practices and routines of the company, or they can be
added on rather superficially at the end of individual construction projects, a
strategy that can lead to less optimal solutions. Energy efficient buildings require
a close integration of organizational and material aspects.
Organisation studies have previously recognised the lack of focus on material
objects within studies on different organizational processes (Czarniawska 2008;
Suchman 2005; Tryggestad & Georg 2011; Walter & Styhre 2013). Using this
observation as a stepping off point, this chapter investigates how passive houses
become integrated in existing housing company practices. Specifically, I contrast
how this integration differs between an organization that aims to produce passive
houses as their main product (Eksta) and an organization that has developed only
a few demonstration buildings (Stångåstaden). That is, Eksta regularly aims to
develop such buildings and Stångåstaden has a low level of passive house
development.
To do this analysis representatives for the public housing companies Eksta and
Stångåstaden were interviewed as well as different actors who have cooperated
with these companies in passive house projects. As mentioned in the previous
chapters, large parts of the Swedish building stock of multi-family dwellings are
managed by public housing companies, and they have historically been one of the
main developers of passive houses in Sweden.
Interviews were also conducted with five households in the Vallda Heberg passive
house project in Kungsbacka (developed by Eksta) and six households in the
Lambohov passive house project in Linköping (developed by Stångåstaden). The
tenant interviews covered the experience of living in these buildings and were used
for understanding how companies can adapt their organization of tenant support to
passive houses. In addition, empirical material from participatory workshops with
tenants and building professionals have informed the analysis. This material have
been useful for guiding the analysis to specific relations between buildings and
organisations.
In the analysis, I have identified four types of organisational processes that seem
to be particularly challenging and differ from conventional building processes. The
first process concerns the use of economic models to calculate the costs of passive
houses and make investment decisions, the second process concerns the
organisation of project planning and the use of models to assess the energy use of
buildings, the third major process concerns competence development and
collaboration activities in a regional setting, and the fourth process addresses the
organisation of passive house tenant support. Highlighted by interviewees and
additional material, these processes appear to be important for understanding
mainstreaming activities in housing companies.
The basis for this analysis is Suchman’s (2005) notion of the ambivalent role that
material objects play in organisations – i.e., how material objects present solutions
as well as problems when introduced to organisations and how they shape social
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interactions. These notions guide the analysis and show how passive houses as
objects influence the mainstreaming of these buildings.
Here the term materiality relates to specific physical characteristics of passive
houses regarding their technologies and their relations with surrounding and
connected infrastructures. The term organization is understood in a broad sense as
meaning not only the organisational structure of the company, but also all the
processes and practices related to the development and management of passive
houses in this company. The guiding idea is that passive houses as material objects
co-evolve with features of the organisation. That is, specific object-organizational
alignments will at the minimum facilitate the mainstreaming of these buildings.

8.1 The studied housing companies
I have studied two public housing companies and their passive house projects
during the 2007-2014 period. In the western region, Eksta Bostads AB (Eksta)
represents a potential ‘low-energy building pathway’ in the public housing sector,
with a strong emphasis on only developing passive houses (CEO of Eksta 2015).
In eastern Sweden, Stångåstaden AB (Stångåstaden), represents the majority of
housing organisations. These organizations often experiment with the
development of passive houses but have not been committed to constructing such
buildings on a larger scale. I analyse mainstreaming by contrasting these strategies.
Eksta developed a passive house neighbourhood between 2011 and 2014 in the
Vallda Heberg district. This is Sweden's largest area of residential passive houses,
and it is integrated with a small distributed water-based heating system that uses
solar energy and pellet boilers. Vallda Heberg is a national forerunner with this
integration of passive houses and distributed renewable energy generation. Owned
by Eksta, the building heating system consists of a central accumulation tank
powered by a boiler for wood pellet supported by decentralized accumulation tanks
where solar panels re-heat water. Vallda Heberg consists of 64 retirement home
apartments, 38 rental apartments, and 26 single-family homes. In 2012-2013,
Vallda Heberg became the first neighbourhood in the country to be certified
through the Swedish passive house standard (FEBY).
Stångåstaden developed 39 townhouse apartments in the Lambohov area in
Linköping between 2007 and 2009, with nine of them constructed as passive
houses. The townhouses are for rent and designed to be aesthetically similar to
conventional buildings constructed simultaneously in the area. That is, these are
one floor three-room apartments and two floor four-room apartments all connected
to a central district heating system owned by the municipal energy utility Tekniska
Verken i Linköping AB (TVAB). These were the first passive houses developed
by the housing company. Let us now turn to the different ways these two
companies have adapted organisational processes to the material characteristics of
passive houses.
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8.2 Vallda Heberg: the development of a
passive house neighbourhood
8.2.1 Economic models for passive houses
In Vallda Heberg, the project group had ambitions early on to develop very energy
efficient passive houses. These buildings have physical characteristics that differ
from their more conventional counterparts. For example, compared to
conventional buildings, passive house foundations are a bit larger because the
foundations need to support thicker walls to accommodate more insulation, a
design feature that requires the use of more construction materials in the walls and
roofs. There are also differences regarding the orientation of the building, window
size and placement, and air-tight sheeting. To construct buildings with very low
heating demands, the project group also had to bring in the best passive house
classified building components (i.e., very low U-values) that could be found in the
Swedish market (CEO of Eksta 2015; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016).
Building components with good energy efficiency properties resulted in higher
upfront costs but were required to reach the high energy-savings ambitions (Main
Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). The guiding principle was to not install any
more energy heating capacity than was recommended by passive house standards.
The passive house design thus meant that the project came with higher upfront
costs and a smaller margin for error. The upside of this would be lower building
operation costs.
The challenge was thus to fulfil specific passive house energy requirements as well
as construct buildings that were deemed economically sound. Eksta encountered a
common problem: finding sound economic models to balance between upfront
costs and operation costs. In Sweden, this challenge has marked passive house
construction since the first passive houses were developed in 2001 (Glad 2006).
The solution to this challenge was for Eksta to take on the development of the
Vallda Heberg neighbourhood as an integrated system rather than as individual
buildings (CEO of Eksta 2015; Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016). This
meant that the housing company also took on the responsibility to develop all the
infrastructure in the area, from sewage to the energy generation and distribution
system. It also meant that the energy system could be based on the passive houses’
low demand for heating. A decentralized district heating system was developed
suitable for the area, with pellet boilers as primary energy source, supported by flat
plate solar collectors located on substations throughout the neighbourhood.
The passive houses in Vallda Heberg are heated through a combination of hot
water circuits and a heat recovery system based on greywater from sinks, showers,
washing machines, and dishwashers that supplies an air handling unit in each
building with heat. Both water circuits and ventilation provide heat recovery in all
buildings. Moreover, the passive houses have a low heating demand because of
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well-insulated windows, roofs, and other building components. This makes for a
very low overall energy demand that is in line with passive house requirements
(CEO of Eksta 2015; Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016; Former CEO of
Eksta 2015; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). In order for this system to
function well, the energy supply and energy demand were carefully planned in an
integrated fashion (CEO of Eksta 2015; Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC
2016; Former CEO of Eksta 2015; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). For
Eksta, this meant that they had to adopt their organizational procedures based on
the physical prerequisites set by the passive houses.
As the building project developed more into an infrastructure project, two
organisational innovations were particularly striking in the way Eksta adapted their
organization to the passive house challenge. One innovation was how energy
performance was brought in early in the planning of the neighbourhood, as
mentioned above, and the other was the changed approach to calculating
investments for the buildings. Eksta highlighted the importance of the second
aspect: “It is all about how you count or calculate. Most sound projects can be
profitable but then you can’t expect a return on your investments already in five or
six years’ time” (CEO of Eksta 2015).
Instead of calculating return on investment for each individual building, Eksta
based their economic calculations on the whole Vallda Heberg neighbourhood,
including both the buildings and the infrastructure. They developed buildings as
part of a larger system, where energy generation and distribution technologies
became cheaper as they were optimized for the passive houses’ specific energy
needs. Optimization saved Eksta some money since installed capacity was adapted
to the energy demand of the neighbourhood. That is, there was no costly
overcapacity. By doing so and accepting long-term investments, the building
project became accepted as economically sound (CEO of Eksta 2015).
For this economic model to work, Eksta had to reorganize the way it charged
tenants for using energy (CEO of Eksta 2015). The housing company had to act as
an energy utility. Since Eksta owns the energy infrastructure in the area, it could
diversify its income. They started acting as both a housing company and an energy
utility, renting buildings as well as delivering heat and hot water to their tenants.
Through this, they have income from renting (or selling) their buildings and
continual income from being an energy provider. This arrangement offsets the
initial higher costs for passive houses over the long-term. Suchman (2005) would
say that the passive house objects in Vallda Heberg achieved new relations in the
company and new relations between the company and its clients. Through these
organizational adaptations, the low energy demand set by the passive houses could
be used as a solution rather than remain a problem. Passive houses thereby became
a regular part of Eksta’s building stock through the alignment of material and
organizational aspects.
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8.2.2 Organisation of project planning: documents as communication tools
As mentioned above, the Vallda Heberg project had a tight margin for error due to
the passive houses and energy system being optimized to a very low energy
demand. Due to these material preconditions, the different construction stages
needed to be organized with very high quality as errors could be detrimental not
only for individual buildings, but also for the whole neighbourhood (Main
Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). Previous research shows that close cooperation
is important in this phase. If there is a lack of cooperation, “much information can
disappear between the different consultants” when the project moves from one
stage to another (Janson 2008:175).
Drawing from previous passive house projects, Eksta and their collaborators had a
great focus on the planning stage (and the follow-up stage) of the project (Energy
Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). The
increased focus on planning meant that project documentation was emphasized
early on as an important communicative tool for increasing the integration between
professions and construction phases.
Much time was spent on presenting detailed documentation for when and how
different actions were to take place in the project. For the optimized function of
the building such as ensuring air-tightness, it was important that designers,
plumbers, electricians, and other sub-contractors worked on the buildings in the
right order to ensure sheeting would not be penetrated more times than necessary
(Former CEO of Eksta 2015). The project therefore had to be organized so all
professions were engaged in the planning and had knowledge about building
details:
All actors including Eksta took part in detailed decisions: e.g. what were the system
effects of using windows with a U-value of 0.70 instead of 0.67? This connects the
project with the carpenters, the electricians, and the plumbers: creating a culture of
joint responsibility. (Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016)

By using specific project documentation more than in traditional projects, the
communication between professions ensured that seemingly small but important
changes were discussed and understood by all sub-contractors (Energy calculation
engineer NCC 2016; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). This tight
communication and cooperation made for a more seamless project, traversing
occupational boundaries. These changes led to better buildings, often constructed
ahead of schedule. This initial focus on project planning was an additional reason
why the Vallda Heberg project had higher upfront costs as presenting and using
joint documents and conducting planning meetings are more resource intensive.
On the other hand, the energy calculation engineer and the main architect both
argued that fewer costly alterations were needed later in the construction process
due to this foresight. All in all, it is questionable whether developing passive
houses in this planned manner is necessarily more expensive than developing
conventional buildings in a more industry standard manner. By taking into account
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all phases in the construction of a building, passive houses might present the same
or even lower costs as they encourage a well-planned project.
The focus on project planning was an effect of the material preconditions set by
the passive houses. The introduction of passive houses thereby became a
possibility for wider organizational change as it was an opening to re-evaluate how
buildings are constructed and communicated across professions. It is a prime
example of how the materiality of objects facilitates relations between
professionals (Suchman 2005). As all interviewees mentioned, the project had its
fair share of problems, but this focus on project planning created an arena for
negotiations where issues could be solved.
8.2.3 Organisation of project planning: the use of models for assessing the
energy use of buildings
Energy simulation software has grown in importance over the last three decades
and is especially important for the development of very energy efficient buildings.
The tight margins in passive houses make these tools useful when testing small
changes in building construction and design, which might influence overall energy
performance to a high degree. There are many software tools in use, but all of them
are used for anticipating energy flows in buildings and predicting how these flows
interact with building functions and affect indoor environments.
Energy simulation software is useful for architects, engineers, and project
managers, as it integrates and provides an overview of building geometry,
construction materials, HVAC systems, and internal heat gains and outputs.
Simulation software also provides an important tool for communicating
complicated energy-related issues through fairly easy to understand threedimensional building models. Previous research on Swedish passive houses shows
that early use of simulation software can develop trust in the project group, and
this makes the passive house standard acceptable for actors other than the early
adopters (Glad 2006). In particular, it facilitates the work between engineers and
architects by bridging their competences.
To integrate architectural and engineering factors for the development of passive
houses, energy calculation and simulation software were used and combined in
new ways in Vallda Heberg:
I and the architects worked together using a variety of tools. We used an online
energy house calculation tool called energihuskalkyl.se – where we could add
detailed calculations of cold bridges, u-values and areas, etc. for calculating specific
energy demand and heat losses – and then we verified the numbers in the IDA
Indoor Climate and Energy simulation tool. (Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC
2016)

The combination of energy calculations and building simulation software ensures
that engineers and architects used the strength of both professions in designing
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buildings that have a very low energy demand (Energy Calculation Engineer at
NCC 2016; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). This combination of tools was
especially important since the physical form of a passive house was central for its
functions:
When the architect has finished designing the house most preconditions for energy
efficiency have been set. The form factor and the orientation of the building relative
to the sun is already set. The additional insulation material and better windows are
important but comparatively minor additions to energy efficiency at this point.
(Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016)

Both the energy calculation engineer and the main architect expressed that design
and energy efficiency measures needed to function together on a detailed level in
Vallda Heberg in order for the project to be successful. The passive houses affected
social behaviour (Cetina 1997) as these tools changed how professionals interacted
in the project.
The importance of objects (such as these tools) has been analysed by previous
research that shows that construction projects are most often managed through the
use of tools and material devices (Kurosawa et al. 2016). That means that building
professionals are strongly guided by what objects and tools they are using.
Decisions made early in the Vallda Heberg project shaped the outcome and
function of the buildings. These decisions were sometimes made through material
devices such as the calculation software. A mainstreaming of passive houses can
thus be facilitated through the use of specific tools and instruments such as this
software.
8.2.4 Competence development within the housing company
One prerequisite for the functioning of the Vallda Heberg neighbourhood was that
passive houses and the local energy system worked well together. As mentioned
above, this led to the purposeful development of the area as a distributed energy
system with a high integration between building functions (e.g., heating demand,
ventilation, and the use of white goods) and energy generation and distribution.
Eksta already had passive house competence before Vallda Heberg, but the project
still resulted in a series of further organizational changes and adaptations (Former
CEO of Eksta 2015).
Two specific changes regarding passive house competence within Eksta can be
pointed out: the role of the staff concerning daily operations (requiring specific
competence for running a passive house neighbourhood) changed and the housing
company assumed a much more central role in making detailed project decisions
in the construction process (Former CEO of Eksta 2015). To ensure the Vallda
Heberg buildings functioned properly after construction, Eksta hired technicians
responsible for changing filters in the heat exchangers in each apartment twice a
year (CEO of Eksta 2015).
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This task was deemed as important because passive houses use ventilation with
heat recovery and the filters are central for the function of the buildings. This extra
maintenance staff of course came with additional costs, but this was regarded as
an opportunity for Eksta to keep closer contact with tenants, making sure that no
apartment deteriorated. According to interviews with employees, because Eksta
has a hands on approach to maintenance, they can make sure that the buildings are
working correctly before problems arise. This approach increased the control of
quality of the building stock and had social as well as an economic value (CEO of
Eksta 2015).
Second, for buildings to run smoothly during the post-occupancy phase, Eksta
employees needed to monitor and control the neighbourhood’s energy flows on a
daily basis. Operating and maintaining a closely integrated building heating system
such as Vallda Heberg requires specific competences. This approach led to a nontrivial change in the organizational set-up: staff with practical understanding of
how passive houses and the building heating system are integrated into the core
part of Eksta’s competency (Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016). For
Eksta, energy became an issue as important as housing. Thus, the role of the energy
controller became fundamental for the successful management of the
neighbourhood.
The energy controller became responsible for the passive houses and for the
residential heating system, monitoring humidity, indoor temperature, outdoor
temperature, etc. in all buildings on a daily basis. That is, the energy controller
monitors buildings and their energy flows to identify errors in the system.
Therefore, the energy controller plays an important and an active role in planning
the project and running the district (CEO of Eksta 2015). The interviewees noted
that communication between energy controllers and management about energy
issues within and outside of Eksta was a central part of their daily practices. The
materiality of the passive house neighbourhood thereby afforded organisational
adaptations in the form of new social relations within the company.
Through the monitoring done by the energy controller, the company also learned
about specific material components important for the management of passive
houses. For example, they can evaluate what kind of insulation material and
building design works best. Through this new practice, passive house competence
was built in the company. Knowledge generated in Vallda Heberg was used in
Eksta’s later passive house projects. This on-going development of its knowledge
base gives the company competence to inform and educate other companies about
developing passive houses. Through this, Vallda Heberg acts as a catalyst for
competence dissemination in the western region.
8.2.5 Competence development: Eksta’s role in the western region
In Vallda Heberg, Eksta used its experience developing passive houses and
operating distributed building heating systems. This experience gave the company
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as a building project client an important role in the planning and construction of
the neighbourhood’s buildings and infrastructure. Eksta’s management team was
unusually active in the project and presented detailed technical demands to the
project group at joint meetings:
At times there were only two of us, against seventeen from [the large construction
company], and they downplayed the importance of passive houses. At those times
it was important that we knew what we were talking about, and I don’t think that
other small housing companies without passive house experience could have done
this. (Former CEO of Eksta, 2015)

Previous research shows that mainstream construction actors often opt for status
quo solutions (Smedby & Quitzau 2016) and that clients of sustainable buildings
can help stimulate green building innovations (Hojem & Lagesen 2011). Eksta
took on this role and the company’s continual interventions influenced the project
throughout its development (Energy Calculation Engineer at NCC 2016; Main
Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016).
The project benefited from taking place in the western region (Researcher at SP
2014; Strategist at Swedish Energy Agency 2016). As shown in the previous
chapter, passive house deployment takes place on a larger scale in western Sweden
as regional support already exists for this type of building project. Many of the
external actors in the Vallda Heberg project brought in their own passive house
competence from regional projects (CEO of Eksta 2015; Former CEO of Eksta
2015; Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). Existing informal regional
networks therefore played an essential role in guiding the outcome also of this
specific project.
All interviewees emphasized that Eksta had a central role in using this existing
regional knowledge. Eksta did so by actively inviting universities, regional
experts, and the large construction company NCC and connecting government
actors from different levels. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Eksta was part
of the national LÅGAN programme together with the Regional Council of Västra
Götaland and the Swedish Energy Agency and chaired regular multi-actor
meetings on building details within the Vallda Heberg project (Former CEO of
Eksta 2015).
The Vallda Heberg neighbourhood was planned and constructed by some of
Sweden’s most experienced passive house professionals. The combination of
specific competence within the housing company and the knowledge brought in
from regional actors shaped the project. This shaping was facilitated by the
housing company rather than by a temporary external expert or consultant. Several
of the actors included in the project had previously cooperated with Eksta and were
to do so after Vallda Heberg. Earlier research emphasizes that a “success factor in
attracting different competences for integration was the promise of cooperation in
future demonstration projects” (Mlecnik 2014:45).
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8.2.6 Organisational support for tenants in Vallda Heberg
To further understand the process of deploying passive houses, household
interviews were conducted in Vallda Heberg as well as in Lambohov. These
interviews focus on the tenant perspective and how passive houses shape relations
between tenants and the housing companies. The interviews highlight that
developing a support structure for passive house tenants can be part of the
organizational changes that mainstreaming entails for housing companies. That is,
the requirements of passive houses can guide, shape, and facilitate new relations
(Suchman 2005) between tenants and the housing company.
Interviews have been conducted with five households in Vallda Heberg; two of the
households were living in row house apartments and three were living in standalone one-dwelling houses. The interviews focused on how tenants experienced
living in passive houses and their neighbourhood and their experiences with Eksta.
The material presented here also comes from a passive house participatory
workshop conducted in the Alingsås, where tenants from Vallda Heberg
contributed.
The main architect for the Vallda Heberg project suggests that the project group
planned the neighbourhood by considering social sustainability values to a high
degree (Main Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). Previous experience from
building passive houses had taught the project group that social learning between
passive house tenants is quite high because they often ask their neighbours about
issues they might have with new functions and technologies. The project group
brought in passive house experience from previous regional projects and designed
the Vallda Heberg area so that a specific type of user learning would be facilitated.
This approach is mainly visible in two ways in Vallda Heberg. First,
‘commonality’ has been a guiding design idea, – i.e., a building in the centre of
Vallda Heberg is available for public meetings concerning common issues and
tenants can rent this building for private gatherings (CEO of Eksta 2015; Main
Architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). The idea of commonality also means that the
public spaces in the area are planned and designed so that people will bump into
each other, and these meeting spaces are placed near technologies (e.g., piping)
that are clearly visible outdoors in the common areas. That is, the neighbourhood
is designed to encourage discussions about the energy system and building
technologies.
The second approach they have taken to increase social sustainability is that
tenants themselves are responsible for maintaining their yards (Main architect of
Vallda Heberg 2016). The idea here is once again to encourage spontaneous
meetings so that discussions about the technologies and functions about the area
are discussed and hopefully understood. The idea is also that a common
responsibility for the wellbeing of the area can be fostered through active tenant
participation. Of course, this approach could also help lower Eksta’s renovation
costs in the long run (CEO of Eksta 2015).
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Overall, tenants in Vallda Heberg are satisfied with their passive house homes
(Tenant interviews 2016; Workshop in western region 2017). The main praise from
tenants has been that it has been easy to get help from neighbours when they have
questions. The largest complaint has been that Eksta personnel have been invisible
at times. This suggests that the social design has worked in the neighbourhood as
people are helping each other to understand unfamiliar technologies. The
drawback from this is that those tenants who wanted to talk to Eksta felt that they
were hard to reach.
All interviewed tenants state that they have had a hard time understanding passive
house information through reading manuals. This has been accommodated by the
energy controller and the technicians being helpful in explaining how the building
technologies and the whole neighbourhood works:
The heating is a bit different, since it does not come from radiators, but through the
air. We had some problems understanding how to regulate the heat due to this. But
we have met the technicians and they have been very helpful. I have been working
for a large Gothenburg housing company, and I can tell you that the way Eksta is
dealing with this is different. (Tenant in Vallda Heberg 2016)

Tenants appreciated this help from technicians, but they did not always know that
this was Eksta’s personnel. Better communication from the housing company
would show more explicitly to the tenants that a service organization specifically
dedicated to the passive houses in Vallda Heberg exists. Still, all tenants stated that
they were very satisfied with how they were informed about passive house
functions from the moment they bought or rented their new homes.
Tenants overall rated their living standard as good, and no one felt that the passive
houses made them change their way of life or how they acted in their homes. Some
tenants in both row-houses and stand-alone buildings experienced problems with
sounds and minor functional errors: “The air was dry, which I have never been
thinking about in my previous homes” or “a low-frequency sound from the fans or
the ventilation can be a bit annoying in the beginning” (Tenants in Vallda Heberg
in 2016).
The tenants thought that these nuisances could have something to do with them
moving into air-heated buildings, which was new for several of them who
previously lived in apartments with radiators and water-based heat distribution.
Despite these problems, the tenants were satisfied with how Eksta had interacted
with them: “Some problems are to be expected before the whole neighbourhood is
running smoothly as one system” (2016). This attitude mirrored notions presented
by architects and engineers involved in the project.
Clearly, Eksta has spent resources on designing the area in a conscious manner to
affect tenant behaviour (Main architect of Vallda Heberg 2016). In addition, Eksta
has also developed a tenant service organization aimed to deal with tenant issues
concerning the function of passive houses (Former CEO of Eksta 2015). These
accommodations show that Eksta changed to address tenant needs in a way that
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resembles Suchman’s (2005) and Cetina’s (1997) notions of how objects can guide
cultural behaviour and organizational identity.
This orientation is due partly to Eksta learning from mistakes in previous regional
passive house projects. Overall, this experience has led to more satisfied customers
even though this organization could be even more visible to the tenants. This
suggests a co-evolvement of technologies and services, and the tenant responses
seem to show that housing companies ought to organize in line with user related
social aspects, in order to facilitate mainstreaming.

8.3 Lambohov: developing passive houses
within a district heating system
I now turn to the housing company Stångåstaden and the Lambohov passive house
project. This project should be understood as the outcome of Stångåstaden’s
strategy to develop a few demonstration buildings to learn more about how these
buildings suit their organization. This strategy is common among Swedish (public)
housing companies, so Lambohov can be said to represent a more general and
common approach to passive houses.
The analysis is structured in parallel with the Eksta analysis with the focus on the
same four organizational processes: economic models to calculate the costs of
passive houses and make investment decisions, project planning and the use of
models for assessing the energy use of buildings, competence development and
broader collaboration activities, and organizing tenant support.
8.3.1 Economic models: passive houses in a centralized district heating system
The Lambohov buildings were the first passive houses developed by Stångåstaden
and in the whole eastern region. Overall, the project was perceived to have an
experimental character, and it was mainly planned as a learning experience for the
housing company and the project team (Energy Manager at Stångåstaden 2015;
Property Manager at Stångåstaden 2016; Quality and Sustainability Manager at
Stångåstaden 2015).
Although Stångåstaden knew on a general level that passive houses would come
with higher upfront costs due to, for example, more building material, a
demonstration project were deemed beforehand to be able to show more
specifically which costs and benefits were included in constructing and operating
such buildings (Energy Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015). The main reasons for
Stångåstaden to develop passive houses was to test how well these buildings
worked in a centralized district heating system, how well the heating system
worked to satisfy tenants’ needs, and how well it worked with the system of rental
apartments. Stångåstaden knew beforehand that placing passive houses in this
system could present organizational challenges.
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For Stångåstaden, the conventional approach to heat buildings is to connect them
to the city-wide district heating system in Linköping. This comes with specific
fixed and running costs. These costs are negotiated between the housing companies
and the TVAB energy utility, but it is TVAB who sets the prices in the end (Energy
Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015). A district heating connection in the Lambohov
project was enforced by municipal policies2 and supported by both Stångåstaden
management and TVAB management (Energy Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015;
Energy Strategist at TVAB 2016). The cost model commonly used by
Stångåstaden was established in Lambohov as well based on the heating needs for
conventional buildings. This includes a fairly high cost for the physical connection
of the building to the district heating grid. It also involves fixed monthly costs that
are independent of how much energy is used.
As passive houses have a low energy demand, the initial connection cost and the
fixed monthly cost make for comparatively expensive heating with a high
economic cost per energy unit (Energy Manager at Stångåstaden 2015; Energy
Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015). Consequently, the Stångåstaden project manager
in Lambohov found the forced passive house connection to be problematic: “We
mostly buy municipal land and the Municipality demands that houses should be
connected to the district heating system. It is tough to present a sound economic
calculation for passive houses in Linköping” (Project Manager 2009).
The connection of the Lambohov passive houses to the district heating grid was
not deemed as economically sound from the perspective of the housing company
project manager, so the energy expert at Stångåstaden negotiated with TVAB
about specific energy tariffs for these buildings. Although TVAB in the end made
some exceptions for these buildings, there was no real support for a joint model
between the housing company and the energy utility regarding these buildings in
the future (Energy Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015).
Therefore, in contrast to Eksta, Stångåstaden does not benefit economically from
the energy bought by their tenants. Revenues and expenses do not balance each
other as these are divided unequally between the housing company and the energy
utility, between upfront costs for building passive houses, operational costs, and
revenues. Due to this uneven distribution of costs and revenues, Stångåstaden
lacked a model that reflects the potential long-term economic advantages of lowenergy buildings which could be the basis for a wider dissemination of passive
houses in the region.
Consequently, the Lambohov project was criticized by Stångåstaden management
for its high costs (CEO of Stångåstaden 2016; Property Manager at Stångåstaden
2016). Management noted that poor economic return is the main reason a wider
deployment of passive houses within the organization is unlikely (Property

2

As I showed in the previous chapter, these municipal energy policies are strongly influenced
by TVAB.
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Manager at Stångåstaden 2016; CEO of Stångåstaden 2016). The mismatch
between how costs and benefits are distributed (i.e., drawing from how well the
economic model and energy infrastructures are adapted to this type of building) is
the main reason Stångåstaden concluded that passive houses were unsound
investments.
This mismatch could be avoided if economic models were adapted to passive
houses. That is, the mismatch is the result of not considering the material
prerequisites of these buildings (Suchman 2005). In my view, this is a common
drawback with demonstration projects: they are made to demonstrate functionality,
but they do not consider object-organizational alignments, which are central for
fully providing functionality.
In general, passive houses have higher upfront costs than conventional buildings
but have lower energy costs over time (Galvin 2014). In a district heating
environment, this suggests that a full organizational adaptation to passive houses
requires a new model for calculating and sharing the costs of energy supply and
energy demand. In the case of Lambohov, such a model requires an agreement
between the housing company, the district heating company, and municipal policymakers. However, because the housing company considered this a limited
demonstration project, such an agreement was never developed. Consequently and
unsurprisingly a main lesson was that Lambohov was not a very good investment
(Property Manager at Stångåstaden 2016).
8.3.2 Organisation of project planning: the use of models for assessing the
energy use of buildings
Building simulation software was important in the Vallda Heberg project for
communicating complicated energy-related issues. In the Lambohov case,
however, the software tools used to calculate and govern energy performance were
not well-suited for passive houses: “In this project we had a contractor doing
energy calculations following building regulations in the ‘E-norm software’, but
we didn’t do an energy simulation as you would normally do in passive house
projects today” (CEO of Construction Company 2017).
Because the software used was a calculation software rather than a simulation
software, the specific conditions related to the passive houses in Lambohov were
not considered either before or during construction. Therefore, the software used
in the Lambohov project was deemed inadequate for developing passive houses of
today’s standards as the specific software used “does not take into account the
building's orientation [and] does not take into account airflows between zones”
(Hagengran & Stenberg 2005:9). That is, a lot of detail was missed by using an
ideal building model rather than a model specifically taking into account the
Lambohov passive houses. The energy calculation was merely based on an
abstraction: a reference building based on the minimum energy demands in the
Swedish building code. The software used ensured that the buildings followed
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legal standards, but it was not useful as a tool for reaching a real increase in
building performance.
The material conditions set by the specific buildings in the project were partly
‘invisible’ to the project group. Whereas it was possible to make rough estimations
of energy demand with the tools used in Lambohov, it was impossible to develop
dynamic energy models for the actual buildings (CEO of Construction Company
2017). This limitation meant that different solutions or building components could
not be simulated beforehand. This inability to simulate building solutions and
components demonstrates that the functionality of passive houses is placedependent and therefore construction trials and simulations are key (Janson 2008).
Although the buildings are of good quality, it is still possible that the Lambohov
project did not turn out as good as it could have. Follow-up studies of finished
construction show “possible improvements in the design, the building envelope
and in the heating control”. More specifically, window orientation and ventilation
duct positioning (Molin et al. 2011:2822) could have been improved using
different energy modelling software. In addition, the buildings lacked external
shading (Rohdin et al. 2014). These are important as any small improvements
could have increased the status of the passive houses among critical actors within
Stångåstaden. Moreover, this might have had detrimental effects on the willingness
of the company management to invest in passive houses in the future.
The planning phase plays a crucial role in passive house projects for building
design and engineering choices as well as for presenting a joint guiding vision
among involved actors. The lack of suitable tools for making choices meant a lack
of organization of social dimensions. In addition, an increased detail-steering of
the construction of the buildings would have meant a closer integration of
professions. This integration might have acted as a seed for developing a more
long-term competence hub in the region. However, learning was limited because
very few actors had an overview of the whole passive house project (Project
Manager at Stångåstaden 2009).
Based on the Vallda Heberg project and the Lambohov project, I argue that
building energy model software is not only a simulation tool but also a
communication tool useful for coordinating the building project between different
professions. Such a tool might even help inexperienced developers learn about how
material choices affect building energy behaviour (Eidenskog 2017). Improved
communication could lead to the development of passive house networks and an
environment facilitating these types of buildings. To mainstream these buildings,
it might be crucial to encourage these types of self-reinforcing relations between
individual passive house projects and improve organizational and regional
competence building.
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8.3.3 Competence development and collaboration activities in the eastern
region
To understand the development of the Lambohov project and Stångåstaden’s
approach to passive houses, it is central to consider the conditions existing in
eastern Sweden, as mentioned in the previous chapter. For example, the region has
no institutional structures that can facilitate passive house development but have a
strong political support for district heating. This institutional setting is a problem
according to Stångåstaden employees advocating for passive houses:
Either a district heating connection is written into the local plans, or it is written
into the purchase agreement of municipal land... We have become used to connect
to the district heating grid, and the disadvantage of this is unfortunately that the
incentive to make every house energy efficient is low. (Project Manager at
Stångåstaden 2009)

The local institutions support district heating at the expense of passive houses. This
is a contrast to the Vallda Heberg project where local and regional institutions
facilitate a co-evolvement of objects and organizations where energy
infrastructures adapt to passive houses.
For greater passive house deployment, Stångåstaden would either have to build a
competence base on their own or bring in temporary external competence. To do
the first would entail a system or network building that might come with very high
social costs as negotiating the inclusion of passive houses in the local energy
system would meet resistance from other municipal organizations. Instead of
acting as a system builder, Stångåstaden chose the second option: to develop
Lambohov with the temporary help of consultants (Property Manager at
Stångåstaden 2016).
As involved actors in the Lambohov project had little experience developing
passive houses, the responsible architects consulted with Hans Eek, who visited
the Lambohov construction-site and introduced practical guidelines for the
construction of the passive houses. The lessons learned from external consultants
in the Lambohov project were valuable according to energy efficiency enthusiasts
within Stångåstaden: “Passive houses and conventional buildings in Lambohov are
of high quality. This shows the importance of keeping the same personnel. After a
few projects we are now back to a higher construction pace with more negligence
and mistakes” (Energy Manager at Stångåstaden 2015).
The competence developed during the Lambohov project temporarily affected the
way Stångåstaden developed buildings. The Stångåstaden project managers had an
increased focus on quality and energy efficiency in their development projects, but
this was a temporary change, drawing only from specific individuals partaking in
the Lambohov project. It did not lead to long-term organizational adaptations
(Energy Manager at Stångåstaden 2015; Energy Strategist at Stångåstaden 2015).
The Lambohov project was the first residential passive houses in the western
region, but the competence developed remained within the small group of
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professionals that were involved in the project. There were no actors who gathered
and sustained passive house competence, and there were no networks or system
building activities growing out of Lambohov. This was later visible when many of
the actors from Stångåstaden who had been involved in the Lambohov project
eventually left the company, resulting in a six-year hiatus in passive house projects.
From this perspective, the learning from the demonstration project has been very
limited.
The Vallda Heberg and the Lambohov cases show that the establishment of a
competent local or regional passive house network should be considered an
organisational achievement. Furthermore, such competence facilitates a
mainstreaming of these buildings at the local level. This is especially important
over longer periods and between building projects.
8.3.4 Organisation of tenant support in Lambohov
Interviews with tenants in six rental households in Lambohov were conducted to
understand how they experienced these buildings and how Stångåstaden adapted
their organization of tenant support to passive houses. Additional material was
gathered from a passive house workshop that took place in Linköping in 2017 and
where Lambohov tenants participated.
All tenants interviewed in Lambohov stated that their homes were either ‘ok’ or
‘good’ to live in. However, all tenants also stated that they experienced nuisances
that they had not experienced in their previous homes. Overall, the buildings in
Lambohov and the collaboration between tenants and housing company met more
criticism in Linköping than in Kungsbacka. This could partly be due to the fact
that passive house technologies had matured by the time the Vallda Heberg project
began. However I argue that organizational set-up also seemed to have played a
key role.
Nuisances mainly concern three areas: technologies that are hard to understand,
uncomfortable temperature changes, and a lack of information. One tenant
discussed the complicated technologies:
We thought that it was going to be easy to live in a passive house, but we have had
a hard time understanding the technologies and the written instructions. [. . .] We
are not the first tenants in this apartment, and maybe therefore we did not receive
any special passive house instructions when we moved in, Stångåstaden says that
they are forwarding our complaints to their subcontractors. (Tenant in Lambohov
2016)

As with the tenants in Vallda Heberg, the Lambohov tenants found that the written
instructions about a building’s functions were unhelpful. Stångåstaden, however,
does not have an organization that can easily accommodate passive house topics.
Since the company does not have tenants moving in and out of their passive house
even on a yearly basis (Quality and Sustainability Manager at Stångåstaden 2015),
it makes little sense for them to invest in such a service.
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Tenants also found temperature fluctuations between different rooms in the
apartments and between floors to be annoying, and they had some problems with
buildings being too hot in the summer, which previous research has shown was
partly due to the lack of basic external shading (Rohdin et al. 2014). Some tenants
stated that Stångåstaden promised external shade, but this never happened. Other
tenants stated that they knew from the beginning that the shade would not be paid
for by the Stångåstaden.
All interviewed tenants noted that if Stångåstaden has been more visible, these
types of issues could be solved. One tenant stated that “my neighbours have
condensation on their windows when it's cold, and my floors are lukewarm even
though I have underfloor heating. We rarely meet Stångåstaden representatives,
they visited us during the inspection but since then they have been invisible”
(Tenant in Lambohov in 2016).
Tenants in Lambohov, as in Vallda Heberg, thereby expressed that they had
experienced problems with their homes. It is not possible from this enquiry to say
if these problems are specifically related to passive houses or if these problems are
experienced by tenants in conventional new buildings as well. Overall, the tenants
experienced passive houses as ‘good’ in Vallda Heberg and as ‘good’ or ‘ok’ in
Lambohov. The satisfaction with the buildings mirrors previous results showing
that passive house tenants are overall satisfied with their homes (Hauge et al.
2011).
What is possible to say is that the companies differ in how they approach their
tenants when problems do occur. In Vallda Heberg, an organizational structure was
put into place to address tenant problems specifically related to passive houses,
and they also worked with social milieus designed to prevent problems from
arising. In Stångåstaden, no such organization was established, most probably
since there are so few passive houses managed by the company (Energy Manager
at Stångåstaden 2015).
So while the companies cannot be fully and fairly compared from a passive house
client service perspective, it is still possible to conclude that Eksta’s mainstreaming
approach includes a social organization running more in parallel with the daily
operations of the passive houses and the daily lives of tenants. This suggests a coevolvement of material and social aspects that does not exist to the same degree in
the demonstration approach taken by Stångåstaden. That is, Eksta encouraged and
embraced a ‘passive-house centred’ culture (Cetina 1997; Suchman 2005),
Stångåstaden did not.

8.4 Concluding discussion
The guiding idea in this chapter has been that the material characteristics of passive
houses and the organizational set-ups and processes of housing companies can
develop simultaneously, and this is important for the wider deployment of these
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buildings. At the company level, mainstreaming thereby entails a social culture
developing around passive houses where organisations and objects co-evolve
(Cetina 1997; Suchman 2005). Gaining experiences with developing passive
houses can be used to adapt organizational structures, and a better matching
between these two dimensions facilitates increased construction of these buildings.
As demonstrated by these two cases, there is no automatic way that the
development of passive houses leads to specific organizational structures.
Although nothing says that a less adaptive organization cannot develop a few
demonstration buildings, the main point about Stångåstaden is that its lack of
adaptation resulted in ignoring the conditions needed to develop long-term
building of passive houses on a wider scale. For example, they did not achieve
economic viability for such buildings and initiated no competence building.
Borrowing from Suchman (2005), I argue that the introduction of passive houses
as a new type of product not only creates tensions within existing structures of the
companies, but also opens up opportunities for organisational change and
adaptation. The results presented in this chapter support this idea of co-evolution
and show how specific object-organization alignments facilitate the development
of passive houses. How housing companies react to these challenges and to which
extent they are able to create a better match between organisational structures and
the objects they produce is central for the mainstreaming of these buildings.
Four broader organizational processes have been identified where the technical
characteristics of passive houses and material devices influence how housing
companies interact with this type of building. The first process addresses economic
models for investment decisions and passive house costs, the second process
addresses project planning and the use of models for assessing building energy use,
the third process addresses competence development and regional collaboration
activities, and the fourth process addresses passive house tenants and the
organization of tenant support structures.
While both companies considered the increased upfront costs for building
components, they adapted their economic models for building operations
differently. Eksta considered low heat demand of well-insulated passive houses
and developed the surrounding technological infrastructure accordingly. Eksta
adapted its investment calculation by extending it to the whole energy supply
infrastructure of the neighbourhood. However, relations do not change
automatically. Stångåstaden did not adapt its economic processes to the
prerequisites demanded by passive houses and used the original revenue model for
standard buildings. Stångåstaden had less possibilities to include the energy supply
infrastructure in its service model because district heating supply was a nonnegotiable prerequisite in Linköping. Therefore, Lambohov must be assessed from
the perspective that it is situated in a district heating region.
Although the company strategies differed, it is still possible to say from the two
cases, drawing on Suchman (2005), that mainstreaming seems to be facilitated
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through organizational adaptation to the physical characteristics of buildings. This
was also visible regarding the use of energy calculation and simulation software.
In Vallda Heberg, the building processes were planned in detail through joint
project documentation, energy simulations, and by emphasizing the architects’ role
in building energy performance. This tight integration of engineering and design
aspects was driven by the material prerequisites set by the passive houses. Through
this, the whole project group used the energy models and energy calculations when
communicating about the project.
In the Lambohov case, energy calculation tools were sparsely used and not adapted
specifically to passive houses; that is, there were no energy simulations done for
the specific buildings. Stångåstaden did not develop long-lasting coordinated
practices between architects and energy simulation experts and did not coordinate
the project using such tools.
The different roles objects play for organisations is captured in Cetina’s (1997)
notion of ‘object-centred sociality’, a concept that positions objects as resources
for guiding how professionals perform their daily tasks. In the Vallda Heberg case,
passive houses played an active role in shaping the organisation. That is,
professionals developed new design strategies and new ways of organizing their
collaboration based on the technical characteristics of passive houses. This
approach led to high social learning about passive houses within Eksta, mediated
through building and planning tools and through strong client intervention.
Therefore, the passive houses actively triggered new relations between
professionals. In contrast, the Lambohov passive houses did not result in any
significant changes between involved project actors, and the ‘status’ of these
objects in the housing company and in the region remain rather low. As a
consequence, the Lambohov project did not act as a mainstreaming activity for
passive houses in the company or in the region.
The companies differ in their approaches to passive houses. Regarding the Eksta
and its Vallda Heberg projects, the interviewees were almost totally unanimous
about the merit of the passive house standard and the central role played by Eksta
in developing these buildings. For Stångåstaden, however, there were many
different opinions both about passive houses and about the role of the housing
company. In addition, the companies differed in their objectives and ambitions to
develop passive houses and the companies differed in size, business strategies, and
long-term ambitions.
It has therefore not been possible to compare the companies as passive house
developers. The interesting thing is rather to understand the difference between
mainstreaming activities and approaches such as demonstration activities, which
do not lead to organizational changes. It is, for example, visible that tenants receive
different services depending on how much the housing companies adapt their
organization to these buildings. Eksta’s strategy meant a close organizational
alignment with the passive house and placing these buildings at the centre of
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organizational processes, which also facilitated an identity as a passive house
company.
Eksta’s approach significantly influenced daily operations, staffing, relations to
infrastructure, relations to other professions, and their position in the region. For
Stångåstaden, on the other hand, passive houses were just a demonstration project
and a learning opportunity, although the knowledge gained was not used very
effectively. The company showed in Lambohov that it could be progressive and
this gave the company some ‘green goodwill’, but Stångåstaden never intended to
re-organize the whole company around the project so passive houses have so far
remained rather foreign.
Through the study of Vallda Heberg and Lambohov and against the background
of the previous chapter on different institutional eco-systems, it seems that
mainstreaming entails activities at different levels re-enforcing each other:
competence building takes place at the local level in passive house companies, but
it feeds into and can draw from regional passive house networks. This means that
through specific companies and in specific regions passive houses can be
mainstreamed, which might facilitate a national normalization of these buildings.
However, against the developments introduced in chapter six, with a private
construction sector hesitant to support passive houses, the public sector and
building norms play a key role for wider deployment. In the next chapter I analyse
the revision of the Swedish building norms as an arena for potential mainstreaming
of passive houses.
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CHAPTER 9: MAINSTREAMING AND
THE NATIONAL BUILDING
CODE
The final arena identified as central for understanding mainstreaming of passive
houses concerns building regulations. Through the re-organization of building
norms, passive house practices can be adopted as a legal norm and thereby play a
very influential role on the existing and future building stock. Indeed, if the
Swedish building code adopts a passive house standard as a legal norm, this would
be the ultimate mainstreaming action and an indication that passive houses are
normalized.
In this chapter, the focus is specifically on the Swedish building norm and the
process of adopting the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(Directive 2010/31/EU, or the EPBD). Therefore, this chapter highlights
positionings and negotiations from government authorities as well as from private
and public consulting bodies on how a new national building norm ought to be
designed.
As mentioned in previous chapters, the EPBD (as other EU directives) has to be
translated (‘transposed’) into Swedish building legislation. This process took place
between 2010 and 2017. With the EPBD came the introduction of the concept
‘nearly zero energy building’ (nZEB), which defines the energy performance of
new buildings by the end of 2020. The nZEB concept had to become part of the
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existing building code in Sweden and affects rules for all residential buildings
(conventional as well as passive houses).
The EPBD is the EU’s main legislation covering the reduction of the energy
consumption of buildings. Importantly, the EPBD is kept rather vague on several
points to allow for adaptation to national laws and traditions. Specifically, this
study examines how legislation in Sweden adapted EPBD to become the main
national legislation that governs building energy performance for the foreseeable
future. This chapter aims to understand the introduction of the nZEB concept in
Sweden by studying how policy makers and public and private actors negotiate the
meaning of the EPBD, how this involves passive houses, and how this translates
into a new national ‘nZEB building code’.
I focus on energy performance (expressed as kWh/m2/year) since this variable is
the most contested in the studied material. Minimum energy performance
requirements are important as they do two major things. First, they set minimum
levels. Second, they specify what is included in the concept of building energy
performance. These rules shape practices in the residential building market and
thereby influence the character of residential buildings and heating systems. What
is at stake is whether the definition of nearly zero energy building energy
performance supports very efficient passive houses or the status quo (of less energy
efficient buildings).
Mainstreaming in this arena is thus understood as the participation of passive house
advocates in negotiations about the design of the new national building code. In
these negotiations, their aim is to shape the building code in favour of passive
house buildings. To analyse this process, I have studied policy suggestions and
consultation reports. Through this material, I show how policy makers, public
authorities, and consulting bodies negotiate a new building standard based on the
EPBD.
In total, four policy documents and 183 consultations were analysed. These
policies are presented in the following documents: the Swedish Energy Agency
report A national strategy for the promotion of low-energy buildings (2010); the
Government Offices memorandum Revised Directive on the Energy Performance
of Buildings, Part II Assessments and Suggestions for nearly zero-energy buildings
(2011); the government bill A simpler planning process (2013); and the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning report Proposal for a Swedish
application of nearly zero-energy buildings (2015).
The analysis follows the policy-making process, but some leap of time occurs to
clarify empirical points. I analyse how different actors aim to include different
calculations in the building code to further their respective interests. To accomplish
this, I make use of central notions from theories of economization and
marketization (Çalışkan & Callon 2009, Çalışkan & Callon 2010; Callon 1998;
Callon et al. 2002; Muniesa et al. 2007), but apply these to the policy-making
process. The concepts I am using are calculative device and metrological
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infrastructure. I emphasize how building energy performance is negotiated, what
building energy performance means, and what types of energy are included in the
new building code. Finally, I discuss the political consequences of this for the
residential building sector and for the normalization of passive houses.
The term ‘calculations’ in this text refer broadly to the measurements, numbers,
and performance levels presented in the building code and how these performance
levels are calculated; for example, energy performance is defined as kWh/m2/year.
This calculation, as all others included in the building code, presents specific
political outcomes for the residential building system.
Such calculations are usually not independent from each other, but become part of
broader networks or ensembles of calculations that assume an almost
infrastructural quality, which Callon (1998) calls ‘metrological infrastructure’.
Borrowing from this notion, a certain cultural understanding of energy calculations
are deemed to gain prominence through the system of calculations in the building
code and related policies. This conceptualization is helpful in showing how the
negotiations of the nZEB concept are conducted through the proxy of calculations
and how different combinations of calculations and calculative practices govern
the outcome of the building code. That is, the building code acts as a calculative
device, shaping the residential building system. In the next part of this chapter, I
discuss the concept of performance-based building regulations and the EPBD is
introduced.

9.1 Performance-based building regulations
and the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive
The complexity of environmental and climate problems has resulted in an
increasing shift of regulatory practices from prescriptive to performance-based
building regulations over the past decades (May 2003; Meacham & van Straalen
2018; Van der Heijden & De Jong 2009). Traditionally, building regulations were
prescriptive and focused on practices and requirements for single building
elements with regard to construction types, ratings, and specifications, such as Uvalues for the building envelope (Meacham 2016). However, to better address the
need to substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption as
well as changed market and regulatory environments due to neo-liberal governance
styles, there has been a move to performance-based regulations that, for example,
define the maximum energy consumption of a building per year.
Such regulations are not just neutral calculations of energy demand (cf. Smedby &
Quitzau 2016) but contain objectives “that reflect societal expectations and desires,
along with functional statements, operative requirements and in some cases
performance criteria” (Meacham et al. 2005:92). The societal and political
dimensions that shape the way building energy performance is calculated are often
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overlooked when building regulations and energy performance are studied and
discussed. The EPBD is one such performance-based regulation, and in the
translation of it into national law, societal expectations and interests are imbued in
the building legislation.
To reduce the energy consumption of buildings in Europe, the EU presented the
EPBD in 2002. In 2010, the EU revised the EPBD to reflect the importance of
building energy efficiency for the global climate and to ensure that the public
sector took the lead in this energy transition. With EPBD, a target was set for all
new buildings to be nZEBs, which will affect all Swedish housing constructed by
the end of 2020 (for public buildings by 2018).
The EPBD presents broad guidelines for calculating and defining building energy
performance and for defining nearly zero-energy buildings. The task for national
policy makers is to interpret the EPBD to decide what the energy performance will
be for nZEBs in Sweden and to merge this with the existing building code.
Thereby, the EPBD will lead to a nZEB code: a building regulation guiding all
residential housing with the aim of lowering overall energy consumption in the
building sector.
In Article 2.2 of the EPBD, nZEB is defined as follows:
A building that has a very high energy performance, as determined in accordance
with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required should be
covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including
energy from renewable sources produced on-site or nearby. (Directive 2010/31/EU)

The nZEB concept is important as it is supposed to be a new European building
standard. However, it is up to each country to decide how ambitious their nZEB
level (kWh/m2/year) ought to be. So when adapting the EPBD into national law,
one task is to define what a Swedish nZEB entails in detail. As shown in previous
chapters, advocates understand the introduction of the nZEB concept to mean legal
support for passive houses, while a majority of established housing sector actors
keep a more open definition to what type of buildings nZEB entails.
As a case for the implementation of EPBD, Sweden is interesting to study as the
country has a long history of building energy regulations and is seen as being a
European frontrunner in building energy performance legislations (Annunziata et
al. 2013). At the same time, this leading position is threatened as some European
countries (e.g., Norway) have adopted stricter energy performance demands and
introduced passive houses as a legal standard (Nykamp 2017).
What is needed to accommodate for climate change is an absolute reduction in
building energy use, and a main question is whether the implementation of EPBD
will lead to this in Sweden. Another question is how the legislation shapes sociotechnical development; that is, what effects the nZEB building code will have on
the building stock and on the related residential building heating system.
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In the first step, the EPBD is thus a product of political negotiations among EU
members, but its final form in national law is a product of country-specific
processes. Therefore, the EPBD potentially plays a key role in the normalization
of passive houses in Sweden. The introduction of nZEBs in Sweden takes place
through a multi-step policy-making process, which here is understood as a
mainstreaming activity that includes a heterogeneous set of actors. It involves
public authorities as well as the private sector, as stakeholder consultation is
central for the Swedish policy-making model.
In the policy-making process, the Swedish authorities send out policy proposals to
relevant consulting bodies. Some government agencies are required to comment
on each proposal, and additional public and private stakeholders are invited to do
so. Consultations are then gathered, assessed, and summarized by the relevant
authority for further input to the policy process. These steps can then be repeated
if deemed necessary by the responsible policy-maker.
The policy-making process consists of many individual issues to negotiate, so the
overall political outcome for the housing stock can be hard to oversee. For this
reason, consulting bodies from different backgrounds are involved. Through this
broad participation, alternative visions and techno-political pathways for the
residential building system are temporarily visible in the policy-making process.
Strategies that influence the policy-making process are not limited to
consultations, but this process is a key arena as it makes visible the different
positions that actors take on energy efficiency in the national building norms.
Policy-making in Sweden is hence a negotiation process of often overlapping,
integrated, and complex political issues involving a heterogeneous set of actors.
This policy-making process is important since it shapes how EU directives are
implemented in Sweden. The process can be seemingly fairly consensus-based and
iterative, but it presents temporal openings with potential for real political change.
In these openings, political topics are contested and political pathways are
negotiated. In this way, the nZEB building code is a mainstreaming opportunity
for advocates of passive houses. The next section presents the Swedish building
code.

9.2 The Swedish building code
The design of the existing building code3 plays a decisive role in the
implementation of the nZEB concept in Sweden. Building energy performance is
regulated in chapter nine of the building code of the National Board of Housing,
Building, and Planning. This chapter examines how nZEBs regulations affect the
general building sector. The nZEB definition will not be its own category in the

3

The terminology ‘Swedish building code’ refers to the building regulations of the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning (Boverkets Byggregler, or BBR).
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building code, but will merge with and revise existing regulations, presenting a
minimum energy performance level applicable to all buildings. Consequently, the
ambition of the energy performance standard set for nZEBs determines the
ambition of Sweden’s general energy efficiency level in the building sector from
2020.
Sweden first regulated energy performance in 1975 by requiring specific
performance levels for specific building components. In 1988, a performancebased building code was introduced that focused on thermal performance
measured in W/m2/K (the U-value). From 2006, the building code has defined
energy performance in terms of annual energy use per area, measured as
kWh/m2/year. The building code has further complexities that include “different
rules for different building types, three climate zones from north to south, and
special rules for specific [heating technologies] − but overall, [it is] not stringent
about energy efficiency” (Dzebo & Nykvist 2017:119).
Local building policies add to this complexity. Historically, municipalities have
established policies demanding strict energy standards. Since the early 2000s,
these municipalities and their public housing companies have been forerunners in
applying their own stricter energy performance demands on buildings, conditions
that encourage early development of very energy efficient buildings, such as
passive houses. Through this, public housing companies (and their owners, the
municipalities) have been central in the early development of passive houses and
low energy building policy.
9.2.1 The policy-making process in Sweden
In the Swedish policy-process, before merging the building code with the EPBD,
major issues related to the introduction of nZEBs in Sweden were analysed and
evaluated in several steps by national authorities. The Swedish Energy Agency and
The National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning presented evaluations
commissioned by the government in 2010. The evaluations interpreted the EPBD
in the context of Swedish conditions to help policy makers determine the most
suitable level of energy performance of buildings with respect to the nZEB
definition in the EPBD. In 2011, the Government Offices used these evaluations
to produce a memorandum about energy performance requirements.
The evaluations differed quite a lot, especially with respect to energy performance
(expressed as kWh/m2/year). The evaluation made by the National Board of
Housing, Building, and Planning proposed that minimum energy performance
ought to be 90 kWh/m2/year, which they were already proposing in their ongoing
revision of the building code (a revision planned before the EPBD was revised).
However, the evaluation by the Swedish Energy Agency stated that minimum
building energy performance ought to be 55 kWh/m2/year, a level very similar to
the level for passive house at that time (Dzebo & Nykvist 2017). In 2010, the
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evaluations were presented by the national agencies and lead to a parallel
development regarding building energy performance.
Both a stricter and a more lenient position on energy performance were visible in
different policies. One the one hand, the Government Offices memorandum from
2011 was mainly based on the evaluation of the National Board of Housing,
Building, and Planning and was a forerunner to a proposal by the National Board
of Housing, Building, and Planning for a Swedish nZEB definition presented in
2015, which included suggestions for energy performance. On the other hand, the
evaluation by the Swedish Energy Agency mainly fed into the report A national
strategy for the promotion of low-energy buildings (2010), which promoted an
increased number of low-energy buildings in Sweden in line with the EPBD. This
report proposed building energy performance goals for 2015 and 2021.
The introduction of the EPBD in Sweden has been seen by advocates as an
opportunity for the passive house standard to gain support in the national building
code (Government Offices 2012). Thus, forerunners in the development of the
concept and the Swedish Energy Agency supported stricter demands on energy
performance. In general, a majority of the consulting bodies were in favour of a
strict approach to energy efficiency, but they did not necessarily support passive
houses (as shown in the first empirical chapter). On the other hand, the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning was conservative in its approach to
energy performance. This divide is the background for understanding the making
of the nZEB code as a potential mainstreaming activity.

9.3 “Sweden already meets the requirements in
the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive”
9.3.1 The Government Offices position
In 2011, the Government Offices presented a memorandum that was supposed to
synthesize the evaluations of energy performance for nZEBs made by the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning (which recommended energy
performance levels at 90 kWh/m2/year), and the Swedish Energy Agency (which
recommended energy performance levels at 55 kWh/m2/year). The purpose of the
memorandum was to present assessments and proposals regarding nZEBs based
on these different positions. However, the memorandum had a strong bias towards
the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning evaluation, so Sweden’s
official position early on did not favour strict building energy performance
standards:
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The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, estimates that new energy
demand will be changed from no more than 110 to 90 kWh/m2/year [. . .] Cost
estimates show that the proposed level of energy demand is close to the limit of
how strict they can be from a real estate economics perspective, taking into account
construction and energy costs. (Government Offices 2011:7)

Data from the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning were used as
the main basis for the Government Offices’ memorandum. By using these data,
economic values were highly prioritized as the main evaluation variable shaping
the nZEB policy’s final outcome. The Government Offices noted that their
decision to use this data was widely accepted as reasonable across the housing
sector, although other actors deemed the suggested performance levels not to be
progressive enough. The Government Offices even stated that half of the consulted
actors vouched for stricter energy demands.
To further legitimize their conservative approach, references were made to other
actors supporting this position, such as heat pump producer NIBE: "The energy
requirements begin to approach levels which would require development efforts to
provide economically viable solutions" (Government Offices 2011:11). For this
heat pump producer, strict energy performance demands would lead to production
changes. For example, it would have to switch to more efficient heat pump models.
The Government Offices used this perceived economic burden to argue for the
more conservative pathway presented in the National Board of Housing, Building,
and Planning evaluation. In other words, the Government Offices were not willing
to set energy performance demands at a level that would actually require change
in the construction industry's practices. Consequently, these guidelines would
already be followed by a great majority of developers without any actual change
in practices. Clearly, such an interpretation of the EPBD does not facilitate passive
house deployment.
Establishing economy as the most important evaluation variable when determining
energy performance was legitimized by referring to actors who agreed on lenient
standards. The Government Offices then defined the specific content of this
economic variable by constructing a network of calculations that supported their
specific economic definition of the nZEB concept. That is, the Government Offices
developed what Callon (1998) calls a metrological infrastructure to support lenient
energy performance demands. That is by combining measurements and
calculations from different sources they aimed to show that lenient energy
performance demands were reasonable.
To define their economic variable, the Government Offices drew once again from
the evaluation by the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning, which
had established a set of specific economic factors to account for when deciding on
reasonable energy performance levels. For example, energy costs and development
costs for buildings were included, while societal costs related to climate change
were not (which it actually should be according to the EPBD). In other words, they
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only included the costs for construction, but external social costs for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions were excluded.
Through this the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning had
established that the reasonable cost level for constructing nZEBs depended mainly
on the cost of electricity, since high energy costs would be a reasonable argument
for energy efficiency measures. The Government Offices summarized the situation
as follows:
[T]he conclusion remains that it is too expensive to develop housing with stricter
energy efficiency standards [than 90 kWh/m2/year]. In order to achieve
profitability, investment costs must be low, energy prices must rise by about 2
percent per year and the cost of capital that the property owner calculates with
cannot be too high [developments which are deemed unlikely by the National Board
of Housing, Building and Planning]. (Government Offices 2011:15)

Based on the evaluation by the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning,
the Government Offices simply assumed that no energy price increase would occur
and that developers would not change their economic investment models. Against
this evaluation the Government Offices basically stated that the Swedish
construction sector was already working at the limit of its capacity concerning
energy efficiency measures. This specific economic calculation legitimized why
lowering the performance standard from 110 to 90 kWh/m2/year is as far as is
reasonable to go. They based their position on data from the National Board of
Housing, Building, and Planning, who in turn based their data on assumptions on
price development of electricity:
The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, has calculated with real
unchanged energy prices over a 40 year economic life of the building, which means
that the expected energy price increase follows the rate of inflation… the cost of
electricity determined at the Nordpool electricity market in 2009, amounted to
about [0.05 EUR] per kWh… Based on this it is difficult to set stricter energy
performance requirements [for nZEBs] from an economic perspective.
(Government Offices 2011:14-15)

From this position, what is deemed as a reasonable energy performance demand
for nZEBs ultimately depends on this speculative economic calculation by the
National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning. The Government Offices’
memorandum concluded that “the assessment is that Sweden already meets the
requirements of the EPBD for nZEBs based on what is technically and
economically justified on the basis of national conditions” (2011:11). In addition,
the Government Offices declared that no more revisions were needed. Ultimately,
if this were to be the final word on the matter, it would mean that ‘nearly zero’
meant 90 kWh/m2/year as Sweden interpreted the EPBD.
To summarize thus far, this interpretation was the result of a specific calculative
practice by the Government Offices. It required the establishment of a network of
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calculations supporting a specific economic definition of what the nZEB code
would entail. The assumption that the cost of electricity on Nordpool will be
constant for 40 years shapes the nZEB definition as the anticipation of low energy
costs makes stricter energy performance requirements economically unfeasible.
Based on this assumed cheap electricity, the Government Offices opted for lenient
energy efficiency standards. According to this position it would simply be too
expensive to construct buildings that were more energy efficient.
Through this specific metrological infrastructure, the building code acts as a
legally supported, calculative device (Callon & Muniesa 2005), sending signals to
the housing market that there is no hurry to mainstream very energy efficient
buildings such as passive houses. As a result, the definition of nZEB does not differ
much from the already existing building code. In addition the metrological
infrastructure makes the politics behind it less visible. That is, the final decision of
90 kWh/m2/year was visible, but the economic assumptions supporting this
decision remained hidden. From this point on, this position became central for
negotiations in the policy-making process; all other actors had to relate to the
metrological infrastructure set in place by the Government Offices. Thereby the
calculations became the main topic of discussion in the policy-making process,
rather than the underlying politics.
9.3.2 A contrasting metrological infrastructure
Contrary to the assessment by the Government Offices, the Energy Agency opted
for strict energy performance levels. The Swedish Energy Agency made this
argument by presenting their own metrological infrastructure. When commenting
on the memorandum, the Energy Agency anchored its argument for stricter energy
performance demand in their National Strategy for Low-energy Buildings:
In principle, we propose a halving of today's minimum energy demand according
to the existent building code… According to Sweden's Environmental Objective A
Good Built Environment, the reduction should be 20 percent for total energy use
per heated area unit in homes and premises by 2020 and 50 percent by 2050 in
relation to the use in 1995 (2010:8/23)

The Energy Agency thus promoted stricter demands by referring to national
environmental and energy objectives. It legitimized a political position contrary to
the one presented by the Government Offices by using measurements and
numerical arguments from alternative sources. In addition, to referring to the
national environmental objectives, the Energy Agency also argued for their
definition based on the utility of passive house building practices and renewable
energy:
The general energy requirements of nZEB should be, according to the Agency, in
order of priority: 1. Very energy efficient building envelope 2. Highly energy
efficient installations 3. A large proportion of the energy needed should be
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renewable. [. . .] Passive house energy level demands can be used in the definition
of nZEBs. (Swedish Energy Agency 2010:18-19)

The Energy Agency pushed the vision that the nZEB concept ought to be a driver
of innovation rather than be shaped by established practices and technologies. This
approach to nZEBs presented an alternative to the more conservative economic
pathway presented by the Government Offices and represents a more ‘progressive’
argument in the negotiation of making passive houses mainstream. Because the
Energy Agency had the ambition to change the way buildings are constructed, its
rationale was based on previous local passive house projects: “There are a number
of [passive house] examples both in Sweden and in other countries showing that it
is possible to build new houses that have both a very low energy demand and a
good indoor climate” (Swedish Energy Agency 2010:24).
From this position, an alternative metrological infrastructure was constructed,
linking a definition of nZEBs to the Swedish environmental objectives, to passive
house building practices, and to earlier Swedish passive house projects. The
Energy Agency concluded the following:
Based on assessments of today's market situation and assessed technology
development, a halving of today's energy requirement can be done in the buildings
code [from 110 kWh/m2/year down to 55 kWh/m2/year]... Through this the national
policy for nZEB buildings can significantly contribute to achieving or exceeding
social-, energy-, and environmental objectives. (2010:8/23)

Through this, the Energy Agency presented energy demands, which according to
Dzebo and Nykvist (2017), were at Swedish passive house levels. The Energy
Agency legitimized this position by presenting a metrological infrastructure that
differ from the status quo in the Swedish building code. The Energy Agency
presented an alternative and stricter definition of the energy performance demands
for nZEBs.
To summarize, the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning and the
Government Offices and the Swedish Energy Agency promoted two different
building energy performance standards for the nZEB building code. This
difference represents two radically different political visions for the residential
building system: one more ‘conservative’ supporting the status quo and one more
‘progressive’ supporting the establishment of strict energy demands at passive
house levels.
However, these political visions will not be visible in the final policy, as they are
imbued in different metrological infrastructures. The metrological infrastructures
presented in this section are exemplified through the connection of calculative
assumptions made by the Government Offices, Nordpool, and The National Board
of Housing, Building, and Planning and a totally different infrastructure
connecting calculations from the Swedish Energy Agency with Swedish
Environmental objectives and with passive house standards. Once one of these
metrological infrastructures are set in place it will guide the policy-making
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negotiations. This will effectively steer the final policy away from alternative
political pathways.
In the studied material, these are the two main metrological infrastructures
presented. However, there were many different calculative approaches competing
to become dominant in the new nZEB code presented by consulting bodies. For
example, the Centre for Zero Energy Buildings presented its own calculations in
favour of passive house type buildings. The Centre for Zero Energy combined
calculations from researchers at the faculty of engineering at Lund University on
heat loss values, energy performance levels presented by the Norwegian Ministry
of Local Government and Modernisation, and economic packages stimulating
energy efficient product at the housing market to reach a conclusion that 55
kWh/m2/year is a reasonable energy performance level. There were thus many
different ways in which the new building norm could be designed.
9.3.3 Accommodating for local building policies?
The support for passive houses and other low energy building concepts became
visible in the consultations. A majority of stakeholders commenting on the
Government Offices’ memorandum (2011) supported stricter energy performance
(Government Offices 2012) as advocated by the Energy Agency. This support was
often rooted in the local projects that brought passive houses on the agenda in the
first place – i.e., from the municipalities and public housing companies that
developed Sweden’s early passive houses.
As mentioned previously, passive houses have been supported in a few regions in
Sweden since the early 2000s through local energy policies and local building
programmes. Thus there have been local niches where passive houses have been
able to develop in spite of strict economic and technological rationales that govern
most of the conventional housing market. In these protected pockets, different
passive house solutions have been tested, often by publicly owned companies and
through the support of ambitious local building policies. Local good examples
were highlighted by several consulting bodies to emphasize that stricter energy
demands were possible based on these experiences: “The City of Stockholm has
requirements of 55 kWh/m2/year for new constructions on municipally owned land
and a target of max 60 kWh/m2/year for buildings undergoing major renovations.
Five percent of Sweden’s municipalities already have stricter regulations”
(Government Offices 2012:82).
Being able to set strict local energy demands has been central for public building
company practices. A national demand for strict energy performance standards
would encourage a continuation along this path and send signals that
mainstreaming was underway. Because the level of building energy performance
in the national building code is linked to the continued development of passive
houses, many consulting bodies supported the stricter Energy Agency position.
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On the other hand, supporters of more lenient energy efficiency requirements
argued that a variety of different local energy performance demands would cause
market failures. The County Administrative Board of Uppsala, for example,
defended the Government Offices position: “A variety of [local] building
regulations leads to the construction industry developing different solutions, which
does not favour a large-scale and industrialized cost-effective process”
(Government Offices 2012:43). This position wanted to standardize one energy
performance level in the national building code with little allowance for local
deviations, which would lead to a greater harmonization of building performance.
The argument followed the same line as the Government Offices; namely, a
specific economic valuation should be the guiding principle for nZEBs. Against
this background, the topic of defining energy performance standards partly became
a controversial issue of whether municipal authorities should be allowed to set
local energy demands.
In 2013, the position promoting a harmonized policy found legal support outside
the nZEB policy-making process when the Swedish Parliament presented the
government bill A simpler planning process (2013). The bill followed a neo-liberal
governance model, restricting the opportunity of municipalities to regulate
technological requirements of buildings within their administrative jurisdiction.
This bill was part of a vision to increase economic viability and the pace of
construction in the Swedish construction sector. The bill delineated limitations:
A new provision shall be introduced in the law that a municipality may not set its
own demands on the technical characteristics of a construction project in the
planning phase. [. . .] If a municipality makes such demands, these requirements
shall be without effect. (2013:213)

Effectively, the bill meant that municipalities would be restricted in setting their
own demands on buildings, including stricter energy performance demands. These
polices partly undermined local energy polices supporting the development of
passive houses. By restricting municipal governance, the bill supported the specific
metrological infrastructure presented by the Government Offices; i.e., the bill gave
weight to the Government Offices’ proposal by limiting competing policies.
Consequently, by 2013, the Government Offices’ proposed infrastructure of
calculations increasingly shaped the nZEB building code. And as is presented later
in this chapter, the more conservative approach [90 kWh/m2/year] became the legal
norm in 2017.

9.4 Defining energy performance - what types
of energy shall be included?
The Government Offices’ proposal to keep building energy use below 90
kWh/m2/year opened up the question over how to calculate this measurement:
Should this calculation take into account what type of energy carrier and heating
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technologies are being used or should it only take into account the character of the
building envelope? Depending on what type of energy is included, there will be
different outcomes. This approach affects how buildings are constructed, how they
are heated, etc. As with deciding the level of building energy performance,
deciding what type of energy to include entailed a negotiation between authorities
and consulting bodies that had different political ambitions.
In negotiating what energy to include, the calculative work of heat pump and
district heating advocates was central. These are advocates for the two main
heating technologies in the Swedish residential building system. The former
dominates the one- and two-dwelling sector, and the latter dominates the multidwelling sector. What energy to include in the building code influences the
viability of these technologies, as they are directly linked to the supply and delivery
of energy for buildings. Indeed, these two technologies have dominated the
Swedish heat regime in the past, but “the market for the different technologies has
shown signs of saturation and there are now increasing tensions between [district
heating] and [heat pumps]” (Dzebo & Nykvist 2017:114).
9.4.1 The role of building system boundaries
In 2015, the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning presented a report
discussing the pros and cons of different ways of defining building energy
performance (expressed as kWh/m2/year). The report also suggested possible
definitions to be included in the nZEB code. The different types of energy that
could be included were presented as different building system boundaries, where
a “system boundary is the limit in, or around, the building defining what is supplied
energy” (2015:48). Here the ‘energy system boundary’ is understood as a type of
calculation, regulating what types of energy to use when calculating building
performance.
Energy system boundaries were introduced to accommodate for the EPBD stating
that nZEBs ought to be using energy which “to a significant extent” comes from
renewable sources, “including energy from renewable sources produced on-site or
nearby” (Directive 2010/31/EU). However, energy system boundaries are difficult
to define because the term ‘on-site’ is open to multiple interpretations. For
example, because Sweden has a very high degree of district heating compared to
the rest of Europe, considering district heating as either on-site or off-site
production can significantly influence energy efficiency in the Swedish multidwelling sector. While it is maybe tough to argue that district heating is on-site
production, Swedish policy-makers still need to relate to district heating when
setting energy system boundaries since the technology is so commonly used.
Deciding on system boundaries of buildings in the building code is important
because energy performance requirements can cover different areas from primary
energy use to internal building installations. The choice of system boundary
thereby creates a preference towards developing specific types of buildings.
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Consequently, the task for the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning
report (2015) was to define what would constitute supplied energy in the nZEB
code so that a new energy performance standard could be established in Sweden.
The report presented different potential building system boundaries, for example,
the net energy system boundary, which includes the net energy demand of the
building, including energy from heat recovery (Board of Housing 2015). In this
system boundary, the source of the energy is ‘invisible’; that is, the energy source
is outside the building system and not accounted for when calculating energy
performance. So, whether the building energy demand is satisfied with energy
from heat pumps or from district heating would not matter for the calculation of
building energy performance.
Net energy thus means that the technological properties of the building are what
matter for energy performance. This system boundary promotes well-insulated
buildings with low heat transmission. Such a policy definition requires buildings
with good thermal properties and high air tightness and would be in line with
passive house buildings. Thus, a net energy system boundary promotes developing
passive buildings.
Another potential building system boundary is primary energy – “all energy losses
from extraction of energy carriers to end-use of energy” (Board of Housing
2015:49). This boundary considers all the energy needed for extraction,
transportation, processing, and use of a fuel. Therefore, choice of fuel and the
efficiency of converting it into end-use energy would affect the calculation of
energy performance, a choice a building owner most often do not have in a
centralized district heating system.
Such a system boundary would consequently be vast, taking into account the whole
cycle of energy generation. Different primary energies will be valued differently.
For example, the building energy performance in the primary energy system
boundary would depend on how the energy used in the building is generated, so
the choice of heating technology would guide building construction. This system
boundary does not promote passive houses as what matters is the way that energy
has been processed and not how buildings are constructed. To invest in a very good
building envelope would probably be down-prioritized if the same theoretical
energy performance could be reached through a cheaper investment in a heating
technology promoted by the building code.
Against this background, the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning
report stated that a system boundary they named delivered (purchased) energy
should be used to calculate the building energy performance for nZEBs (2015).
This building system boundary includes energy delivered from an external source
to the building's technical systems used for heating, comfort cooling, building
operations, and tap water. The delivered (purchased) energy system boundary is
similar to the net energy system boundary, but importantly it includes heating and
cooling technologies. It can therefore be considered a middle way between the
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aforementioned building energy system boundaries: it includes not only building
energy use (i.e., building envelope performance) but also the performance of
heating and cooling technologies.
The nZEB code thereby regulates not only how the building is constructed but it
also regulates energy supply. This hints at the important roles that calculations play
in performance-based building regulations. By changing the building system
boundary, different societal sectors are included or excluded in the policy. The
chosen delivered (purchased) energy system boundary takes into account heating
and cooling technologies, it therefore matters whether the building uses a heat
pump or district heating. This means that both the construction of the building and
the choice of heating technology affect the perceived energy performance of the
building.
In addition, when calculating energy performance, The National Board of
Housing, Building, and Planning excluded what they called “free flowing energy
that can be used on site or nearby” (2015:53). Free flowing energy is defined as
energy from sun, wind, ground, air, or water generated on site. This means that
only the energy delivered to the building from an external energy source will be
considered delivered to the building, and thus part of the specific building
performance, named Espec (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Proposal for how to calculate specific building energy performance (Espec),
measured as kWh/m2/year, according to the building system boundary ‘delivered
(purchased) energy’ (Board of Housing 2015:67).

This means that if photovoltaic cells are attached to a building, this energy is free
to use. In other words, this energy does not need to be considered when calculating
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building energy performance (Espec). The free flowing energy caveat was
introduced to promote the use of local renewable energy, as per the EPBD.
So, energy delivered to the building from an external source, minus the ‘free
flowing’ energy delivered to the building from on-site renewable production, is
included when calculating building energy performance. This calculation has the
consequence that a building could have a less energy-efficient envelope if
sufficient renewable energy is generated on-site. That is, with the use of ‘free
flowing energy’, the energy efficiency properties of the building become less
important. This definition can act as a support for less efficient buildings and it is
a step away from passive houses.
9.4.2 ‘Nearly zero-energy buildings’ and the residential heating system
Sweden has extensive local district heating systems, many of them operated by
municipally-owned companies (Magnusson 2013). The development of district
heating started in the 1940s, and today the technology has a very strong position
in the heating market, supplying more than half of all buildings (the EU average is
below 10%) (Swedish District Heating Association 2009). At the same time, heat
pumps have had a large market increase in the last 15 years and Sweden now has
more than one million heat pump installations in the whole building stock
(Karlsson et al. 2013). Both the heat pump technology and the district heating
technology are deemed to be sustainable solutions by their advocates (Government
Offices 2012).
Against this background, the introduction of the system boundary delivered
(purchased) energy has important consequences: district heating advocates argue
that this system boundary and the concept of ‘free flowing energy’ would not be
technologically neutral because it would favour the competing heat pump
technology and (in theory) make district heating comparatively less energy
effective (Government Offices 2012). The definition was thus deemed to favour
heat pumps as they are powered on-site by electricity.
For a heat pump, the only energy that would be part of calculating the energy
performance would be the small amount of energy needed to run the heat pump’s
compressor while ignoring the full amount of heat energy the pump generated for
the building. In the case of district heating, however, the full amount of heat energy
delivered to the building would be taken into account when calculating the
building’s energy performance. According to district heating advocates, the chosen
system boundary would be unfavourable for a collective solution such as district
heating, which is not defined as an on-site source of energy. So, the composition
of the Swedish residential building heating sector created specific challenges for
the implementation of the EPBD in Sweden and for the actors aiming to deploy
passive houses.
As a result of this calculation bias, a building with a heat pump could be less energy
efficient in its construction than the same building with district heating supply and
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both would comply with the nZEB building code. From a short-term economic
perspective, the proposed system boundary thereby encouraged the use of heat
pumps. A heat pump connected building would be cheaper to construct due to its
need of less insulation in the building envelope, a situation that would lead to
housing developers favouring this cheaper solution, resulting in detrimental effects
on energy efficiency of buildings (and possibly for the growth of the district
heating industry). Such a building norm would mainstream heat pumps rather than
passive houses.
9.4.3 Nearly zero-energy buildings and technological neutrality
The National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning agreed with district
heating advocates that suggested that the nZEB code favoured heat pumps. The
National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning also had to accommodate for
the EPBD demand that primary energy was to be somehow included in the nZEB
code. So-called primary energy weighting factors were therefore included in the
code: “The delivered (purchased) energy system boundary is not considered as
technologically neutral and therefore needs to be supplemented with a weighting
factor for electricity that is higher than for other energy types” (2015:59-60). As
heat pumps run on electricity a weighting factor on electricity were deemed to
make the policy technologically neutral.
The National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning proposed a weighting
factor of 2.5 for electricity and a weighting factor of 1.0 for other sources of
energy. The argument was that a weighting factor for electricity would first
promote technological neutrality between different heat supply technologies and
second it would contribute to saving high quality energy in the form of electricity.
Figure 6 above shows how building energy performance (Espec) is calculated
according to the delivered (purchased) energy building system boundary,
including a weighting factor of 2.5 for electricity.
In the policy-making process, weighting factors were originally an important issue
for district heating and heat pump advocates. The Swedish District Heating
Association strongly supported that heat pumps should have a weighting factor of
2.5 or higher as any lower number would in effect eliminate incentives for
lowering CO2-emissions through the use of district heating, negatively impacting
national climate policy (Government Offices 2012). It also emphasized that the
building's net energy use should be a more reasonable nZEB system boundary as
this would avoid the use of ‘ambiguous’ weighting factors overall.
Such a net energy system boundary would base the performance criteria on the
heat load (W/m2) instead of the delivered energy use (kWh/m2): “[A] heat load
requirement has the advantage of ensuring a good building envelope and avoiding
the trade-off between different forms of energy supply, such as electric and district
heating” (2016:329). A net energy system boundary would thus entail that the
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nZEB policy would regulate the performance of the building envelop and thereby
support passive house type buildings.
Heat pump advocates, on the other hand, argued for lower weighting factors for
electricity:
With these weighting factors houses with heat pumps require more insulation,
thicker walls, and other windows. With a weighting factor of 1.8, we can use the
same building envelope whether the heating system is electricity based or nonelectricity based. (Anebyhusgruppen 2015:2)

The important issue here is that the inclusion of weighting factors thereby focused
the negotiations on energy supply rather than on energy demand. To summarize
this, consulting bodies started taking the system boundary and the weighting factor
calculations for granted in the negotiations. The policy-making process was
thereby shaped by the strong position of the heat pump and district heating sectors
in Sweden. From a mainstreaming perspective, the introduction of passive houses
as a national building norm had been overrun by negotiations over a potential
heating system regime shift where the district heating sector might lose influence
and heat pump advocates might gain influence.
This invoked a great majority of consulting bodies to partake in negotiations of
weighting factors, while the issue of very energy effective buildings, like passive
houses, was down-prioritized. By putting specific weighting factor calculations in
focus, wider political discussions about the building sector were de-valued. By
focusing on district heating versus heat pumps, these two technologies remained
legitimate solutions in the nZEB code. As they are so deeply embedded as
established solutions, they were never really threatened by politically weaker
alternative configurations such as passive houses.
Thus, the introduction of a system boundary started a move in the policy-making
process away from energy demand issues and towards negotiations of energy
supply. The large construction company NCC highlighted the risks with this move:
“[We] support the free flowing energy concept, as NCC supports an increased use
of solar energy, but the concept could lead to constructions with poor building
envelopes” (NCC 2015:2). This development together with the proposed lenient
energy performance demands accumulated to a rather toothless building norm.
9.4.4 Introduction of the new building code in 2017
In 2017, the nZEB definition was finally introduced in the building code through
a two-step process. Since June 2017, the energy performance demand in Sweden
has been at 90 kWh/m2/year (with small deviations depending on building type).
By 2021, in a second step, these demands are to be marginally stricter. The nZEB
code was legally introduced and was mainly influenced by the metrological
infrastructure established by the Government Offices. They succeeded to keep lax
building norms through the presentation of strategically chosen calculations as the
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natural or uncontested choice. This was also helped by the debate on weighing
factors by established actors in the building heating sectors.
The Government Offices and the National Board of Housing, Building, and
Planning each had reasons for slowing down the progress of building energy
efficiency. Both followed EU competition law and adhered to the notion of
technological neutrality: they needed to ensure equivalent evaluation of and
support for different technologies to avoid giving unduly governmental support to
specific market products.
Because the National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning was mainly
responsible for technological building requirements, it had to take into account not
only energy, but also all requirements for buildings regarding health aspects and
indoor environment issues. Therefore, a push for ultra-efficient buildings such as
passive houses was seen as a risk for a major (and unwanted) re-design of the
building code (Strategist at the Swedish Energy Agency 2016). So, for the National
Board of Housing, Building, and Planning the EPBD was never an opportunity to
mainstream very energy efficient buildings, as it was for passive house advocates.
The National Board of Housing, Building, and Planning wanted to implement
EPBD incrementally, without major changes in national building norms.
For the Energy Agency, on the other hand, the nZEB code was an opportunity to
push for a real transition in the housing sector as for them the nZEB concept was
closely related to the Swedish environmental objectives and the need to lower
energy demand on a national level, rather than to economic assumptions about
energy price development.
The main effect of the policy process is the continuation of a housing market
accommodating heat pumps and district heating instead of reducing heat loss and
energy use in the buildings. The re-vision of the national building code has
therefore so far been a missed mainstreaming opportunity for passive house
advocates.
The nZEB concept was introduced in the building code in 2017, and the delivered
(purchased) energy building system boundary as well as the primary energy
weighting factors were legally established. To accommodate for criticism against
a policy lacking guidance towards good thermal insulation, the Board of Housing
have introduced stricter demands for the overall heat transfer coefficient (U-value)
as well as a maximum allowed installed kW capacity. Still, this did not change the
fact that energy demand can easily be met with fairly non-efficient heating
technologies using fossil fuels, with possible detrimental effects for reducing CO2emissions in the Swedish residential building sector.

9.5 Concluding discussion
In this chapter, I have shown how a specific nZEB code was negotiated. In many
ways, the national introduction of the EPBD was a process where dominant and
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conservative actors fought to sustain the status quo. The potential mainstreaming
of passive houses in the policy arena became a trial of political force, where the
strength and the legitimacy of constituencies were played out behind the facade of
politically shaped calculations. This was mainly due to the lack of strong support
for ‘progressive’ political visions, disagreements between governmental
authorities, and strong lobbying from established market actors in the building
heating sector.
To some extent, the policy-making process has also hidden political and power
aspects behind complex numerical arguments. Once specific energy performance
levels and weighting factors were included in policy proposals, they were taken
for granted and guided future policy negotiations. The 2017 nZEB code ultimately
did not go much beyond the existing lenient energy performance regulation from
2011.
This process started with the establishment of a very unambitious energy
performance level of 90 kWh/m2/year. This was partly possible due to national
authorities taking very different positions on the energy performance of buildings.
In part, this was possible since the nZEB building code ignored local standards and
practical experiences of passive houses in favour of a harmonized national
residential building system. This process was finalized through the introduction of
two calculative tools: the delivered (purchased) energy building system boundary
and the primary energy weighting factors. These two tools ultimately supported
the heat pump and district heating dominance. In fact, the adaptation of the EPBD
into a Swedish setting supported the techno-political status quo.
I have also shown how an alternative residential building system was lost in these
negotiations – a building system where passive houses are the norm. This
alternative system could have been based on stricter energy demands, local
experiences, and passive house type buildings.
9.5.1 The nZEB code acting as a calculative device
I argue that the policy-making process of the nZEB code can be seen as a
temporary space for negotiations of calculations. In this space, policy makers and
consulting bodies negotiated political issues, but through numerical arguments.
The space was temporary because the policy making process eventually lead to a
legally established building norm. The concept of this space mirrors the idea of
markets as socio-material assemblages (Çalışkan & Callon 2010).
This highlights the messiness of the policy-making process and shows the politics
behind making these norms and regulations, which over a long period shaped the
norms in very particular ways. For example, the metrological infrastructure
presented by the Government Offices in 2012 was stabilized through the addition
of the 2013 bill forbidding local energy requirements and further solidified through
the addition of weighting factors. Ultimately, it is this design and revision of the
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building regulations that mainly shape the market for new buildings in Sweden and
the potential role of highly energy efficient buildings.
In this case, the nZEB code acted as a calculative device arranging the Swedish
residential building system. In the transformation of energy performance into a
specific meaning, it affected decision making and practices in the housing sector.
It did so in three steps. First, it squeezed the meaning of ‘nearly zero’ into one
simplified measurement by abstracting the knowledge on energy-efficient
buildings into economic language. Second, the code established how nZEBs were
to be specifically calculated by deciding what type of buildings would legitimately
adhere to the building norm – i.e., all buildings with an energy performance of at
least 90 kWh/m2/year according to the delivered (purchased) energy definition. In
other words, the ‘90 kWh/m2/year’ is defined in a very particular way. Third, by
being legally established, the code acted as the main device for shaping energy
performance in the residential building system.
While it is evident that a legal policy should be followed by market actors, the
important point here is not that it will be followed, but how it will be followed.
The nZEB code is not just a set of guidelines that are to be followed by housing
developers in individual building projects; it is a device for creating a specific
entity (Van Hoyweghen 2014), a specific housing market. In other words, the
nZEB code sends signals to market actors that they do not need to build very
energy efficient buildings.
This signal is important as a majority of building industry actors are unwilling to
go beyond legal standards without additional policy pressure (Ryghaug &
Sørensen 2009). Earlier Swedish research shows that strong policies are needed to
encourage actors to develop sustainable buildings as the Swedish construction
sector is strongly locked-in to traditional practices (Hemström et al. 2017).
If advocates of passive houses would have been stronger in the policy-making
process, this would have been a key mainstreaming activity – a passive house
standard established through law. The process of establishing building standards
is thus deeply political, but it does not look so after the nZEB code has become a
fact. Passive house advocates were not forceful enough to shape the calculations:
The Swedish Energy Agency and other advocates tried but failed, which might
have to do with the fact that their concept was not sufficiently well established
throughout the country and throughout the residential building sector or that they
were not able to forge sufficiently strong alliances, for example, with energy
suppliers or key parts of the construction industry.
Although it is known that different political issues are projected into performancebased building regulations (Meacham 2016; Meacham et al. 2005), this chapter
has shown that this type of policy can fail to enhance building performance. The
policy-making process was ‘hijacked’ by established interests with possibly
detrimental effects for mitigating CO2-emissions in the Swedish housing sector.
The resulting building code thereby failed to facilitate a wider deployment of very
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energy efficient buildings. Most likely, this will lead to a continued slow pace of
passive houses deployment at the national scale.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS
Against the background of man-made climate change, highly energy efficient
buildings have been promoted in many countries as one of the key measures to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This thesis studies the wider deployment of one
of these energy efficient buildings, the passive house. In Sweden, the deployment
of passive houses has been incremental and has taken place in different arenas. I
have studied this variegated process as a process of mainstreaming and have
identified four arenas where such processes are visible.
In this chapter, I return to the main research question: How do passive house
standards and practices become part of the Swedish housing sector? Through this
analysis, I also discuss the questions that I presented in the introductory chapter:
• How have passive houses been presented in the Swedish public discourse
over time? What implications have attempts of discursive stabilization had
for practices and standards?
• How are passive houses in Sweden stabilized through regional institutional
arrangements? What negotiations and challenges are played out at this
level?
• How does the development of passive houses shape the organisational
structure of housing companies in Sweden? What organizational challenges
and opportunities are associated with the development of passive houses in
Sweden?
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• What does the revision of the national building code according to European
Union standards mean for passive house standards in Sweden? What role
do calculations play in this process?
I revisit the different arenas I have focused on to understand how mainstreaming
has played out, and I discuss the ramifications mainstreaming activities have had
on normalizing passive houses in Sweden. That is, I examine whether attempts to
encourage the use of passive buildings have resulted in them being an exception
or a regular part of the housing sector.
Mainstreaming has been defined here as the process of stabilizing passive house
practices and standards in the Swedish building system. It is a conceptual approach
for understanding how passive houses become more widely used in Sweden,
focusing on the micro-processes of ‘negotiation’ played out in different parts of
the housing sector. Such an approach proclaims that change in the housing sector
ought not to be perceived simply as innovations disrupting established sociotechnical systems, but as an open process entailing a continuum of development
pathways and outcomes. The introduction of passive houses might still lead to
disruptive change, but it is important, and more realistic, to consider this
development as a re-orientation of selected aspects of the existing system.
The choice of the mainstreaming approach taken here was partly informed by
previous literature; since no larger systemic transformation was visible in the
studied material, a gradual conception of transition seemed more appropriate. That
is, ongoing processes exhibited a more dynamic picture where passive houses were
part of negotiations of green or sustainable changes in the housing sector although
no real radical changes were taking place. Thus the ambition has been to explain
how attempts to make passive houses more common are reflected in specific
‘struggles’ or ‘negotiations’ in different arenas.
To deploy passive houses on a wider scale, mainstreaming would need to
‘normalize’ the use of passive houses. That is, mainstreaming would result in the
regular construction of passive houses supported by, and part of, the main
institutions in the identified arenas without requiring much additional attention or
specialist knowledge. Mainstreaming passive houses was analysed with a focus on
four different social arenas: (1) within the realm of public and professional
discourse, (2) as part of local and regional institution building, (3) in the
organisational set-up of housing corporations, and (4) through the shaping of
building norms.
Normalization would thus entail the following conditions:
1. A dominant discourse. This would be a rhetorical device used by advocates
to further these buildings in public debates.
2. A national and sub-national supportive environment for these buildings.
This would mean actors and networks form eco-systems around passive
houses, and well-established actors and their complementary solutions
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(e.g., district heating) are well-aligned through policy and technologies
with passive houses.
3. An adaptation by housing companies to the design and production of very
energy efficient buildings. A change that would affect how their internal
business units work together and how these companies interact with actors
such as energy utilities, builders, designers, and tenants.
4. Legal and regulatory changes. These changes would encourage building
norms at different levels to promote passive houses.
Conceptualizing a passive house deployment as ‘mainstreaming’ has presented
insights in how climate change challenges are met in the housing sector. I go
through these empirical and theoretical insights below with regards to the
identified arenas.

10.1 Four arenas of mainstreaming
The first arena studied in this thesis has been the arena of public discourse on
passive houses. This has been studied by analysing newspaper and business
magazine articles and has covered the main debates on passive houses between the
years 2000 and 2017. Mainstreaming in this arena includes attempts to normalize
a specific understanding of passive houses as a new dominant and sustainable
building solution for the general housing sector.
In the realm of discourse, I conclude that the unsecure status of passive houses in
the public sector has opened up for industry actors to increasingly set the agenda
for energy efficient buildings. In this, passive houses were framed as one of many
different low-energy concepts available on the market rather than as a benchmark
for a new national building standard. Moreover, there has been a discrepancy
between the rhetorical framing of passive house development as a major trend in
the housing sector and the fairly limited actual construction of such buildings. This
should be understood as attempts to construct an early stage positive narrative
around passive houses in order to facilitate their wider introduction.
The framing of the passive house concept developed over time. Originally, passive
houses were presented as a simple solution as they were perceived to be wellinsulated buildings without the need for external heating sources. But as more of
these buildings were developed in the cold Swedish climate, this framing changed
as the inclusion of additional heating devices became part of the practices of
building passive houses. This change meant that passive houses and other types of
low-energy buildings became understood as more similar. This draws from
technological similarities as well as from discursive presentations often equating
all different types of low-energy building concepts. It also meant that passive
houses became more compatible with the conventional district heating and heat
pump sectors. This development benefited these established technologies, which
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were also visible in the policy-making process of revising the national building
norm, as shown in the final empirical chapter.
So, what have the mainstreaming implications of these framings been for passive
houses? Partly, this has established passive houses as a legitimate low-energy
contender in Sweden, but partly, and more importantly, it has meant that passive
houses remain mainly supported by enthusiasts. The main fault line in the
discursive arena is thus between those who frame passive houses as the next
national building norm and those who frame passive houses as a niche market.
Mainly, this fault line divides actors with strong specific local ties such as
municipalities and public housing companies and national building authorities and
the dominant market actors. As long as this tension between advocates and nonadvocates exists in the framing of these buildings, limited normalization can be
said to be visible in the discursive sphere. Although there exists a fairly common
understanding of what passive house technologies, practices, and standards entail,
there still exists several conflicting understandings of what role passive houses
should play.
As a second arena, I have studied the mainstreaming of passive houses by
analysing how they are integrated with regional settings. Mainstreaming activities
on the regional level have been understood as attempts to shape specific regional
passive house friendly environments through the making and shaping of
institutions, networks, and dynamic change processes. The regional level has been
represented by the regions of eastern and western Sweden, and these have been
studied using interviews with regional and local actors and through analysis of
local newspaper articles.
In relation to actors and their specific regional collaborations and activities, I have
suggested that these regions could be understood as different ‘eco-systems’.
Passive houses can be established at the regional level by building competence and
production networks of private actors allied with municipalities and policy makers.
Ultimately, institutional support structures and adaptations could follow such
system building. This would mean that to some extent a ‘regional normalization’
is possible and could in the long term provide a core for national mainstreaming
processes.
In the western region, support for passive houses can be found with regards to
policy, strategies, planning, networks, competences, and perceptions. This makes
for a more well-developed support for passive houses. The western region presents
some central aspects that support passive house development. Here the key
network actors – Passive House Centre and the Regional Council – play important
roles as funders, intermediaries, project managers, etc. These actors sustain
competencies and bring together municipal housing companies, the building
industry, and engaged experimentalists. Moreover, they have been central for the
construction of passive houses and for sustaining passive houses as a topic of
discussion in the news media.
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The eastern region has seen a more limited deployment, as there are fewer passive
house advocates both in the private and public sector. Local and regional
institutions show strong links between municipal housing, energy companies, and
municipal governance in favour of district heating solutions. The continuous use
and support of such socio-technically deeply embedded energy infrastructures can
be to some extent expected, but it nevertheless constitutes a barrier for the wider
deployment of passive houses in the region. Furthermore, it is the main reason why
the future of deploying very energy efficient buildings on a larger scale remains
unsettled in the region. So far, the few passive houses that have been constructed
in the region have not served as a stepping-stone for the further building of a
supportive ‘eco-system’.
The establishment of the Regional Council of Östergötland, the renovation of the
university hospital as a passive house building, and the development of the
experimental Vallastaden city district might all contribute to increased institutional
change in this regard. In hindsight, these could be seen as early mainstreaming
events in the region. While it is not possible to fully replicate the preconditions in
forerunner regions, some of the key variables of system building found in western
Sweden might be transferable to other regions.
Through this analysis, it is possible to say that passive houses are deployed at
different speeds in the studied regions, and more importantly, that this is partly due
to different regional settings and partly due to different actor constellations. These
buildings are thereby more normalized in some parts of Sweden and less accepted
in other parts, which might have direct consequences for housing companies
aiming to develop these types of buildings in these or similar regions.
So, what have stabilization attempts at the regional level meant for the
mainstreaming of passive houses? With the right mainstreaming activities, it is
possible to increase the deployment of passive houses at least in a limited
geographical area. With the right structures and actors in place, public and private
enthusiasts can cooperate and disseminate more energy efficient buildings.
Especially important are regional (strategic) coordinators and cooperation among
municipal companies. This latter group can play a key role as they operate with
one foot in the public arena and one foot in the private arena.
The analysis has also shown that there can be deeply entrenched socio-technical
barriers hindering passive house uptake at the local and regional level. Sunken
infrastructure costs and public company integration with local polices could
severely hinder the public demand of passive houses, as can be observed in the
eastern region. The eastern region shows that the Swedish system with fairly welldeveloped district heating systems presents built-in barriers for the development
of very energy efficient buildings. Mainstreaming of passive houses probably
depends on new technological and business solutions in such regions. Public
actors, energy utilities, and housing companies need to plan infrastructure and
buildings in deeper cooperation, which could lead to neighbourhoods combining
low temperature district heating with passive house buildings.
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And finally, there are regions such as the western region where mainstreaming
activities have been playing out for a long time and where passive houses have
reached a high level of normalization. Compared to other parts of the country, in
the western region passive houses are more regularly constructed and they are
supported by sub-national governmental authorities as well as public and private
actors. Although there are regions that have good pre-conditions for wide passive
house dissemination, even in these regions passive house deployment is limited.
As a third arena, I have studied how housing companies differ in their capacity to
contribute to passive house deployment. I have shown how Eksta’s and
Stångåstaden’s introduction of passive houses presented key differences regarding
‘co-evolution’ of organizational aspects and passive houses. The companies were
studied during on-site visits and using interviews with housing professionals,
regional governmental actors, and tenants. Mainstreaming in this area has entailed
attempts to re-organize the housing company and its internal business processes in
line with the requirements for planning, design, construction, and operation of very
energy efficient buildings.
Matching the physical characteristics of passive houses with the organizational setups and processes of housing companies can facilitate a greater deployment of
these buildings over time. Materiality has been found to matter especially in four
areas: economic models and calculations for investments, project planning and
energy models, the integration of internal competence building and relations to the
regional environment, and the services provided to passive house tenants.
There are examples of organizations that have purposely attempted to turn the
construction of passive houses into their new normal. For example, the public
housing company Eksta has adapted its organisational processes to a high degree
to passive houses. Eksta has engaged with these buildings by integrating them into
their organizational daily practices, such as their active social network formation.
I compared Eksta with Stångåstaden, which used the framing of ‘trying out passive
houses’ as an argument to not adapt their organisation to passive houses and to not
contribute more continuously to a broader development of such buildings.
Eksta took upon the role of being a carrier for the passive house concept within the
Vallda Heberg project, identifying strongly with it as a ‘passive house project’. By
taking on this responsibility, it ensured that Vallda Heberg became a passive house
district, and in the long run this also ensured that Eksta keeps developing these
buildings in their future building projects. In the Lambohov case, external actors
were mainly responsible for engaging with the passive house concept and no
representative for the housing company took on this responsibility after the project
was finalized.
In Stångåstaden’s Lambohov project, district heating played a similar key role as
passive houses did in Eksta’s Vallda Heberg project, partly due to the regional
preconditions presented above, but also since Stångåstaden never aimed to reorganize in line with these buildings. While in Vallda Heberg the building
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processes were adapted in detail to the physical preconditions set by these
buildings, Stångåstaden did not adapt its economic processes or its use of energy
models, but instead kept their conventional models. In the Lambohov passive
house project, key actors in management were satisfied with this development. But
for passive house advocates within the company, the restrained approach meant
that a normalization of passive houses never occurred, since such a development
would depend on adaptations and changes in how the company operates.
So, what mainstreaming insights can we attain from studying in detail how housing
companies develop passive houses? We can say that there are different strategies
for developing passive houses, but a mainstreaming approach considers the role of
passive houses in the organizational set-up to a larger degree. By addressing
economic models, project planning, competence development, and tenant services,
a mainstreaming strategy addresses not only the fact that new objects might include
new practices (even though the new object might look very similar to old objects),
but also might affect organizational identity. In this arena, a normalization of
passive houses can thus be understood as an organisational effort that might require
specific mainstreaming activities directed towards revising existing processes,
practices, and culture within the involved companies.
Much of the differences between the studied projects depended on developments
that are aligned between the local and regional level – i.e., between the housing
companies and their immediate technological, social, and political environment.
This suggests that mainstreaming attempts and supportive institutions at the local
and regional level are not enough to normalize these buildings even though they
could act as springboards for such activities. One reason for this could be that large
construction companies and housing developers are acting in national or
international markets. What is still lacking in the above mentioned constellation
are building policies that solidify the normalization of more energy effective
practices in the wider housing sector.
The fourth and last arena studied here focuses on policy-making and the revision
of the Swedish building norm and the transposition of the EU Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive (EPBD). Here I have analysed policy documents and related
consultation reports. I understood the revision of the national building code as a
potential moment of mainstreaming, where passive houses could find legal support
by incorporating such standards in the national building code – especially under
pressure from the EU to adapt national building norms to increased efficiency
requirements. However, as it turned out, an alternative highly energy-efficient
residential building system has not been realized through the transposition of
EPBD and the introduction of ‘nearly zero energy building’ (nZEB) concept. An
alternative system based on stricter energy demands and local experiences of
passive houses was never realized.
The negotiations of the revision of the Swedish building code focused on the kind
of metrological infrastructure (Callon 1998) that was established – in this case, a
set of calculative practices that supported the status quo. The resulting nZEB
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building code is understood to act as a device through which building performance
is calculated in particular ways that signal to market actors that they can ignore
any pressure to build very energy efficient buildings. Different potential futures of
the building stock were at stake in the ‘negotiation’ of differing calculations.
The calculations are proxies for politics that are not visible in the final nZEB code.
The actors in the temporary policy-making arena brought different political power
to the negotiations. This finally shaped the outcome of the building code. This led
to a code where nZEB is mainly defined as compatible with district heating and
heat pumps rather than compatible with a passive house standard, which would
have been the ultimate mainstreaming of these types of buildings in Sweden.
So, what does the transposition of the EPBD into a Swedish building norm mean
for the mainstreaming of passive houses? Since the result of the transposition was
a building norm that did not demand much more of house builders when it comes
to energy efficiency, the lost opportunity was quite severe for passive house
advocates. The attempts of mainstreaming passive house standards by revising the
building norm were defeated by a strong alliance of actors who supported
incremental changes. Therefore, the introduction of the EPBD did not lead to a
building norm that supported the normalization of passive houses in Sweden.
From a theoretical perspective, the mainstreaming approach shows that keeping
outcomes open and focus on detailed studies of rhetorical framing, subnational
system building, object-organizational links, and practices in policy making can
fruitfully add to the analytical understanding of the deployment of low energy
buildings such as passive houses.

10.2 Concluding discussion
I have chosen a mainstreaming approach to capture incremental reconfiguration
processes in the Swedish housing sector and keep the outcome open. This has
helped me draw a more differentiated picture of change processes towards passive
houses in Sweden, processes that turned out to be fragmented and diverge between
regions as well as companies. A normalization might cover the whole range of
development from incremental to a stable niche market, but the picture in Sweden
remains unsettled even though passive houses have had a visible impact on the
housing sector.
Although it is possible to say that regional and organisational adaptations have
signalled (albeit slow) progress towards a normalization of passive houses, the
revised national building code can be seen as a backlash in this respect, especially
with regards to the pressing needs of climate change. Most key actors in the
building and heating sectors have not challenged the lax demands presented in the
recent 2017 national building norms. Thus there remains a strong institutional and
market support for conventional residential housing solutions.
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Beyond regional and company-specific changes, the passive house concept has had
some additional impacts on the housing sector. Passive houses have to some extent
influenced mainstream building construction through the development of specific
‘passive house products’ and building components such as windows and
insulation. While the passive house ‘brand’ might not convey positive values for
all actors, energy efficient products are commonly marketed through it. Although
passive houses are not fully normalized, they remain as carriers for positive
sustainability values.
Passive houses have also played a decisive role in introducing much of the energy
efficiency language that is common in the Swedish housing sector today, as early
passive house projects embodied the idea that energy efficiency should play a key
role in house construction. Over time, this language of energy efficiency (and the
sales argument) has been taken over more generally (e.g., through different
voluntary standards) in the housing sector, a trend that seemingly paradoxically
have negatively affected the importance of the passive house concept. The
establishment of several environmental voluntary standards have probably
contributed to the lack of a legally binding low-energy standard (such as a passive
house standard) and the adoption of an ambiguous language when discussing
passive houses.
Overall, the deployment of passive houses in Sweden has been limited even though
there have been regions and housing companies that have been re-organized to be
in line with these buildings. In this thesis, I have shown that mainstreaming has
occurred through re-organization of housing companies, regional embedding, and
product diffusion. But this has only happened in some regions and in some
companies and not to the extent that building codes require the construction of very
energy efficient buildings. Normalization has thus been patchy and there is a nonalignment between different places and arenas.
Against this background, the increased deployment of ‘passive house inspired lowenergy buildings’ might be the future development in Sweden. That is, it is likely
that buildings that are more energy effective than conventional buildings but not
as efficient as passive houses will remain or increase as the main ‘sustainable’
choice in the Swedish housing sector.
This is a disheartening conclusion: the Swedish housing sector have failed to pick
the low hanging fruit of energy efficiency in the residential sector. Against climate
change energy efficiency is just the first ‘easy’ step that needs to be taken. To
provide low-carbon housing the sector also needs to make a large cut back in
emissions. Future research and political action ought to focus on a holistic view of
providing housing: i.e., considering energy efficiency but also sound production
and materials, buildings that can stand for hundreds of years, the role of
maintenance and repair, the role of sustainable housing in relation to wider
economy and finance, and building less buildings. This requires improved policies
and an unseen and unusual willingness to change.
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International developments in building policy and passive houses might influence
Sweden. Norway introduced passive houses as a national standard in a fairly quick
pace. A driver for such change could be a more active Swedish climate politics,
leading to public and private action. One way to further developments is to first
operationalize Swedish building norms in line with goals already set up in Swedish
and international climate policies and then go beyond these objectives.
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